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REDUCTIONOF ACOUSTIC DISTURBANCES IN THE TEST SECTION OF
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS BY LAMINARIZING THEIR NOZZLE AND
TEST SECTION WALL BOUNDARY LAYERS BY MEANS OF SUCTION
by W. Pfenninger and J. Syberg
Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
SUMMARY
The feasibility of quiet, high Reynolds number, low turbulence supersonic wind tunnels with
suction laminarized nozzles and test sections was studied. For axisymmetric tunnels, the test section
Mach number ranged from M* = 3 to 9, including two M* = 9 helium nozzles. Slow expansion
nozzles with large streamwise nozzle wall surface curvature ratios R/Rth in the nozzle throat area as
well as moderately rapid and rapid expansion nozzles were studied. A M* = 4.6, two-dimensional
JPL wind tunnel nozzle was included. Relatively large supersonic wind tunnels with test section
Reynolds numbers U*D*/u* = 26.2 x 106 were usually assumed.
Turbulent wall boundary layer noise in the test section of supersonic tunnels can, in principle,
be avoided by suction laminarized nozzle and test section wall boundary layers. With the high
equivalent length Reynolds numbers ReLequ of larger supersonic wind tunnel nozzles, especially at
higher M*, area suction should be closely approached and aerodynamic, acoustic, and thermal
nozzle inlet disturbances minimized. The minimization of such inlet disturbances and the
development and stability of the wind tunnel nozzle wall boundary layer with area suction were
studied under various conditions with the following objectives in mind:
Prevention of premature transition on the nozzle walls by: (1)suction-induced
disturbances; (2)Taylor-Goertler (TG) type boundary layer instability in the concave
nozzle wall curvature region; (3) Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) type boundary layer
instability particularly in the upstream high pressure, low supersonic nozzle areas; and
(4) boundary layer crossflow instability on the side walls of two-dimensional nozzles.
Minimization or prevention of suction-induced spatial (mean) flow irregularities as well as
timewise flow fluctuations in the test section (the latter might be induced by amplified
nozzle wall boundary layer oscillations, especially of the TS type, radiating into the test
section) to prevent premature transition on test models. Since suction-induced mean flow
irregularities decay relatively slowly in the supersonic flow region of the nozzle, they
should be attenuated as much as possible within the subsonic portion of the supersonic
nozzlewall boundarylayer(thickness6s).Timewiseflow fluctuationsin thetest section,
resultingfrom amplifiednozzlewallboundarylayeroscillationsof theTStype,shouldbe
minimizedby preventinganexcessivegrowthof suchboundarylayeroscillations.
Accordingto the nozzlewall boundarylayer analysis,prematuretransitiondueto amplified
TG boundarylayerdisturbancevorticesin the concavecurvatureregionof highReynoldsnumber
supersonicnozzlescan be preventedby removinga rather largepercentageof the nozzlewall
boundarylayerby meansof areasuctionin theconcavecurvatureregionaswellasin theupstream
low supersonicMachnumberareaof the nozzle.Asymptoticsuctionconditionsarethenclosely
approachedovermost of the nozzlesurface.The nozzlewall boundarylayerthereforebecomes
highlystablealsowith respecto amplifiedTS-typeboundarylayerdisturbances,obviatingtheneed
for a moreelaborateTS-typestability analysis.Underotherwisethe sameconditions,smallertotal
suctionmassflow ratios das/rh o appear adequate to prevent premature transition due to TG
disturbance vortices in slow and moderately slow expansion supersonic nozzles. The rhs/rh o ratio
needed to avoid transition due to TG disturbance vortices in the concave curvature region of slow
expansion supersonic nozzles increases from 0.005 at M* = 3 to 0.0105 at M* = 9 (using air as the
working medium). The larger suction mass flow ratios of supersonic nozzles required at higher M*
are explainable by their larger nozzle length to test section diameter ratio and their higher wall
surface friction losses in the high pressure, low supersonic Mach number region of the nozzle.
To control TG instability in the concave curvature nozzle region and TS instability in the high
pressure, low supersonic nozzle area at higher test section Reynolds numbers U*D*/v*, a
progressively larger percentage of the nozzle wall boundary layer must be removed. However, the
total suction mass flow ratio rhs/rh o required to control the TG vortices was found to be nearly
constant with increasing test section Reynolds number due to a corresponding reduction in
boundary layer thickness.
Nozzle wall cooling also affects TG instability. The surface cooling raises Re o and Re o ,f_ to
apparently cause a more rapid growth of TG disturbance vortices in the concave curvature region of
the nozzle, as compared with the case of insulated nozzle walls.
Compared with shorter, moderately rapid expansion supersonic nozzles, a major disadvantage
of slow expansion supersonic nozzles-especially at higher M*-is the substantially higher ReLequ
(at a given U*D*/I,*) and, as a result, increased sensitivity to amplified TS-type nozzle wall
boundary layer oscillations. In addition, the relatively high nozzle wall surface friction losses in the
high pressure, low supersonic region of high supersonic Mach number nozzles contribute to an
increasing nozzle wall boundary layer momentum loss as the nozzle flow expands over larger
streamwise distances in slow expansion nozzles. As a result, the nozzle wall boundary layer
Reynolds numbers Re o of slow expansion, high supersonic Mach number nozzles are higher than for
moderately rapid expansion nozzles to partially compensate for the smaller streamwise radius of
curvature of the latter in the evaluation of the TG vortex growth factor. Slow expansion, high
supersonic Mach number nozzles may then lose most of their superiority with respect to TG
boundary layer instability (compare, for example, the M* = 9 slow expansion and moderately rapid
expansion NASA helium nozzles). With their smaller Re 0 and ReLequ, moderately rapid expansion
high supersonic Mach (M* = 9) and high Reynolds number nozzles appear then as a favorable overall
compromise from the standpoint of TG- and TS-type boundary layer instability.
Extremely high unit length Reynolds numbers U/v e (at a given U*/v* in the test section) in
the nozzle throat region of high supersonic Mach number nozzles are a result of the high pressure
and density ratios of such nozzles, requiring very close surface tolerances in the nozzle throat region
and raising the ReLequ of the nozzle for larger U*D*/v* to values far beyond experimentally
observed transition length Reynolds numbers. These problems can be greatly alleviated by using
monatomic gases such as helium with "r = 1.66 (instead of "r = 1.4 for air) as the working medium of
such high supersonic Mach number tunnels. Due to substantially smaller nozzle pressure and density
ratios with "r = 1.66, the values U/v e in the low supersonic nozzle region and ReLequ of M* = 9
axisymmetric helium nozzles are 5.3 and two times smaller, respectively, than the corresponding
values for M* = 9 axisymmetric air nozzles under otherwise the same conditions. In addition, the
suction mass flow ratio that is needed to control TG-type boundary layer instability in the concave
curvature region of M* = 9 axisymmetric helium nozzles is less than half that of M* = 9
axisymmetric air nozzles under otherwise the same conditions. Furthermore, the permissible nozzle
wall surface roughness height for laminar flow in the throat region of M* = 9 axisymmetric nozzles
is about five times larger for helium than for air nozzles under otherwise the same conditions. Thus,
the use of helium as the working medium in supersonic, quiet, high Reynolds number, low
turbulence wind tunnels with suction laminarized nozzles will enable substantially higher test
section Mach numbers before considerations of unit length and equivalent nozzle length Reynolds
number set limits to U*D*/v* and U*/v* in the test section.
At a given U*/v* (26.2 x 106/m in most cases studied), the permissible wall surface roughness
in the nozzle throat region for laminar flow decreases substantially with increasing M* to rather
impractically small values for the M* = 7 and particularly M* = 9 air nozzles. Over a large
percentage of the downstream region of the nozzle, however, the permissible nozzle wall surface
roughness for laminar flow is surprisingly large, especially at higher M* and particularly for
axisymmetric M* = 9 helium nozzles.
According to the boundary layer analysis with area suction on the walls of the axisymmetric
M* = 5 LARC Q-nozzle and the floor and ceiling walls of the M* = 4.6 two-dimensional JPL nozzle,
the total suction mass flow ratios rhs]_a o at U*D*]o* = U*H*]v* = 26 x 106 that are required to
control TG instability in the concave nozzle wall curvature region are practically the same.
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However,to avoid premature transition due to boundary layer crossflow instability on the side walls
of two-dimensional supersonic wind tunnel nozzles, much stronger suction is required, particularly
in the low supersonic Mach number region of the side walls as compared to the floor and ceiling
walls. With the resulting extremely thin wall boundary layers and low Re 0 on the side walls, the
surface roughness in the nozzle throat region becomes extremely critical, limiting the maximum
permissible test section unit length Reynolds number to perhaps U*/v* < 107/m at M* = 5.
Furthermore, premature transition in the corners between the side walls and the floor and ceiling
walls of two-dimensional supersonic nozzles must be prevented by longitudinal corner suction slots
and, possibly, locally increased suction rates in the immediate vicinity of these corners.
Aerodynamic nozzle inflow turbulence can be strongly damped by ir, let screens with relatively
wide open area ( _ 60%) and very f'me screens, maintaining if at all possible viscous screen wakes
and a clean initial laminar inlet wall boundary layer downstream of the screens. To minimize
thermally induced turbulence and thermal convection currents in the nozzle, the temperature
distribution at the nozzle inlet should be extremely uniform. This would probably require a cooler
or heat exchanger system in the inlet section with a highly sophisticated temperature control, as
well as thermal insulation of the inlet wall surfaces. Acoustic disturbances, originating from the
tunnel drive system in closed-return supersonic tunnels or blowdown valves in supersonic blowdown
tunnels, must be strongly attenuated (by perhaps 80 dB or more) by suitable techniques.
Mechanical vibrations, originating from the tunnel drive system, the blowdown valve, and possibly
the exit diffuser downstream of the test section, must be prevented from entering the wind tunnel
nozzle and test section by suitable vibration isolation techniques.
Porous, finely perforated suction surfaces with very closely spaced electron-beam-drilled small
suction holes closely approach the aerodynamic ideal of area suction without introducing major
flow disturbances in the test section. The suction-hole-induced mean flow irregularities in the test
section are greatly reduced when the suction hole spacing is equal to or preferably smaller than the
thickness Gs of the subsonic portion of the local boundary layer. For a given total number of
suction holes, suction-induced mean flow irregularities in the test section can be minimized with
suction hole rows swept behind the local Mach angle. The hole spacings (_< Gs) within the individual
hole rows should be particularly small, while the spacing between the hole rows could be much
larger. With this arrangement, the suction-induced disturbance flow field in the direction normal to
the highly swept hole rows decays rapidly to insignificant values in the test section. Extremely
closely spaced suction holes are required in the low supersonic region of the nozzle, where Gs is
particularly small, especially at higher M* (at a given U*/v*). In contrast, Gs is substantially larger in
the downstream nozzle areas; therefore, larger suction hole spacings appear to be permissible in
these regions.
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For laminarization of the nozzle walls by means of suction through freely perforated surfaces,especially of high supersonic Mach number nozzles at high ReLequ, the suction-induced streamwise
disturbance vortices must be very w_,ak and should be kept within the slowest boundary layer wall
region by minimizing the suction rates per hole, i.e., using an extremely large number of very
closely spaced, small diameter suction holes applied, for example, by electron-beam drilling
techniques. This requirement is compatible with the above requirement to minimize suction-hole-
induced mean flow irregularities in the test section.
In contrast to perforated suction surfaces, slotted suction surfaces with longitudinal as well as
highly swept slots, t swept behind the local Mach angle, automatically avoid suction-induced mean
flow irregularities in the test section, at least as long as streamwise suction discontinuities are
prevented. This latter requirement dictates a relatively large number of individual suction chambers
and a careful layout of the internal throttling design within each suction chamber, such that the
streamwise suction mass flow distribution is continuous. For this purpose a separate second suction
skin, containing additional throttling holes, located underneath the external suction skin and
separated from it by small plenum chambers (in the form of small grooves or cells), must be
provided. To minimize or preferably avoid mean flow irregularities in the test section induced by
streamwise suction discontinuities, the structural elements located in the inner second suction skin
and supporting the suction surface should be swept behind the Mach angle of the local nozzle flow
wherever possible. In this manner, external flow disturbances induced by blockage from such
supports propagate in the direction normal to them at subsonic speeds and thus decay rapidly
spatially. Similarly, streamwise supports would avoid such disturbances. Suction, however, might be
partially blocked by such supports to cause suction variations in the direction normal to the mean
flow. In Contrast, the structural elements in the suction chambers supporting the second suction
skin may be aligned in any direction without necessarily introducing mean flow disturbances in the
test section.
Flush spanwise (i.e., perpendicular to the flow direction) or moderately swept suction slots
swept ahead of the local Math angle generate weak shock waves at each slot, which radiate into the
test section to possibly cause premature transition on test models. Therefore, suction surfaces with
flush spanwise slots probably are not acceptable.
To accomplish uniform suction over longitudinally slotted suction surfaces, the suction-slot-
induced potential crossflow velocity should increase linearly from the centerline or "attachment
line ''t_f between adjacent slots toward the slots themselves, i:According to appendix B, this appears to
I II i II
_fWith such highly swept dots, the suction-induced disturbance flow field in the direction normal to the slots is
subsonic and thus-decays rapidly to negligible values in the test section.
_With the suction-induced flow normal to the suction surface, the flow on the longitudinal suction rods is then
similar t_ the flow in the front attachment line region of a very highly swept wing.
be possible within a limited range of slot width/slot spacings with specially contoured longitudinal
suction rods.
Disadvantages of longitudinally slotted suction surfaces are larger surface wetted areas with
correspondingly higher suction rates, as well as increased difficulties to control TG instability in the
concave curvature region of the nozzle. Ideal area suction pulis TG disturbance vortices closer
toward the surface, where they are more quickly dissipated by the stronger viscous forces in the
inner layers, thus alleviating TG instability. This alleviating effect may not exist to the same degree
in the "attachment line" region between adjacent longitudinal slots, requiring accordingly larger
suction mass flow rates to sufficiently reduce Re0, Re 0 ,_0/_/r,and fl3dx.
Highly swept slots pull TG vortices closer to the surface at each slot location. Thus they appear
to be more effective than longitudinal slots in raising the TG stability limit, as long as the suction
slot spacing is very small.
The suction power, which is needed to recompress the suction medium to tunnel stagnation
pressure, can be minimized by individually recompressing the suction medium of the individual
suction chambers and by approaching isothermal compression. The resulting suction power (on the
order of 2% to 3% of the kinetic energy of the flow in the test section) contributes in a particularly
efficient manner to the drive power in closed-return continuous supersonic tunnels. With the thin,
suction laminarized tunnel walls, friction losses as well as diffuser losses (downstream of the test
section) are greatly reduced. In suction laminarized supersonic blowdown tunnels, suction may
instead be provided by one or several individual suction vacuum spheres.
The feasibility of supersonic, quiet, high Reynolds number supersonic tunnels of low
turbulence with suction laminarized nozzles and test sections hinges on several critical factors: the
stabilizing influence of area suction on the TG-type boundary layer instability and its dependence
on Mach number up to high supersonic M; the laminarization of the tunnel nozzle walls at
extremely high ReLequ; the minimization or preferably elimination of suction-induced spatial as
well as timewise flow fluctuations in the test section; the drastic reduction of aerodynamic,
acoustic, and thermal nozzle inlet disturbances; and the manufacturing and technological
development of suitable suction surfaces and structures. Research and development to verify these
particularly critical items and establish the necessary technology are therefore strongly
recommended.
INTRODUCTION
Premature transition on supersonic wind tunnel test models has often resulted from acoustic
disturbances, presumably originating from the tunnel drive system of closed-return tunnels, the
valvesin blowdown tunnels,and especiallythe turbulentwall boundarylayersin thetunnel test
sectionandits upstreamnozzle.In flight, suchacousticdisturbancesareusuallyabsent.Therefore,
to improve the wind tunnel model simulation of supersonicvehiclesat atmosphericflight
conditions,theacousticdisturbancesin supersonictunnelsneedto beminimized.
Acousticdisturbancesand mechanicalvibrationsoriginating from the tunnel drive system in
supersonic closed-return tunnels and the valves in blowd0wn tunnels can be largely eliminated
through acoustic and mechanical vibration isolation of the test section, as verified by the
closed-return supersonic tunnel of the Institute for Statistical Mechanics in Marseilles, France, and
one of the supersonic blowdown tunnels of the Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
(ITAM) in Akademgorodork, Novosibirsk, USSR. Since practically identical transition results were
obtained at high supersonic Mach numbers at ITAM both with and without attenuation of the noise
from the blowdown valve, the acoustic disturbances originating from the nozzle and test section
wall boundary layers apparently dominated and controlled transition on the test models. Therefore,
to properly simulate flight conditions on supersonic test models, especially at higher Reynolds
numbers, the acoustic disturbances that radiate from the turbulent wall boundary layers of
supersonic tunnels into the test sections should be minimized or preferably eliminated, t In
principle, this should be possible by maintaining clean and undisturbed laminar boundary layers on
the nozzle and test section wails of supersonic tunnels within the test rhombus, accomplished for
example by means of boundary layer suction.
This report discusses the feasibility of maintaining laminar wall boundary layers in supersonic
wind tunnels through suction. A detailed analytical investigation of the laminarization of
axisymmetric and two-dimensional tunnels in the Mach number range of 3 to 9 is also presented.
As an aid to readability, appendix E contains a listing that describes the figures and tables
presented in this report. The reader's attention is also directed to tables E-1 and E-2, which
cross-reference nozzle type and suction configurations with figure and table numbers.
The boundary layer crossflow calculations on the side walls of two-dimensional nozzles
(appendix A) were programmed by Dr. T. Reyhner for the CDC 6600 computer. The authors wish
to express their appreciation for his contribution and for his valuable advice during the boundary
layer development calculations.
tin the intermittency region of turbulence, boundary layer eddies alternate with potential flow regions. The outer
edge of the turbulent boundary layer is then highly irregular. At supersonic speeds, pressure waves then radiate
from the intermittency region of the turbulent boundary layer along Mach lines at 75% to 80% local freestream
Mach number into the test section of supersonic tunnels to often cause premature transition on test models (refs. 1
and 2).
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
a,b major and minor axis of longitudinal suction rods (appendix B)
cf
d
surface friction coefficient
wire diameter of damping screens
dA nozzle wall surface element
drhs/dA
g
suction mass flow per unit nozzle wall surface area
width of longitudinal slots (appendix B)
mean height of sucked layer per row of suction holes
k height of three-dimensional surface roughness
l_flo
rh s
P
wind tunnel test section mass flow per unit time
suction mass flow per unit time
absolute pressure
,
absolute pressure at suction compressor exit
(circumferential) nozzle radius at station X (in the Taylor-Goertler
stability analysis, r is the streamwise radius of curvature of the nozzle
walls)
surface distance, or slot width for spanwise or highly swept slots
U,V,W nozzle wall boundary layer velocities in x, y, and z directions
mean boundary layer velocity in sucked layer per row of suction holes
mean velocity normal to the suction surface through spanwise and
ltighly swept suction slots
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I
Vo
vi
W n
X
Y
Ycrit
Z
B =/30 Re 0
D*
G - Re0_--Sr
H
Hi
KEtest section
I'suet isoth
LFC
M
fictitious area suction veloc, ty, as it _ut_uun mcu,um is removed at
P=Pe
disturbance velocity in y direction induced by sinks of spacing X at
y = h from the wall (fig. 37b)
boundary layer crossflow velocity Component in the direction normal
to the potential flow streamline
streamwise coordinate (x = 0 at nozzle throat M = 1)
nondimensional streamwise coordinate
coordinate normal to surface
critical height of three-dimensional surface roughness with
Uk Ycfit
Re k = 'Vk
= 200
spanwise coordinate
growth parameter of Taylor-Goertler disturbance" vortices
nozzle exit and test section diameter
Goertler parameter for growth of Taylor-Goerfler vortices
height coordinate of two-dimensional supersonic nozzle at station X
_° *
mcompress/emcompress
kinetic energy of flow in tunnel test section
isothermal suction power
laminar flow control
Maeh number, or honeycomb mesh size
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M* testsectionMachnumber
R gasconstant,or streamwiseradiusof curvatureof nozzlewallsurface
in thethroatarea
Rth
Re
nozzlethroat radius(circumferential)
Reynoldsnumber
Re c
u k k
Re k = Ue
= fUds
ReLequ .]ve
Wnma x (80.1)
Re n =
V e
wing chord Reynolds number
roughness Reynolds number
length Reynolds number
equivalent length Reynolds number
boundary layer crossflow Reynolds number based on the maximum
crossflow velocity Wnmax and boundary layer thickness _i0.1 where
w n = 0.1Wnmax
Rere f = U*D*/v*
Re 0 _ U_.O_O
ve
reference Reynolds number
boundary layer momentum thickness Reynolds number
Re0al
RF
Re 0 for spanwise boundary layer profile at front attachment line of
swept wings
nozzle wall temperature recovery factor
T
T*
entropy
_ T
absolute temperature, T E - 1_I,2(3, _ 1)T*
test section freestream absolute temperature
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Tk
TG
boundarylayerabsolutetemperatureat edgeof roughnesselement
aty=k
Taylor-Goertler
TS Tollmien-Schlichting
U potentialflow velocityin x direction
U*/v* test section unit length Reynolds number
U/ve
U/v k
W
local nozzle unit length Reynolds number
nozzle unit length Reynolds number based on U and the kinematic
viscosity vk at the edge of the roughness
potential crossflow velocity on longitudinal suction rods (appendix B)
W
OO
potential flow velocity at inf'mity normal to longitudinally slotted suction
surface (appendix B)
wave number of amplified boundary layer oscillations (in fig. 32, a is
the suction hole spacing)
13'= _Rth
f/Mx
7 - c_..p
Cv
8
6
o Pet°/
Taylor-Goertler vortex growth parameter
exponent in Smith's linearized Taylor-Goertler vortex growth factor
Cp and cv are specific heats at constant pressure and volume
total boundary layer thickness (in this report, 6 = 80.99 where
u = 0.99U)
boundary layer displacement thickness
&x, AZ
thickness of subsonic boundary layer region
distances between suction holes in x and z directions
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o-f PU_-u)dypeU
0
Lsuct isotherm/KEtest section
boundary layer momentum loss thickness
wavelength of amplified boundary layer oscillations
/a absolute viscosity
_/a
V_D
O
kinematic viscosity
density in boundary layer
local suction mass flow rate
T O wall surface friction
cox, Wy, coz
IWnma__x(60"l q stab
X = L Ve J limit
 )al
vorticity in x, y, and z directions
boundary layer crossflow stability limit Reynolds number
chordwise potential flow v_locity gradient at front attachment line of
swept wing (normal to wing leading edge)
Superscripts and subscripts:
ad adiabatic condition
al attachment line
compr compression condition
crit critical condition
outer edge of boundary layer
12
k conditionat edgeof three-dimensionalsurfaceroughness(y = k)
max
maximum
0 wall condition
suction
stag
th
tr
stagnation condition
nozzle throat
transition
test section
Oo infinity
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FORMULATION OF" THE PROBLEMS /
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/
/
/
/
The question arises as to how to laminarize the nozzle and test section walls of large supersonic
tunnels with two-dimensional and axisymmetric inlet nozzles by means of boundary layer suction.
Since the purpose of quiet supersonic tunnels with laminarized nozzle and test section walls is
the simulation of atmospheric flight conditions, the length Reynolds numbers are necessarily high
on the models in the tunnel test section, and particularly in the upstream portions of the tunnel
nozzle. Under such conditions the artificially laminarized boundary layers on the nozzle and test
section wails can then become unstable in various ways. Different types of amplified laminar
boundary layer oscillations can develop, leading to increasingly more complicated boundary layer
flows and finally transition, as discussed in the following sections.
TOLLMIEN-SCHLICHTING TYPE BOUNDARY LAYER OSCILLATIONS
Various kinds of external disturbances, such as aerodynamically, acoustically, and thermally
induced flow turbulence at the nozzle inlet, mechanical vibrations, as well as suction-induced
aerodynamic and acoustic disturbances introduce initial fluctuations into the boundary layer. These
fluctuations can induce strongly amplified Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) and other types of boundary
layer oscillations, which finally cause transition. The maximum laminar length Reynolds number
Re L in the presence of amplified laminar boundary layer oscillation under the action of such finite
initial boundary layer disturbances critically depends ola the magnitude of these initial disturbances.
Experiments on various low drag suction wings and bodies of revolution in different wind
tunnels at subsonic speeds have shown that the max:imum laminar Re L of such low drag suction
surfaces varies approximately inversely proportional to the turbulence level u'/Uo, of the external
flow (fig. 1, refs. 3-8). In these experiments, area suction usually had been closely approached by
using a large number of fine suction slots, located over the entire length of the model. In other
words, extremely high laminar flow length Reynolds _aumbers appear possible in supersonic nozzles
and test sections if it should prove feasible to drastically decrease external disturbances. When
mechanical vibrations of the nozzle and test section walls can be prevented and noise from the
turbulent nozzle and test section wall boundary layers eliminated by laminarizing them through
boundary layer suction, the remaining disturbances that control transition will consist of nozzle
inflow disturbances, such as aerodynamically and tb.ermally induced inflow turbulence and inlet
noise. Therefore, to maximize the laminar flow length Reynolds number of supersonic nozzles and
test sections and to alleviate the problems involved with the laminarization of the nozzle and test
section, the above nozzle inflow disturbances should be minimized as much as possible.
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their wave fronts normal to the potential flow direction) are less stable than oblique TS waves
traveling at an oblique angle to the mean flow. However, according to Brown's supersonic TS
stability analysis on an insulated supersonic flat plate (ref. 10) using the full disturbance equations
(i.e., including terms containing the normal velocity of the mean flow), oblique two-dimensional TS
waves become more unstable at higher supersonic Mach numbers (M/> 5) than normal TS waves.
Brown obtained still somewhat lower TS stability limit Reynolds numbers as well as a closer
agreement with experimental results by Demetriades (California Institute of Technology, 1958)at
M = 5.8 by assuming three-dimensional TS-type disturbances varying periodically both in the x and
z directions and growing exponentially with time, using Dunn's expressions for the disturbance
velocities (ref. 11):
U u o + fly) e i(°tlx + tx3z - Otlct )
V v o + t_1 ¢(Y) ei(txlx + a3z - Ctlct )
W "_"
h(y) e i(txlx + °t3z" txlct)
where:
u, v, w = TS disturbance velocities in the x, y, and z directions
Uo, v o = mean boundary layer velocities in the x and y directions
c = cr + ici, the complex wave velocity
Since the most critical TS disturbance waves are usually swept ahead of the local Mach angle,
amplified TS waves can propagate along Mach lines with only minor attenuation into the test
section of supersonic tunnels to induce local flow fluctuations there. When the amplitude Of the TS
oscillations in the wall boundary layers becomes excessively large, the flow fluctuations induced by
the oscillations in the test section may cause premature transition on test models. Therefore,
strongly amplified boundary layer oscillations-especially of the TS type-must be avoided on the
nozzle and test section walls of supersonic tunnels, even though they would not necessarily cause
transition on these walls. At the high length Reynolds numbers of large supersonic tunnels, this
requirement dictates an even more stringent minimization of the initial disturbances at the nozzle
inlet than for the mere prevention of transition on the tunnel walls. Methods to reduce such nozzle
inflow disturbances are discussed later. Furthermore, to avoid an excessive growth of the wall
boundary layer oscillations and the resulting flow fluctuations in the test section of supersonic
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tunnels,thetunnelwall boundarylayermustbestabilizedto a higherdegreethanthat neededfor
transitionprevention.In this connection,it shouldnot beoverlookedthat othermorecomplicated
boundarylayeroscillationsmayoften couplewith the TSwavesto increasethegrowthrateof the
boundarylayeroscillations,thusfurtheraggravatingthelaminarizationproblemsof largesupersonic
tunnelsat higher Reynoldsnumbers.As the nozzlelengthand test sectiondiameterReynolds
numberareraised,the aerodynamicidealof areasuctionmustbeapproachedto anincreasingly
higherdegree.
For the samereason,anundisturbedinitial laminarwall boundarylayerat the nozzleinlet
shortly downstreamof the inlet dampingscreensis highly desirablealthoughnot absolutely
mandatory.An otherwiseturbulentinitial nozzlewall boundarylayerimmediatelydownstreamof
the inlet dampingscreensmay, if necessary,be completelyremovedby meansof suction, thus
reestablishinganundisturbed"clean"newlaminarboundarylayer(refs. 12-15).
BOUNDARYLAYER CROSSFLOW ON THE SIDE WALLS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL NOZZLES
On the side walls of two-dimensional supersonic nozzles, streamline curvature induces spanwise
pressure gradients and a resultant boundary layer crossflow in the direction normal to the potential
flow streamlines in a manner similar to that of swept low drag suction wings (see, for example,
refs. 16-19). The resulting boundary layer crossflow profiles show inflection points and are thus
dynamically highly unstable. In contrast, the TS instability is generated by the presence of friction
forces, which are relatively weak. As a result, the TS instability is a rather mild instability as
compared with the dynamic instability of the boundary layer crossflow. Beyond the crossflow
stability limit Reynolds number, longitudinal crossflow disturbance vortices develop, which rotate
in the same direction and eventually become sufficiently unstable at higher crossflow Reynolds
numbers to break up and cause transition.
At higher supersonic speeds, laminar boundary layers become increasingly sensitive to spanwise
pressure gradients, at least for insulated walls. First, the boundary layer thickness usually increases
substantially with increasing supersonic Mach number. Furthermore, the boundary layer tempera-
ture close to the insulated wall surface is substantially higher than the freestream static temperature;
accordingly, the boundary layer density close to the surface is considerably smaller than the
freestream density. As a result, the kinetic energy of the slowest boundary layer particles in the
vicinity of the wall decreases to very low values at higher supersonic Mach numbers. These slowest
boundary layer particles are then more strongly deflected from the potential flow direction by
spanwise pressure gradients, inducing a correspondingly more severe boundary layer crossflow as the
Mach number is raised to higher supersonic values. This increased sensitivity of laminar boundary
layers on insulated walls to spanwise pressure gradients has been verified experimentally through
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investigationsby the Northropboundary layer research group on swept supersonic low drag suction
wings (refs. 20-22). Thus, under otherwise the same conditions, the boundary layer crossflow
Reynolds number w n 6/u increases substantially with M, at least for insulated surfaces.
max
Unfortunately, according to Brown s supersonic crossflow stability calculations, the boundary layer
crossflow stability limit Reynolds number for the same boundary layer crossflow velocity
distribution at zero wall heat transfer does not increase significantly with M, at least at lower
supersonic M (ref. 23). (No theoretical results are available on the crossflow instability at higher
supersonic M.) Thus, control of boundary layer crossflow instability on insulated surfaces in the
presence of lateral pressure gradients ap/az will become increasingly difficult at higher supersonic
speeds. Laminar boundary layers of two-dimensional supersonic wind tunnel nozzles, supersonic
airplanes, or hypersonic vehicles therefore become particularly sensitive to boundary layer crossfl_ow
induced by spanwise pressure gradients at higher M. With wall surface cooling, on the other hand,
the temperature, density, and kinetic energy of the boundary layer in the vicinity of the wall
increase. As a result, boundary layer crossflow induced by pressure gradients ap/az should be
strongly alleviated by surface cooling.
Since boundary layer crossflow disturbance vortices develop essentially in the streamwise
direction, their disturbance flow field decays rapidly spatially even at high supersonic freestream
Mach numbers. Thus, in contrast to TS disturbances, relatively strongly amplified boundary layer
crossflow disturbance vortices appear permissible without affecting the flow quality in the test
section, provided they do not cause premature transition in the wall boundary layer.
In contrast to the flow in two-dimensional nozzles, the flow in axisymmetric nozzles is
axisymmetric, and circumferential pressure gradients and resulting boundary layer erossflows are
therefore absent, thus alleviating the laminarization problems. Axisymmetric nozzles, though, have
some disadvant_ges over the two-dimensional type, such as reduced operational flexibility;
furthermore, disturbances from the tunnel walls are focused on the tunnel axis, requiring a
particularly careful nozzle design and minimization of suctionqnduced disturbances in the
artificially laminarized tunnel wall boundary layers.
TAYLOR-GOERTLER TYPE BOUNDARY LAYER INSTABILITY
In the concave wall curvature region of axisymmetric and two-dimensional supersonic
nozzles, t Taylor-Goertler (TG) type boundary layer instability (refs. 24-30) can generate
1'In principle, concave wall surface curvature can be avoided in the subsonic portion of the.nozzle by means of a
suitable nozzle geometry. Concave nozzle wall curvature, however, cannot be avoided in the downstream region of
the supersonic portion of the nozzle.
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longitudinaldisturbancevorticesrotatingin the oppositedirection.They canbecomesufficiently
unstableto breakup andcauseprematuretransitionwhentheexponentf13dx in the growth factor
of TG vortices exceeds a value of 10 (according to a linearized analysis by A. M. O. Smith on the
growth of TG disturbance vortices from transition experiments on concave surfaces [ref. 26] ).
Thus, TG-type boundary layer instability in the concave curvature region of supersonic nozzles
may become particularly critical at higher tunnel Reynolds numbers, based for example on test
section diameter, flow velocity, and kinematic viscosity in the test section. Since TG vortices are
oriented essentially streamwise, their disturbance flow field decays rapidly even at high supersonic
Mach numbers. Thus, in contrast to TS disturbances, rather strongly amplified TG disturbance
vortices appear permissible without affecting the flow quality in the test section of supersonic
tunnels as long as they do not cause premature transition in the nozzle wall boundary layers.
The TG-type boundary layer instability on concave surfaces (or in the presence of Coriolis
forces in turbomachines) results essentially from the difference between the centrifugal forces
acting on the faster boundary layer particles toward the outer edge of the boundary layer and the
slower ones close to the wall. In other words, the TG instability depends primarily on the velocity
difference between the inner and outer region of the boundary layer and not on the shape of the
boundary layer profile as in the case of the TS-type instability (refs. 25-30), at least in the absence
of boundary layer suction. For this reason TG boundary layer instability is substantially more
difficult to influence and control than TS or boundary layer crossflow instability.
In general, for a given change in flow direction, transition due to TG vortices is delayed (i.e.,
f13dx is smaller) when this change in flow direction is accomplished over a shorter streamwise
distance, even though the local values of the Goertler number G - Re 0 _ and thus 13(refs. 25-30)
are larger as a result of the smaller radius of surface curvature r (according to calculation of TG
vortex growth factors). In supersonic nozzles, however, a rapid change in flow direction can
produce a nonuniform Mach number distribution with shock waves in the test section and therefore
is not permissible.
According to Smith's (linearized) stability diagram (ref. 26) of Re 0 ,f_-- f(ol0) (where the
wave number c_ = 2n/X) for different amplification factors B -/30 Re0, the locus for the minimum
values of B for different Re 0 ,,_ closely coincides with curves for constant wave numbers, or, i.e.,
constant lateral vortex spacings, X. Therefore, as 0 increases, maximum growth of TG vortices is
closely approached for constant _. This case is to be expected on the top and bottom walls of
two-dimensional supersonic nozzles. On the other hand, when tile potential flow streamlines and
the TG disturbance vortices diverge in the downstream direction, as for the case of axisymmetric
supersonic nozzles, ), increases in the downstream direction. The locus of Re 0 _ = l'(_0) then
deviates substantially from the locus for maximum amplification of TG vortices. Thus, TG vortices
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may be somewhatlessamplifiedin axisymmetricnozzlesas comparedto two-dimensionalones.
Accordingto TG stabilitycalculationsin axisymmetricandtwo-dimensionalsupersonicnozzles,this
effectis relativelyminorandwasthereforeusuallyneglectedin theTGstabilityanalysis.
Thequestionarisesconcerningthe possibilityof alleviatingTG boundarylayerinstability by
meansof boundarylayersuction.Accordingto Kobayashi'slinearizedanalysis(ref. 27) of theTG
instability with laminarasymptoticareasuctionboundarylayerprofiles,thestabilitylimit Goertler
numberfor zerogrowth of TG disturbance vortices is substantially higher and the amplification
factor 00 Re 0 therefore lower than they are without suction (fig. 2). The growth of TG vortices
would thus be substantially reduced. A previous linearized analysis of the TG stability limit with the
same asymptotic suction profile, but assuming vo = 0 as the wall boundary condition, has shown
essentially the same TG stability limit as the Blasius profile (refs. 27 and 30). The substantially
higher stability limit of the asymptotic suction profile, with the wall boundary condition v o _: 0
properly satisfied, is explained by Kobayashi by the fact that area suction pulls the TG vortices
closer toward the wall where the stronger viscous forces may damp the TG vortices to a higher
degree than in the case of impervious walls.
In addition, relatively strong area suction generates a streamline curvature within the boundary
layer that is opposite to the concave wall surface curvature. The curvature of the streamlines in the
vicinity of the wall thus becomes less concave and TG boundary layer instability is alleviated
accordingly. According to calculations of the streamline curvature in an asymptotic suction
boundary layer, this effect might be significant in the lower range of Goertler parameters G. With
increasing G, however, its influence seems to become increasingly less significant, as compared to
the stabilizing effect by pulling the TG vortices closer to the surface through area suction. At very
large G values, i.e., small surface radii r at a given Re o and 0, the streamline curvature induced by
area suction becomes negligible compared to the surface curvature and does not substantially affect
the growth of TG vortices. The stabilizing influence of area suction on TG instability is then
essentially a result of the TG vortices being pulled closer toward the surface by suction.
If Kobayashi's theoretical results (ref. 27) on the stabilizing influence of relatively strong area
suction on TG boundary layer instability should prove to be correct, the laminarization problems of
supersonic nozzles at higher Reynolds numbers would, indeed, be greatly alleviated. This conclusion,
however, may be valid only with area suction or when area suction is very closely approached. It
should not necessarily be generalized for the cases of suction through spanwise slots with larger
chordwise spacings or longitudinal slots. Unpublished low drag suction experiments by K. Rogers
(Northrop boundary layer research group) on a two-dimensional concave suction surface with
relatively coarsely "spaced suction holes at practically zero streamwise pressure gradient have shown
only slightly higher TG transition values f/Mx than those for nonsuction surfaces, using Smith's TG
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vortex growthfactorsfor impervioussurfaces.Suctionthroughrelativelycoarselyspacedspanwise
slotspullsTG vorticescloserto the surfaceonly in the immediatevicinity of the slots,not in the
regionbetweenthem.Suctionthroughsuchslotsinducesaconcavestreamlinecurvaturein therear
slotstagnationregionimmediatelydownstreamof theslots,whichmaypartially compensatefor the
stabilizingeffectwhensuctionpullstheTGvorticescloserto thesurfacein thevicinity of theslots.
To substantiallyalleviateTG instability by suctionthroughspanwiseor sweptslots,very small
suctionslot spacingsand a correspondinglyvery closeapproachtoward areasuctionthusappear
desirable.
LAMINARIZATIONOF CORNERFLOW IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL SUPERSONIC NOZZLES
Flow disturbances in the corners of two-dimensional nozzles may lead to premature transition.
These disturbances can be avoided by thinning the corner boundary layer by means of suction
through longitudinal corner slots connected to several individual suction chambers, as verified
experimentally by Feifel (ref. 31) and Goldsmith (refs. 32-34).
SUCTION-INDUCED DISTURBANCES
Undisturbed "clean" laminar boundary layers must be maintained by means of suction on the
nozzle and test section walls at the high length Reynolds numbers of large supersonic tunnels
without introducing flow disturbances into the test section, which might otherwise induce
premature transition on test models. Various suction methods will be evaluated in this respect.
Laminarization of the tunnel nozzle and test section walls at high length Reynolds numbers
requires a very close approach toward area suction, especially in view of the fact that different types
of boundary layer oscillations may adversely superimpose and couple. The minimization or
preferably elimination of suction-induced flow disturbances in the test section severely restricts the
choice of suitable suction methods. For example, with suction applied through many fine spanwise
slots, weak shock waves are generated at each slot and radiate into the test section (see, for
example, ref. 35). Therefore, suction through many fine flush spanwise slots (front and rear slot
edges not displaced) does not appear satisfactory from the standpoint of suction-induced
disturbances in the test section, even though laminar flow has thus been maintained up to 60 x 106
length Reynolds number both at subsonic and supersonic speeds (refs. 4 and 36). In principle, local
shock waves radiating from spanwise slots at supersonic speeds might be avoided by eliminating the
sink effect around the slots and the resulting suction-induced waviness of the streamlines at the
outer edge of the boundary layer in the vicinity of the slots. This can be accomplished by stepping
up the rear slot edges with respect to the slot inlet. Such an approach, however, may be too delicate
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the nozzle, except possibly in its transonic region where the slot sink effect may be excessively
aggravated by compressibility (in the transonic region of the nozzle, the pressure distribution and
flow are extremely sensitive to weak streamline waviness at the outer edge of the boundary layer,
induced by suction through flush spanwise slots).
In contrast to spanwise slots, longitudinal suction slots t avoid streamwise discontinuities of
the streamlines at the outer edge of the boundary layer and thus suction-induced mean flow
irregularities in the test section. Of course, suction must be continuous in the streamwise direction
across adjacent suction chambers; otherwise, streamwise discontinuities in the boundary layer
thickness may result at the juncture of adjacent suction chambers to possibly cause weak shock
waves in the test section. The question arises as to how to maximize the effectiveness of suction
through longitudinal slots in laminarizing the nozzle wall boundary layers. In this respect suction
appears optimum if the boundary layer thickness were uniform in the region between the slot
"attachment fine" (in the center between adjacent slots) and the slots themselves. If this were
possible, the wall surface friction would be essentially constant in the region between the
attachment fine and the slots (the crossflow induced by suction through longitudinal slots is too
weak to significantly influence the local wall surface friction). According to boundary layer
momentum considerations, the boundary layer thickness (for example, O) would remain constant in
the area between the slot attachment line and the slots if the boundary layer momentum removed
by the suction-induced crossflow in the direction normal to the potential flow direction is constant
between the slot attachment line and the slot, i.e., a(fp u w dy)/az = constant between the slot and
the slot attachment line. This is the case when W is proportional to z (assuming constant streamwise
boundary layer profiles in the region between the slot attachment fine and the slots).
The same result follows from the superposition of the streamwise boundary layer flow with
the suction-induced boundary layer crossflow. The boundary layer development in the slot
attachment line region can then be evaluated in a manner similar to that of the front attachment
line of a highly swept wing, where the chordwise velocity normal to the attachment line increases
proportionally to the surface distance in this direction. The boundary layer thickness is then
constant (see, for example, Schlichting), at least for the case of the inf'mitely long yawing wing.
Similarly, the boundary layer thickness should remain practically constant in the region between
the slot attachment fine and the slots as long as the crossflow velocity Wl, induced by suction
through longitudinal slots, increases linearly with surface distance z from the slot attachment line
toward the slots. This result is strictly correct only when the spacing of the longitudinal slots is
considerably larger than the boundary layer thickness. This is usually the case in the upstream part
of the concave curvature region of supersonic nozzles, which generally contributes a particularly
tAs used by Klebanoff and Spangenberg in unpublished experiment
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largepercentageto thegrowthof TG vortices. Toward the downstream end of supersonic nozzles,
the boundary layer is usually considerably thicker, and the slot spacing is then not necessarily much
larger than the local boundary layer thickness. In this case, to achieve uniform boundary layer
removal between the slot attachment line and the slots by suction through longitudinal slots, the
condition a(fp u w dy)/az = constant should be satisfied.
The requirement that W be proportional to the spanwise distance from the slot attachment line
calls for special contouring of the surface between the slots in the spanwise direction. Flush
longitudinal slots do not generate such a linear spanwise increase of W; cylindrical rods and
especially low fineness ratio ellipses are already much better. Detailed crossflow calculations across
the longitudinal suction rods, with the purpose of establishing optimum rod shapes with a linear
spanwise increase of W from the slot attachment line toward the slots, are presented in appendix B.
Longitudinal slots should preferably run along potential flow streamlines. To avoid any shock
waves originating from suction flow discontinuities in the supersonic region of the nozzle that
would penetrate into the test section, suction must be continuous along the length of the slot and
should start very gradually at the upstream end of the slots, as demonstrated by Spangenberg.
Suction through longitudinal slots, though advantageous from the standpoint of suction-
induced disturbances in the test section, has certain disadvantages. To closely approach a linear
spanwise increase of W from the slot attachment line toward the slots, the wetted surface area of
the nozzle and test section may substantially increase, requiring accordingly higher suction rates for
the laminarization of this larger wetted area. Furthermore, a weak boundary layer crossflow will
develop from the slot attachment line toward the slots due to spanwise pressure gradients. This
boundary layer crossflow may adversely interact with the TG vortices to cause earlier transition, t
Somewhat higher suction rates may therefore be necessary to compensate for this interaction.
Perhaps the most serious disadvantage of suction through longitudinal slots in the concave
curvature region of supersonic nozzles may arise from the fact that suction does not pull TG
disturbance vortices in the slot attachment line region as close to the wall surface as does ideal area
suction. This is obvious by considering the suction-induced flow normal to the suction surface for
the two cases shown on the following page.
tSimilar observations have been made by the first author on a swept laminar flow nonsuction wing in the presence
of three-dimensional surface roughness elements located in the front part of the wing. The weak longitudinal
disturbance vortices, trailing downstream from each roughness element, adversely superimposed with the crossflow
disturbance vortices resulting from spanwise pressure gradients to cause premature transition, even though the
surface roughness alone would have been far too weak to induce transition. However, when the boundary layer
crossflow due to wing sweep had been sufficiently stabilized by suction, three-dimensional" surface roughness on
swept low drag suction wings behaved essentially in the same manner as in the absence of crossflow.
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Vo0 = V0
Area suction vo (area suction velocity)
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Suction Through Longitudinal Slots
Voo = V 0
T
Slot "attl :hment line"
Slot
With suction through longitudinal slots, the normal velocity v in the vicinity of the slot
attachment line is much smaller than the suction velocity v o for ideal area suction (assuming the
same suction rates for area suction and suction through longitudinal slots). Hence, TG vortices are
not pulled as strongly toward the surface in the slot attachment line region as they are in the case of
ideal area suction, while they are pulled much stronger toward the slots in their immediate vicinity
where v is much larger. As a result, TG vortices may grow substantially more rapidly in the slot
attachment line region, unless the spanwise slot spacing is smaller than the lateral spacing of the TG
vortices. This condition, h.owev.er, can be seldom met with the thin laminar suction boundary layers
at higher test section unit length Reynolds numbers, at least in the upstream portion of the
supersonic concavecurvature region Of supersonic nozzles.
A promising suction method,'_)hich avoids suction-induced disturbances in the test section and
closely approaches the aerodynamic ideal of area suction, is offered by suction through very closely
spaced suction slots swept behind the local Mach angle. As long as the slot spacing is very small, TG
vortices are pulled alternately closer to the surface by each slot. As long as the slot spacing is very
small, TG instability may be better controlled with these slots than with longitudinal slots, although
not quite as well as with ideal area suction. Such highly swept suction slots have been used by the
Northrop boundary layer research group on a 72 ° swept low drag suction wing (ref. 21); A. L. Nagel
(NASA) has independently suggested the use of such highly swept slots. The flow component in the
direction normal to the slots is then subsonic, and the slot-induced flow field is therefore shock free
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and decays rapidly. For this reason, suction-induced disturbances do not propagate into the test
section. Very closely spaced flush suction slots are then feasible, using essentially the same standard
slot-cutting methods developed by the Northrop boundary layer research group. Local shock waves
resulting from suction discontinuities must be carefully avoided by maintaining a smooth
streamwise variation of the suction distribution along the length of the slots, as in the case of
suction through longitudinal slots. In the presence of a decreasing static pressure in the streamwise
direction, this can be accomplished by subdividing the suction area, providing a sufficiently large
number of individual suction chambers, and using an additional structural inner skin with throttling
holes located underneath the slots and separated from them by small plenum chambers. To avoid
trailing disturbance vortices at the slot ends in the corners of two-dimensional nozzles, the ends of
the side wall slots should be matched with those of the floor and ceiling wall slots. In this manner
the higldy swept slots, combined with the longitudinal corner slots, act like a continuous slot
without three-dimensional slot end disturbance vortices.
Slot wake fluctuations in the small plenum chambers underneath the slots may cause
premature transition at high length Reynolds numbers when the slot wake flow ceases to be purely
viscous and steady at higher slot flow Reynolds numbers _s/u. Such slot wake fluctuations should
therefore be avoided by maintaining a purely viscous slot wake flow, keeping frs/u _ 100 with
ordinary suction plenum chambers, or _200 with special shallow plenum chambers containing two
rows of suction holes (drilled into the inner skin) located symmetrically with respect to the slot
(refs. 37 and 38).
The aerodynamically ideal area suction may be particularly closely approached by means of
suction through porous surfaces, provided they can be designed and built for the theoretically
required suction distributions and the tight nozzle surface waviness and contour tolerances, which
are required to ensure a highly uniform flow in the test section. Suction through improperly
designed porous suction surfaces may produce an excessive equivalent aerodynamic roughness,
which can generate weak shock waves in the supersonic region of the nozzle. These waves will
radiate into the test section to generate mean flow irregularities with longitudinal disturbance
vorticity and correspondingly increased turbulence in the test section. As verified by the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS), such disturbances can cause premature transition on test models and
should therefore be minimized or avoided. Similar considerations apply to t'mely perforated suction
surfaces. To minimize suction-induced aerodynamic roughness, porous suction surfaces with very
small mesh sizes or perforated suction surfaces with very closely spaced, extremely small circular or
preferably elliptical holes must be used.
The question arises concerning suction hole patterns that for a given total number of holes will
minimize suction-induced mean flow irregularities in the test section. From this standpoint, closely
spaced suction hole rows swept behind the local Mach angle appear especially promising. The hole
spacing k I within each row of holes would be particularly small, while the spacing k 2 of the hole
rows could be substantially larger, With the rows of holes swept behind the local Mach cone, the
flow component in the direction normal to the hole rows is subsonic. Thus, the suction-hole-
induced disturbance velocities of this flow component decrease rapidly and do not radiate into the
test section. In contrast, the flow component in the direction of the rows of holes is supersonic.
Therefore, its suction-hole-induced disturbance velocities decay practically only within the subsonic
part of the boundary layer; in the supersonic boundary layer and potential flow region, they
propagate along Mach lines and thus decay rather slowly. To minimize flow irregularities in the test
section, the suction-hole-induced disturbance velocities of the flow component in the direction of
the row of holes therefore must be strongly attenuated within the subsonic wall boundary layer
region. This requirement leads to suction hole spacings k I in the direction of the hole rows that are
equal to or smaller than the thickness 6s of the subsonic portion of the local wall boundary layer.
The suction-hole-induced disturbance velocities at the edge of the subsonic layer are then practically
uniform along a row of holes, and suction-hole-induced disturbances radiated along Mach lines into
the test section should then become insignificant. This is not valid when k I is substantially larger
than 6 s. To satisfy the requirement kl_6s, extremely small suction holes and hole spacings k I are
required especially at higher M* in the upstream low supersonic regions of the nozzles. For a given
test section diameter Reynolds number, the permissible mesh size of porous suction surfaces or
suction hole diameter and spacing of perforated suction surfaces decreases inversely proportional to
the test section unit length Reynolds number U*/v*, requiring increasingly finer and more closely
spaced suction holes as U*/v* is raised.
Steigerwald's technique of electron-beam drilling very small, closely spaced holes appears to be
highly attractive in closely approaching the aerodynamically ideal area suction. Laser-beam hole
drilling presents another alternate for manufacturing finely perforated, low drag suction surfaces for
laminarization. Structurally, a finely perforated suction surface usually is superior to a porous one;
furthermore, as compared with a porous surface, the requited close nozzle contour tolerances can
easily be met. Reference 38 discusses various suction methods and problems associated with
laminarization in-the presence of the aerodynamic roughness induced by suction through finely
perforated surfaces.
The test section unit length Reynolds numbers should be chosen such that excessively close
suction surface tolerances are avoided, especially in the initial phases during the testing of
experimental laminarized supersonic pilot tunnels.
Streamwise boundary layer disturbance vortices resulting from surface or aerodynamic flow
imperfections can easily cause premature transition on the tunnel walls, especially when coupled
with streamwise boundary layer crossflow and TG-type disturbance vortices. Therefore, such
additional disturbance vortices should be minimized or avoided, especially at higher nozzle and test
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section Reynolds numbers. They can be generated, in many different ways-for example, by
three-dimensional surface roughness, by imperfect suction slots with chipped or damaged slot edges,
in the presence of abrupt spanwise variations of the streamwise boundary layer profile, and, more
generally, whenever the spanwise boundary layer vorticity component changes rapidly in the
spanwise direction. Longitudinal disturbance vortices are also generated by suction through
perforated and improperly laid out area suction surfaces (see, for example, refs. 39-48), by blockage
of the suction flow through the suction surface in the presence of incorrectly designed support
structures underneath the external suction skin, etc. Furthermore, such suction flow blockage can
generate discontinuities in the streamwise boundary layer development with resulting weak local
shock waves, which in turn radiate into the test section to possibly cause premature transition on
test models even though they would not necessarily trip the nozzle wall boundary layer.
To control the suction distribution over the nozzle surfaces, a separate second suction skin
containing additional throttling holes, located underneath the thin external suction skin and
separated from it by small plenum chambers in the form of small grooves or cells, must be provided.
Without this separation the suction flow in the external suction skin would be strongly blocked in
the areas of the support structure located underneath the external skin.
To minimize streamwise suction discontinuities, a relatively large number of individual suction
chambers should be chosen, especially at the high pressure ratios of higher supersonic Mach number
nozzles. A reasonably continuous suction distribution must be maintained across adjacent suction
chambers by means of the throttling holes in the inner second suction skin. To further minimize or
preferably avoid mean flow irregularities in the test section induced by streamwise suction
discontinuities, it appears preferable to sweep the structural elements, which are located in the inner
second suction skin and support the outer suction skin, whenever possible, behind the Mach angle
of the local nozzle flow. In this manner, external flow disturbances induced by the blockage from
such supports propagate in the direction normal to these supports at subsonic speeds and thus decay
rapidly and do not propagate into the test section. Similarly, streamwise structural supports in the
inner skin underneath the external suction skin would avoid suction-induced mean flow
irregularities in the test section. Blockage of the suction airflow in the region of these streamwise
supports, however, can easily lead to spanwise variations of the suction mass flow rates and, as a
result, of the nozzle wall boundary layer and should therefore be minimized or avoided. In contrast,
using a careful design, the structural elements in the suction chambers supporting the structural
inner second suction skin may be aligned in any direction without necessarily introducing
suction-induced mean flow disturbances in the test section.
The above considerations apply to suction surfaces with small, closely spaced electron-beam-
or laser-beam-drilled suction holes as well as very closely spaced suction slots swept behind the local
Mach angle. With such closely spaced, highly swept continuous suction slots, streamwise disturbance
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vortices arc largely absent, allowing possibly higher test section unit length Reynolds numbe.ts, until
surface roughness considerations in the nozzle throat area set an upper limit to U*/v*. On the other
hand, ideal area suction may not be as closely approached with the streamwise spacing of highly
swept slots as with a practically porous suction surface with very closely spaced electron-beam- or
laser-beam-drilled suction holes, requiring probably somewhat higher suction rates at higher Re L or
limiting perhaps the maximum Re L with laminar flow.
DISTURBANCES AT THE NOZZLE INLET
Aerodynamic turbulence at the nozzle inlet can be minimized by placing fine mesh
honeycombs and/or damping screens in the inlet section upstream of the nozzle inlet. Purely viscous
steady and turbulence-free screen wake flow and at the same time an undisturbed initial laminar
wall boundary layer would result at screen Reynolds numbers _d#, g 40 (ref. 49). However, this
ideal condition can be achieved only with screens of very small wire diameters at low flow velocities
through the screens and relatively low stagnation pressures upstream of the nozzle. To avoid erratic
behavior of the screens in damping inflow turbulence, an open screen area ratio of 60% or more is
preferable (ref. 49). At higher test section unit length Reynolds numbers and especially at higher
tunnel Mach numbers, i.e., higher tunnel stagnation pressures, extremely low screen velocities would
be required if laminar screen wakes are to be maintained. Very high nozzle area contraction ratios
would then be necessary, which eventually would become unacceptable in view of increased
difficulties with thermally induced turbulence. Thermal eddies resulting from temperature
variations in the inlet section are strongly contracted and stretched, in a manner similar to bathtub
vortices, as they pass through, the nozzle into the sonic throat region, thereby increasing their
kinetic energy and vorticity to generate thermally induced turbulence. Thermal eddies induced by
temperature gradients in the low-speed region of the nozzle must be minimized or preferably
avoided by maintaining a highly uniform air temperature distribution at the nozzle inlet. As shown
by Spangenberg at the NBS, this can be accomplished by placing a series of heat exchangers, such as
water radiators, upstream of the screens, with the temperature of the water or heat exchanger
medium accurately controlled, combined with a highly efficient thermal insulation of the tunnel
walls around and upstream of the nozzle.
Even with these precautions, an upper limit probably exists for the permissible nozzle
contraction ratios. In the NBS experiments with laminarized supersonic suction nozzles, Klebanoff
and Spangenberg used a nozzle area contraction ratio between the screens and the sonic throat of
100. No difficulties were experienced with thermal convection currents at the inlet when two water
radiators were installed upstream of the inlet screens, in contrast to considerable difficulties with
thermal inlet convection currents prior to installation of these radiators.
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To further increase the tunnel Mach and unit length Reynolds number in the test section while
still maintaining laminar screen wakes, the question arises as to how to further increase the nozzle
contraction ratio between the screens and the sonic throat without aggravating the thermal
convection problems at the inlet. For this purpose one might, fur example, install the screens in a
section of extremely low local velocity and sharply accelerate the flow immediately downstream of
the screens in a first nozzle to a substantially higher (although still low) velocity, followed by a
much more gradual flow acceleration over a long streamwise distance into the sonic throat area and
the supersonic region of the nozzle. With the rapid flow acceleration in such a first nozzle
immediately downstream of the screens, thermal convection currents may have insufficient time to
develop before the inlet flow has been contracted to a substantially smaller diameter.
At still higher tunnel stagnation pressures, it may eventually become impossible to maintain
laminar screen wakes. Other means must then be sought to minimize the screen wake turbulence
and establish an undisturbed laminar wall boundary_ayer at the nozzle inlet. In principle, the screen
or honeycomb wake turbulence u°/U ~ (X/M) "0"5 (see, for example, ref. 50) for constant axial
velocity is minimized by increasing X/M, i.e., increasing X and decreasing M as much as possible. In
addition, the reestablishment of an undisturbed initial laminar wall boundary layer requires
probably the complete removal of the turbulent wall boundary layer by means of suction (area
suction, discrete slots, or scoops) shortly downstream of the last screen or honeycomb. To avoid
premature transition, it is essential to remove all the turbulent eddies that intermittently penetrate
at times rather far into the potential flow region. Distributed suction further dowristream on the
inlet walls continuously stabilizes the wall boundary layer in the presence of the screen turbulence,
thus maintaining undisturbed laminar flow on the nozzle inlet walls. Since the screen turbulence
decreases in the downstream direction, suction may be progressively reduced. In addition to
suction, it may be desirable to further stabilize the inlet wall boundary layer and reduce at the same
time the screen or honeycomb turbulence in the inlet by continuously accelerating the flow
downstream of the screens, resulting in a rather long and slowly converging subsonic inlet nozzle.
Instead of screens, very fine mesh honeycombs may be used at lower tunnel stagnation
pressures. Fine mesh honeycombs may also precede the damping screens, with the purpose of
minimizing crossflow disturbances in the inlet.
To reduce wake interferences between adjacent screens, which might lead to velocity variations
in the test section, relatively large axial screen spacings should be chosen. The individual screens
should be oriented at different angles with respect to each other to minimize wake interference.
tX = distance downstream from the screens or honeycomb, M = screen or mesh size
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Taylor-Goertler type wall boundary layer disturbance vortices in the nozzle inlet should, if
possible, be prevented by minimizing or preferably avoiding concave wall surface curvature in tile
subsonic region of the inlet nozzle between the last screen and the sonic throat.
Upstream acoustic disturbances from the tunnel drive system in closed-return tunnels or the
valves in blowdown supersonic tunnels must be sufficiently attenuated in the low-velocity region
upstream of the radiators or heat exchanger surfaces. As an example, in one of the supersonic
tunnels of the Institute for Theoretical and Applied Mechanics in Novosibirsk, the valve noise has
been attenuated by means of acoustic linings by 50 dB (verbal information by associates of this
institute). In very low turbulence tunnels, acoustic disturbances often dominate over aerodynami-
cally induced turbulence, especially at higher tunnel speeds. Therefore, to laminarize the nozzle wall
boundary layers of supersonic tunnels at further increased Reynolds numbers U*D*/v*, particular
emphasis probably must be given to attenuate still further the upstream noise from the drive system
or the blowdown valve, requiring an upstream noise attenuation of perhaps 80 dB or more at very
high nozzle and test section length Reynolds numbers. In addition, emphasis should be given to the
development of quieter blowdown valves (NASA Langley developments).
Mechanical vibrations from the tunnel drive system, blowdown valve, and tunnel exit diffuser
should be prevented from entering the nozzle and test section by means of suitable vibration
isolation techniques. In addition, aerodynamic and acoustic disturbances from the exit diffuser
should not pass into the test section.
To optimize the design of quiet supersonic tunnels with laminarized nozzles and test sections,
the overall development and stability of the laminar boundary layer on the tunnel walls must first
be analyzed. In view of the critical importance of inlet disturbances at high nozzle and test section
length Reynolds numbers, such disturbances should be minimized as much as possible. To arrive at
the most promising suction method, the influence of suction-induced disturbances on the
laminarization of the tunnel wall boundary layers and the flow uniformity in the tunnel test section
must be evaluated. Special emphasis should be given to a careful overall and detail design of the
suction ducting and drive system, minimizing any further suction-induced disturbances that may
adversely affect the laminarized tunnel wall boundary layers and the flow in the test area.
The next sections of this report are therefore concerned with analytical investigations of the
tunnel wall boundary layer development and stability with area and slot suction. Included are
studies of some suction-induced disturbances that may affect the laminarization of the tunnel wall
boundary layer and the flow uniformity in the test section.
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ANALYTICAL STUDI ES
The following analytical studies were conducted:
Laminar boundary layer development and stability analysis with area suction on the walls
of various axisymmetric and two-dimensional supersonic wind tunnel nozzles and test
sections for different conditions, including evaluation of the critical height of
three-dimensional surface roughness for laminar flow on the suction laminarized nozzle
and test section walls of supersonic tunnels
Detailed studies of various suction methods for the laminarization of the nozzle and test
section walls of supersonic tunnels
• Suction through finely perforated nozzle wall surfaces
Study of mean flow irregularities induced in the test section of supersonic
tunnels by suction through perforated nozzle walls and the minimization of
such flow irregularities by suitable suction hole patterns
Determination of thickness fis of the subsonic part of the suction laminarized
nozzle wall boundary layer (affecting the suction hole spacing) at different
streamwise nozzle stations for various conditions
• Suction through longitudinal slots
Analysis of the potential crossflow in the direction normal to the slots for
various slot configurations, with the purpose of ensuring uniform boundary
layer removal on the nozzle wall surfaces
• Brief study of the local boundary layer crossflow on longitudinal suction rods
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER DEVELOPMENT
AND STABILITY ANALYSES WITH AREA SUCTION
Methods and Assumptions
To determine the overall suction rates and the streamwise suction distributions required for
the establishment of clean laminar nozzle wall boundary layers along the entire nozzle length, the
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be evaluated. These depend strongly on the development of the nozzle wall boundary layer, which
in turn is controlled by the external pressure field and streamwise suction distribution. Therefore,
the laminar boundary layer development with area suction on the walls of different axisymmetric
and two-dimensional supersonic wind tunnel nozzles was analyzed for different test section Mach
numbers M* and test section unit length Reynolds numbers. For a given test section Mach number,
the streamwise nozzle surface radius of curvature R in the nozzle throat area was varied from low
ratios R/Rthroat (rapid expansion nozzles) to very high values for long, slender, slow expansion
nozzles. The nozzle geometry and streamwise Mach number variation were established from existing
nozzles t as well as with Farwick's method (ref. 51). Figures 3a-d and tables la-g present the radius
ratio R/Rthroat and wall Mach number M at various streamwise stations for the axisymmetric
supersonic air nozzles investigated. Tunnel test section Mach numbers M* = 3, 5, 7, and 9 were
chosen. A long, shallow, slow expansion M* = 9 axisymmetric helium nozzle (R/Rth = 250) as well
as a moderately rapid expansion axisymmetric M* = 9 NASA helium nozzlJ are included for
comparison (figs. 3e and 3f and tables lh and li). Figure 3g and table lj show the height ratio
I-I/Hthroat and wall Mach number at various streamwise stations for the M* = 4.6 JPL
two-dimensional nozzle.
For the nozzle wall boundary layer calculations with area suction, T. Reyhner's method was
applied (reL 52). Sutherland's law was used for the variation of the viscosity p of air with the
absolute temperature T. For helium, the power law p ~ T n appears more accurate and was used
with n = 0.675 (according to refs. 53-55, n = 0.645 would have been slightly better).
In view of the high nozzle length Reynolds numbers of large supersonic tunnels, area suction
must be very closely approached for the laminarization of their nozzles. Therefore, area suction was
assumed for the analysis of the overall boundary layer development. For different test section Mach
numbers M*, nozzle geometries (i.e., throat radius ratios R/Rth), and test section unit length
Reynolds numbers U*/v*, various streamwise suction distributions PeVo/P*U * [or
d(rhs[fiao)/d(x/Rth)] and total suction rates rhs/rh o were chosen so as to prevent premature
transition due to Tollmien-Schlichting, Taylor-Goertler, and crossflow disturbance vortices. In
addition, to minimize flow irregularities in the test section induced by amplified TS-type nozzle
wall boundary layer oscillations_ _fthe streamwise suction distribution was selected such as to avoid
excessively amplified TS oscillations on the nozzle walls. Zero nozzle wall heat transfer was usually
_fThe coordinates and Mach number distribution of these nozzles were furnished by NASA Langley.
Jf_'ln contrast to TS waves (which are usually swept ahead of the local Mach angle) amplified streamwise TG as well as
boundary layer crossflow disturbance vortices do not propagate into the test section and therefore do not induce
flow irregularities in the test section.
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assumed; for a few cases the effect of moderate wall cooling on TS and TG boundary layer
instability was studied. If not otherwise indicated, the data presented apply to insulated nozzle
walls.
The boundary layer crossflow induced by streamline curvature on the side walls of
two-dimensional supersonic nozzles was evaluated from the boundary layer equation in the
crossflow direction, assuming that the boundary layer crossflow velocity w is very much smaller
than the chordwise boundary layer velocity component u (w << u) (see appendix A). The
boundary layer velocities u, v can then be calculated to a first approximation by neglecting w. The
terms u and v thus evaluated can then be used in the boundary layer crossflow equation to obtain
a first approximation for w. For the case of two-dimensional supersonic nozzles without suction,
w is not necessarily small compared to u, and the above assumption that u, v do not significantly
depend on w is not justifiable. A simultaneous integration of all boundary layer equations and
energy and continuity equations would then be required, as developed by Raetz (ref. 56). The
boundary layers on the side walls of two-dimensional nozzles are very thin because of the relatively
strong area suction necessary to prevent premature transition due to boundary layer crossflow. The
kinetic energy of the slowest nozzle wall boundary layer particles in the vicinity of the surface is
thus sufficiently large for the nozzle side wall boundary layer to withstand spanwise pressure
gradients 0p/0z (in the direction normal to the potential flow direction) without excessive
streamline curvature in the boundary layer close to the surface. As a result, as on swept laminar
flow control (LFC) wings, the boundary layer crossflow velocity w on the side walls of
two-dimensional supersonic nozzles will decrease rapidly with decreasing side wall boundary layer
thickness, which results from larger nondimensional suction rates(PeVo/P*U*),J-R-eref. The reference
Reynolds number can be based, for example, on U*, D*, u* in the test section. The assumption
w << u thus appears to be usually well justified, and further iteration for w is not necessary.
In connection with the boundary layer crossflow calculations on the side walls of
two-dimensional supersonic nozzles, the question arises concerning the boundary values of w in
the corners between the nozzle side walls and the walls of the nozzle floor and ceiling. As in curved
bends, the secondary boundary layer crossflow on the nozzle side walls extends beyond these
corners to the nozzle floor and ceiling walls, where it gradually dies out. Thus, w = 0 in these
corners does not appear correct. On the other hand, the assumption of fully developed boundary
layer crossflow in the nozzle corners probably overestimates the local boundary layer crossflow
somewhat.
The question arises as to how close to the floor and ceiling walls practically fully developed
boundary layer crossflow exists on the side walls of two-dimensional suction laminarized supersonic
nozzles. The boundary layer crossflow is considered fully developed when at a given location all the
particles within the side wall boundary layer from the surface to the outer edge of the boundary
layer originate from upstream areas of the side walls and not from the floor and ceiling walls of the
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side walls. ? Thus, in the concave curvature region of the nozzle, where the boundary layer crossflow
on the side walls is directed from the nozzle corners toward the nozzle axis, the area with
practically fully developed boundary layer crossflow is given by the limiting boundary layer
streamlines adjacent to the side wall surface and originating from the nozzle wall corners close to
the downstream end of the supersonic convex curvature region of the nozzle where the boundary
lay_er crossflow changes its direction. In the convex curvature region of the nozzle, on the other
hand, where the boundary layer crossflow is directed outwards toward the nozzle comers,
practically fully developed boundary layer crossflow should exist over the entire height of the
nozzle side walls. Since the boundary layer crossflow velocity w << u when a relatively large
percentag e of the side wall boundary layer is sucked away to control boundary layer crossflow
instability on the side walls, the angle between the limiting boundary layer side wall surface
streamline and the local potential flow streamline is very small. The assumption of practically fully
developed boundary layer crossflow on the side walls of suction laminarized two-dimensional
supersonic nozzles then appears justifiable over a large percentage of the height of the nozzle
side walls.
The fully developed boundary layer crossflow on the side walls of supersonic nozzles, assuming
w << u, was calculated using T. Reyhner's method (appendix A).
From the boundary layer development analysis, attempts were made to evaluate or estimate
the boundary layer stability limit, growth of amplified laminar boundary layer oscillations, and
transition on the nozzle and test section walls in the presence of various types of disturbances.
These include amplified Tollmien-Schlichting boundary layer oscillations, Taylor-Goertler boundary
layer disturbance vortices in regions of concave nozzle wall surface curvature, and boundary layer
crossflow disturbance vortices on the side walls of two-dimensional supersonic nozzles.
The following assumptions were made:
a) Aerodynamic, thermal, and acoustic nozzle inlet disturbances: Minimized as much as
possible.
b) Tollmien-Schlichting type boundary layer oscillations on the walls of laminarized
supersonic nozzles and test sections: According to theoretical results of Brown (ref. 10),
Mack (ref. 57), and transition experiments on cones, etc. at various supersonic Mach
numbers without suction and in the absence of strong flow acceleration, the TS stability
limit and transition length Reynolds number in the absence of boundary layer crossflow
instability increases substantially at higher supersonic Mach numbers, as compared to the
Similar considerations have been applied to swept low dragsuction wings.
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correspondingvaluesof subsonicandlow supersonicMachnumbers,at leastfor zerowall
heat transferand moderatewall cooling.The questionthenarisesasto the stabilizing
influenceof areasuctionand strong flow accelerationon the TS-typeboundarylayer
instability at higher supersonicMach numbers.Thus far, theory has not provided
conclusiveanswers.Evenfor the simplestcaseof the insulatedsupersonicflat platewith
zero pressuregradientand without suction, the theoreticalinvestigationson the TS
instability at highersupersonicspeedsstill appearcontroversial.Brown'sTS stability
calculationson an insulatedflat plateat M = 5.8(ref. 10)indicatethatthemeannormal
boundary layer velocity apparentlycannot be neglectedat highersupersonicMach
numbersin a TSstability analysis.Gunnesshasshownthat evenfurtheradditionalterms
mayhaveto beincludedin suchananalysisat highersupersonicM (ref. 58).Accordingto
Brown (ref. 10), it appearsthat obliquetwo- and three-dimensionalTS disturbances,
usually lessimportant in subsonicflow, will haveto be consideredin a TS stability
analysisat highersupersonicM.
The stabilizing influence of distributed suction on a laminar boundary layer at
moderately high supersonic Mach numbers has been demonstrated during low drag
suction experiments on a supersonic flat plate and body of revolution in the Tullahoma
A-tunnel (refs. 36 and 59). In spite of the substantial acoustic disturbances radiated from
the turbulent nozzle and test section wall boundary layers, full length laminar flow was
observed on an ogive supersonic suction body of revolution up to Re L = 51 x 106 length
Reynolds number-the test limit of the tunnel (ref. 36)-as compared to about 10 times
lower values without suction. Distributed suction was approached by means of suction
through a very large number of closely spaced circumferential slots. In other words, the
stabilizing influence of distributed suction on a supersonic laminar boundary layer in the
absence of boundary layer crossflow has been demonstrated at least at M = 3. However, it
has not been sufficiently verified how far the stabilizing influence of area suction can be
extended to higher Mach numbers.
Since the low supersonic Mach number nozzle region of high pressure contributes a large
percentage to the "equivalent" nozzle length Reynolds number, especially for high
supersonic Mach number nozzles, the transition results of references 36 and 59 with
distributed suction at moderately high supersonic speeds appear particularly important
and promising in connection with the laminarization of supersonic Mach number nozzles
up to high test section Mach numbers. One might then speculate on the laminar flow
length Reynolds numbers when nozzle inlet aerodynamic, acoustic, and thermal
disturbances are minimized and when acoustic disturbances from the turbulent nozzle
wall boundary layer are eliminated by laminarizing them through suction. Assuming
ReLlaminar of low drag suction surfaces being inversely proportional to the external
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disturbance velocity ratio u'/U, "equivalent" nozzle length Reynolds numbers of several
times 108 might eventually become possible, if the nozzle wall boundary layers were
stabilized to the same or preferably somewhat higher degree as those on the suction body
of revolution of reference 36. The overall suction rates and streamwise suction
distribution on the nozzle walls were therefore chosen for this analysis to be at least as
stable with respect to TS oscillations as those of reference 36; i.e., the suction
distribution and overall suction rate were varied until the boundary layer profiles on the
nozzle walls closely approached asymptotic suction profiles. In general, somewhat higher
local suction rates were required anyhow to control the growth of TG boundary layer
disturbance vortices in the supersonic concave curvature region of the nozzle such as to
avoid transition due to TG instability. Therefore, control of TS instability appeared of
secondary importance in this region.
In the supersonic region of axisymmetric supersonic nozzles, TS-type disturbance vortices
are stretched in the circumferential direction as the nozzle radius increases in the
streamwise direction, lowering accordingly the TS stability limit Reynolds number in this
region. Vice versa, they are compressed in the subsonic part of the nozzle to raise the TS
stability limit. With the small percentage change of the nozzle radius over a streamwise
distance equal to a TS wavelength, these effects usually appear small for the nozzles
investigated and were therefore neglected.
Taylor-Goertler type boundary layer instability in the concave surface curvature region of
supersonic nozzles:
1) Compressibility effects on the stability limit Goertler number (Re 0 x/_)stab limit
and the growth of Taylor-Goertler vortices were neglected, due to lack of TG
stability calculations at higher Mach numbers. TG stability calculations by
Hammerlin (ref. 28) at M = 0.5 showed practically the same minimum value of
Re 0 ,,_ at the stability limit as that for the incompressible case. Thus, TG
instability seems to be hardly affected by compressibility effects within the low
subsonic speed range. To what extent this is true at higher M is uncertain and should
be verified theoretically and experimentally. According to Aihara (ref. 29), the
minimum value Re 0 ,f_ at the stability limit of TG vortices decreases somewhat at
higher supersonic M. Aihara's calculations, however, do not furnish results about the
growth of TG vortices at higher supersonic M.
2) In the supersonic region of axisymmetric nozzles, the lateral spacing and thus the
diameter of TG disturbance vortices will increase in the downstream direction, thus
reducing their kinetic energy and vorticity to raise somewhat the stability limit
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Goertlernumber,as comparedto the caseof parallelpotential flow streamlines.
However,sincethe spreadingangleof the TGvorticesis verysmall,this favorable
effectisprobablyminorandwasthereforeneglected.
3) The flow acceleration in the nozzle causes a longitudinal stretching of the
streamwise TG and boundary layer crossflow disturbance vortices, lowering
accordingly their stability limit. Again, since the chordwise change of the mean flow
over a length equal to the lateral wave spacing is small, this unfavorable effect is
probably minor and was therefore neglected.
4) Based on A. M. O. Smith's evaluation of subsonic TG transition experiments (ref.
26), a linearized Taylor-Goertler growth factor fOdx = 10 was assumed at
transition. This assumption implies no unfavorable coupling with amplified oblique
Tollmien-Schlicting type boundary layer oscillations, which would lower the
linearized TG disturbance vortex growth factor below 10. Amplified oblique TS
waves would distort the streamwise TG disturbance vortices three-dimensionally,
thereby stretching them longitudinally and thus increasing their vorticity and kinetic
energy to cause transition at lower values of the linearized TG disturbance vortex
growth factor. A similar unfavorable coupling between streamwise boundary layer
crossflow disturbance vortices and amplified oblique TS waves, induced by external
as well as internal acoustic disturbances, has been observed on swept low drag
suction wings (refs. 17 and 60). Since, however, even moderately strongly amplified
TS-type oscillations must be avoided to minimize the resulting flow fluctuations in
the test section, the adverse coupling between such weakly amplified oblique TS
waves and streamwise disturbance vortices of the TG or boundary layer crossflow
instability type does not appear too critical and was therefore neglected.
5) Kobayashi's stability results (ref. 27) for the asymptotic suction profile were
assumed in the analysis of the linearized TG disturbance vortex growth factor. Since
the suction velocities required for the laminarization of the nozzle wall boundary
layers in the concave surface curvature region of the nozzles did not differ too much
from the asymptotic suction rates, this assumption seems justifiable.
d) Boundary layer crossflow instability on the side walls of two-dimensional subsonic
nozzles:
1) Based on Brown's theoretical results (ref. 23) on a highly swept supersonic suction
wing at M = 1.8, according to which the crossflow stability limit Reynolds number
of a given boundary layer crossflow profile is only insignificantly higher than in
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incompressibleflow, the effect of Machnumberon the crossflowstability limit
Reynoldsnumberandthe growthof crossflowdisturbancevorticeswereneglected.
Subsonictheoretical and experimentalresultson the crossflowstability limit
Reynoldsnumber, growth of crossflowdisturbancevortices,and the resulting
transition,gainedfrom previousinvestigationsonsweptlow dragsuctionwings(ref.
16), were appliedto analyzethe boundarylayer behavioron the sidewalls of
suctionlaminarizedtwo-dimensionalsupersonicnozzles.In general,it wasassumed
that the minimumcrossflowstability limit ReynoldsnumberXmin on thesidewalls
couldbeexceededby a factor of about2asonsweptlow dragsuctionwings.Since
the boundarylayer crossflowon the nozzlesidewallsis critical only overlimited
regions,in contrast to swept low dragsuction wingswherethe boundarylayer
crossflowat high wing chord Reynoldsnumbersis critical over the entire chord,
Xmin might be exceededsafelyby a somewhatlarger factor than 2. Xmin is a
function of the shapeof theboundarylayercrossflowprofileandwasevaluatedfor
different crossflowprofilesaccordingto Brown'sincompressiblestability calcula-
tions for different boundary layer crossflow profiles (ref. 61).
2) Similar to the streamwise TG boundary layer disturbance vortices in axisymmetrk
nozzles, the streamwise boundary layer crossflow disturbance vortices on the side
walls of two-dimensional supersonic nozzles will diverge and grow in diameter as th_
flow passes downstream through the supersonic region of the nozzle. As a result, th_
kinetic energy and vorticity of these disturbance vortices will be lower than for th,
case of practically parallel potential flow, raising accordingly the crossflow stabilit,.
limit and transition Reynolds number. This is apparently the case on a rotating disc
where the boundary layer crossflow disturbance vortices, induced by centrifuga
forces, diverge rather rapidly. The experimentally observed boundary layer crossflo_a
stability limit and transition Reynolds numbers on a rotating disc have been
substantially higher than Brown's theoretical values (ref. 61), which neglect the
divergence of the boundary layer crossflow disturbance vortices and the radial
variation of the mean boundary layer velocities. Again, since the lateral spread of the
crossflow disturbance vortices on the side walls of supersonic two-dimensional
nozzles is rather small over a chordwise length equal to the lateral vortex spacing,
this favorable effect is probably minor and was therefore neglected.
The question arises concerning the choice of test section size, D or H, and unit length
Reynolds number, U*/v*. Since the purpose of quiet supersonic wind tunnels with laminarized
nozzles and test sections is the simulation of supersonic flight conditions on test models, preferably
at flight Reynolds numbers, it is desirable to obtain rather high test section Reynolds numbers. As a
starting point, the test section height and unit length Reynolds number of the Tullahoma
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A-supersonictunnel at M= 3 and maximum tunnel pressurewas chosen,i.e., U*/v*=
26.22x 106/mand D= H = 1m wereassumedfor the nozzletest sections.At this U*/v* value,
surfaceroughnessshouldnot yet causeprematuretransitionon testmodels,especiallyat higherM*.
WiththeTaylor-Goertlertypeboundarylayerinstabilityin theconcavecurvatureregionof the
nozzlebeingparticularlycritical, the questionaroseasto how far the growthof TG disturbance
vorticesand theresultingtransitionmightbecontrolledby the nozzlegeometry.To determineif
long, shallow,supersonicnozzleswith a largethroat surfaceradiusratio R/Rtharepreferableto
shorterrapidexpansionnozzleswith muchsmallerR/Rth ratioswith respecto TG disturbances,
R/Rthof theM* = 3, 5, and7 nozzleswasvariedoverawiderange.
In viewof the absence of boundary layer crossflow in axisymmetric nozzles and the resultant
simpler analysis, emphasis was first given to these nozzles, starting at M* = 3 and increasing M* to 5,
7, and 9. After experience was gained on the laminarization problems of axisymmetric supersonic
nozzles, the laminar boundary layer development and stability with area suction were analyzed on
the floor, ceiling, and side walls of a M* = 4.6 two-dimensional JPL supersonic nozzle for different
conditions.
As a result of the high pressures in and shortly upstream and downstream of the throat region
of high supersonic Mach number nozzles, the local unit length Reynolds numbers in this region
become extremely high. Severe difficulties from surface roughness and suction-induced disturbances
would thus be expected in this area. Furthermore, extremely high equivalent nozzle length
Reynolds numbers, f(u/v)dx, far beyond experimentally observed transition values would then
result. These problems might be greatly alleviated by selecting, instead of air, a monatomic gas such
as helium as the working medium. With 7 - Cp/Cv = 1.66 for helium, the nozzle pressure and
density ratios between stagnation and the test section are substantially smaller than those for air,
drastically reducing the local U/v e values in the sonic and low supersonic region of the nozzle.
Accordingly, the nozzle wall boundary layer development and stability were analyzed for a slow
expansion as well as a moderately rapid expansion M* = 9 NASA helium axisymmetric nozzle
(U*/v* = 26.22 x 106/m, D* = 1 m). Of course, to properly simulate the flow on test models in
such helium tunnels, the models should be modified according to the supersonic or hypersonic
similarity law t/_ _ 3' 0.5 at higher supersonic Mach numbers (ref. 62).
Analytical Results
Results of the overall boundary layer development with area suction on the nozzle walls of
axisymmetric and two-dimensional supersonic tunnels are presented in tables 2 and 3 and figures
4-20 for various conditions. The stagnation temperature was chosen such as to avoid liquefaction of
the working medium in the test section. (The geometry and the streamwise variation of the Mach
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numberM andpotentialflow velocityratioU/U* on thewallsof the investigatednozzlesareshown
in table 1 andfig. 3.) Tables2and3 presenthefollowingdatafor differentstreamwisestationsof
the investigatednozzles: the boundary layer momentum,displacement,and total thickness
0, 6", 6 - 8u=0.99U; the boundary layer momentum thickness Reynolds number Re 0 - U0/ve; the
local suction mass flow rate OeVo/O*U*; the laminar friction coefficient cf; the temperature
recovery factor RF; and the thickness 6s of the subsonic portion of the boundary layer. In some
typical cases, the critical height Ycrit of three-dimensional surface roughness (assuming a critical
roughness Reynolds number Re k - U k Ycrit/Vk = 200) and the roughness unit length Reynolds
number U/v k are presented. The corresponding test section unit length Reynolds number U*/v*
and test section diameter D* in tables 2 and 3 were 26.22 x 106/m and 1 m, respectively, except for
the M* = 5 rapid expansion and Q-nozzles without suction, for which U*/v* = 6.9 x 106/m and
Rth = 0.01007 m (D* = 0.113 m).
For aerodynamically similar boundary layers with the same nondimensional streamwise
suction mass flow distribution (PeVo/P*U*),J-Rere f at different nozzle reference Reynolds numbers
Rere f (for example, Reref = U*D*/v*), the results of the boundary layer development analysis
obtained at U*D*/v* = 26.22 x 106 (D* = 1 m) can be converted to other U*D*/v* values by
multiplying PeVo/P*U *, 0/Rth, 5*/Rth, 6/Rth, 6s/Rth with the factor (26.22 x 106/[U*D*/u .1 )0.5
and Re 0 with (26.22 x 106/[U*D*/u*]) -0"5. The growth factor f/3dx of Taylor-Goertler type
disturbance vortices and the critical roughness height Ycrit can thus be evaluated for other test
section Reynolds numbers.
Figures 5-11 show the nondimensional boundary layer velocity and temperature profiles
u/U = f(y/50.99 ) and T E = f(y/50.99 ) at various streamwise stations x/Rth of the M* = 3, 5, 7, 9
axisymmetric nozzles and the M* = 4.6 JPL two-dimensional nozzle for different streamwise
suction mass flow distributions (tables 2 and 3, fig. 4). For the total boundary layer thickness
/i = /i0.99, see tables 2 and 3. T E is the nondimensional temperature ratio T E = T/M*2('t-1)T *,
where T is the absolute temperature in the nozzle wall boundary layer at the nondimensional
station X ° = x/Rth and T* is the freestream absolute temperature in the test section.
The streamwise variation of the nondimensional TG vortex growth factor 0' - 13Rth as well as
the integrated TG vortex growth factor fOdx is shown in figures 12-17 and tables 4-11 for the
various axisymmetric nozzles and the M* = 4.6 two-dimensional JPL nozzle (floor and ceiling walls)
for different streamwise suction mass flow distributions.
The boundary layer crossflow profiles wn/U = f(y/6) on the side walls of the M* = 4.6
two-dimensional JPL nozzle, induced by spanwise pressure gradients _p/az on the nozzle side walls
(fig. 18), are shown in figure 20 and table 12 at the 75%, 50%, and 25% streamline height for
different streamwise suction mass flow distributions (fig. 19). The corresponding values for U*/v*
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and H* are26.22x 106/mand 1m,respectively.Fromtheseboundarylayercrossflowprofiles,the
boundarylayer crossflowReynoldsnumberRen= Wnmax60.1/ue hasbeenevaluatedat various
nozzlestationsx/Rth for differentstreamwisesuctionmassflow distributionsat the75%,50%,and
25%streamlineheight(figs. 21and 22). (60.1 is theboundarylayerthicknesswheretheboundary
layer crossflowvelocity wn is 10%of the maximumcrossflowvelocity wn .) Themaximum
valuesof theboundarylayercrossflowReynoldsnumberaretabulatedin tablen]_x
Discussionof the Results
The suction system design of the nozzles and test sections of laminarized high Reynolds
number supersonic tunnels is influenced by several closely interrelated and often conflicting
requirements. For example, long shallow supersonic nozzles usually appear favorable for
stabilization of the nozzle wall boundary layer against TG vortices in the concave curvature region
of the nozzle. However, with the higher equivalent length Reynolds number of these nozzles,
TS-type boundary layer instability is more difficult to control. Problems with surface roughness and
certain suction-induced disturbances appear usually less difficult because of the thicker boundary
layers of longer shallower nozzles. Therefore, the boundary layer development and stability analysis
on the suction laminarized nozzle walls must be evaluated and discussed from the standpoint of TG-
and TS-type boundary layer instability, surface roughness, and suction-induced flow disturbances
with different suction methods, which may affect both the nozzle wall laminarization as well as the
flow quality in the test section. In two-dimensional supersonic nozzles, boundary layer crossflow
instability on the side walls and the resulting implications with respect to surface roughness and
suction-induced disturbances must be considered. To arrive at a satisfactory compromise solution
for suction laminarized supersonic nozzles of high Reynolds numbers, the above aspects must
eventually be integrated. The individual problems are discussed separately below.
Taylor-Goertler Type Boundary Layer Instability
To avoid transition from excessively amplified TG vortices (i.e., to keep the exponent f0dx of
the linearized TG vortex growth factor below the (subsonic) transition value of 10) in the concave
curvature region of suction laminarized supersonic nozzles up to M* -- 9 at high U*D*]_,* (up to
5 x 107), t the local TG vortex growth factor B --- 00 Re 0 must be kept sufficiently small. This is
accomplished by lowering the Goertler parameter Re 0 ,J_ in the concave curvature region of the
nozzle by removing a considerable percentage of the nozzle wall boundary layer by means of area
suction at relatively high nondimensional suction mass flow rates (0eVo]P*U*),j-_re f (fig. 4,
_'ln contrast, TG boundary layer instability leads to strongly amplified TG vortices and transition (i.e., f0dx > 10)
at rather low U*D*/u* -_ 0.8 x 106 if suction is not applied (according to boundary layer development and TG
stability calculations on M* = 5 LARC rapid expansion and Q-nozzles; see tables 70and 2m and figs. 13a and 13c).
NASA Langley transition experiments on an M* = 5 nozzle apparently confirm the existence of amplified TG
disturbance vortices. The value fOdx for the start of transition at the downstream end of the nozzle seems to
correlate closely with the experimental subsonic transition value of 10.
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tables2 and 3). In addition, to startwith a sufficientlythin boundarylayerandacorrespondingly
low Re0 and Re 0 _ at the beginning of the concave curvature region, relatively strong suction
must be used in the downstream area of the convex curvature region of the nozzle.
As compared to the low local suction rates required for the laminarization of low drag suction
wings and bodies at high length Reynolds numbers in the absence of chordwise pressure gradients
and TG boundary layer instability (-vo/U _ 10-4 to 1.5 x 10-4), the equivalent suction velocities
vo/U required for the stabilization of the supersonic nozzle wall boundary layer against TG vortices
in the concave curvature nozzle area are often considerably larger. For example, -vo/U = 2.1 x 10-4
in the upstream portion and 4 x 10-4 in the downstream portion of the concave curvature region of
the M* = 5 LARC Q-nozzle.
In spite of these relatively high nondimensional suction mass flow rates in the concave
curvature region and the downstream areas of the convex curvature region, the absolute local
suction mass flow rates and the total suction mass flow ratios that are required for the nozzle wall
laminarization in the presence of TG instability at U*D*/u* = 2.6 x 106 are still surprisingly small.
This can be explained by the very thin laminar nozzle wall boundary layers with suction at high
U*D*/u*. For long, shallow, supersonic air nozzles, the total suction mass flow ratio for J'Odx = 10
varies from rhs/rh o --- 0.005 at M* = 3 to _0.0105 at M* = 9 (figs. 12-17 and tables 8-11). At
constant U*D*/v*, fOdx decreases approximately linearly with increasing rhs/rh o ratios (fig. 17).
For the M* = 3 nozzle (R/Rth = 12), the Taylor-Goertler vortex growth factor f/3dx in the
concave nozzle region was evaluated for different U*/v* and with D* = 1 m, i.e., for different
Rere f = U*D*/v*. Various nondimensional suction mass flow distributions(PeVo/P*U*)xl-ffere f were
chosen. The suction mass flow rates PeVo/P*U * are then proportional to Reref "0.5 and were chosen
such that they corresponded with suction configurations 5, 8, and 9 at U*/v* = 26.22 x 106/m and
D*-- 1 m.
According to figures 12h-j and tables 4b-g, 4j-o, and 8-11,0' - /3Rth and f/_dx increased with
increasing U*D*/v* at a given(PeVo/P*U*) R,J'_ref. Higher (PeVo/P*U*) 'j-Reref rates are then
required to control TG boundary layer instability in the concave nozzle region, i.e., to keep
f/$dx _ 10 (fig. 12k). A larger percentage of the nozzle wall boundary layer must then be removed
by suction. However, since the boundary layer thickness is inversely proportional to ,JU*D*/_*,
the total suction mass flow ratio rhs/rh o necessary to control TG boundary layer instability in the
concave nozzle region was found to be nearly constant with increasing U*D*/u*; see figure 12k.
Similar calculations with the M* -- 5 Q-nozzle confirmed this result at higher M*.
The lfigh values for the adiabatic nozzle wall temperature recovery factor RF-especially in the
downstream nozzle area-as well as the rapidly decreasing Re 0 in the downstream direction
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(particularlyin the local mediumsupersonicMachnumberrangeof the nozzles)further indicate
that a relatively large percentage of the nozzle wall boundary layer has been removed by area
suction. Figure 11 shows nondimensional nozzle wall boundary layer temperature profiles
T E = f(y/6) with area suction for various conditions. Tables 2 and 3 present the adiabatic nozzle
wall temperature recovery factors RF for a series of cases. The boundary layer particles located
further away from the wall, whose total temperatures are particularly high, are movcd progressively
closer toward the wall by relatively strong suction at high (PeVo/P*U *),_RUReeref values, thus raising
the adiabatic wall temperature recovery factor eventually to values slightly above 1 in the
downstream nozzle areas. In contrast, the adiabatic wall temperature recovery factor of laminar
supersonic nozzles without suction decreases from 0.84 in the throat region to a minimum value of
0.82 in the downstream nozzle area (tables 2_and 2m).
The streamwise variation of Re 0 is shown for different cases in figure 23 and tables 2 and 3.
Re 0 increases usually to a maximum value at Mloca I -- 1.5 to 2 and then decreases rather rapidly in
the medium supersonic Mach number range of the nozzle as a result of the local flow acceleration
and relatively strong suction. Toward the downstream end of the nozzle, the local surface friction
coefficient cf (see tables 2 and 3) generally increases considerably, t As the downstream end of the
nozzle is approached, the pressure decreases at a slower rate, and Re 0 decreases then progressively
slower (fig. 23, tables 2 and 3). In contrast, in supersonic nozzles without suction, Re 0 increases
continuously in the downstream direction (see figs. 23c and 23d and tables 2_ and 2m for M* = 5
rapid expansion and Q-nozzles without suction).
The Re 0 values at the Mloca 1 = 1.5 to 2 nozzle station for U*D*/v* = 26.2 x 106/m,
ma
D* = 1 m, and f_x ----10are"
M* 3 (air) 5 (air) 7 (air) 9 (air) 9 (He) 9 (He)
r/Rth 12 Q-nozzle 75 200 250 NASA nozzle
Re0max 1660 2820 3500 5300 4160 2500
For comparison, laminar Re 0 values of 2500 to 3000 have been observed in the flat pressure
region of an 8:1 fineness ratio low-drag-suction Reichardt body of revolution in the Ames 12-ft
pressure tunnel at Re L = 57.8 x 106 body length Reynolds number (ref. 4). t+ With the higher
tWith the rapidly decreasing density in the downstream direction, the shear stress on the nozzle walls decreases
substantially from a maximum in the high-pressure region of the nozzle throat to much lower values in the
downstream nozzles areas, especially for the high supersonic Mach number nozzles (see, for example, table 2x).
"'tStill higher Re01aminar values of 5000 to 5500 were observed toward the rear end of this body. These high values
can presumably be explained by the lateral compression of TS disturbance vortices when the body diameter
decreases rapidly toward the rear end of the body. This lateral compression of the TS vortices reduces their kinetic
energy and vorticity, thus raising the TS stability limit Reynolds number.
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stability of supersoniclaminarboundarylayerswith respecto TSdisturbances,Re0 values of 3000
to 4000 appear probably permissible, provided tunnel noise and nozzle inflow and suction-induced
disturbances are drastically reduced.
To avoid excessively strong amplified boundary layer oscillations especially of the TS type in
the low supersonic region of the M* = 7 and 9 axisymmetric nozzles, the high Re0max values in this
region may have to be reduced by further increasing the suction mass flow rates in the high
subsonic, sonic, and low supersonic regions of the nozzles.
In general, the local Taylor-Goertler vortex growth factors /3' - _Rth are especially large at
the beginning of the concave surface curvature region of the nozzle, where the streamwise nozzle
surface radius of curvature is minimum (figs. 12-17). Particularly high suction rates in and shortly
upstream of this region appear advantageous to minimize the local growth of TG vortices in the
most critical region. The M* = 9 axisymmetric NASA helium nozzle has been particularly optimized
in this respect, using the experience gained from the preceding analysis. Surprisingly small fOdx
values are shown for this moderately rapid expansion M* = 9 NASA helium nozzle (fig. 17).
Since Kobayashi's theoretical results (ref. 27) on the growth of TG vortices for the asymptotic
suction profile with area suction were used for the analysis of the TG vortex growth factor in the
suction laminarized supersonic nozzles, the question arises as to how closely asymptotic area
suction has been approached in the concave curvature region of these nozzles. The calculated nozzle
wall boundary layer profiles at various nozzle locations x/Rth for different cases (figs. 5-10) usually
closely resemble the asymptotic area suction profiles on a flat plate at the same local supersonic
Mach number (see fig. D-1 and table D-1 of appendix D). Therefore, asymptotic suction conditions
are usually closely approached, at least in the downstream part of the nozzle. Furthermore, at the
downstream end of the nozzles, the sum cf+ 2PeVo/PeUlocal = 2(b0/ax) t--- 0, indicating that
asymptotic suction conditions are closely approached at the downstream end of the nozzle.
Boundary layer calculations in the test section downstream of the M* = 5 axisymmetric LARC
400°K, T .. , and with suctionQ-nozzle-with U*/u* = 26.2 x 106/m, D* = 1 m, Tstag = wan_ d
configuration 5.3 continued in the test section at the same rate as at the downstream end of the
nozzle-showed that Re 0 remained, indeed, practically constant along the test section wall, where
the freestream velocity is constant. In other words, asymptotic suction conditions were again
confirmed at the downstream end of the nozzle.
Further upstream in the concave nozzle wall curvature region, the local suction rates are
approximately 10% to 20% lower than the asymptotic suction values. Therefore, Kobayashi's TG
vortex growth factors (ref. 27) for the asymptotic suction profile might underestimate slightly the
tThe pressure gradient term in the momentum equation vanishes at the downstream end of the nozzle.
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TG vortex growthin suctionlaminarizedsupersonicnozzles.On the other hand,the useof the
maximumlocalTGvortexgrowth factor (#0Re0)max at a givenGoertlerparameterRe0 _ for
the evaluation of f13dx in axisymmetric nozzles would partially compensate for the above-
mentioned faster growth of TG vortices when suction is slightly weaker than asymptotic area
suction. As mentioned previously, the locus 130Re 0 versus Re 0,f_ does not follow the locus
(130 Re0)ma x when the TG vortex spacing in axisymmetric nozzles varies in the downstream
direction proportional to the local nozzle diameter. Both these effects are of minor importance and
compensate each other. Therefore, the use of Kobayashi's results to evaluate the growth of TG
vortices on the suction laminarized supersonic nozzle walls appears reasonably well justifiable, at
least for axisymmetric nozzles at higher nozzle Reynolds numbers.
Since the nozzle wall boundary layer profiles closely approach asymptotic area suction
profiles, they are highly stable against TS-type disturbances. Excessively amplified TS-type nozzle
wall boundary layer oscillations then appear unlikely, provided tunnel noise and nozzle inflow and
suction-induced disturbances are minimized. Therefore, with TS oscillations relatively weak, the
coupling of amplified oblique TS waves with longitudinal TG vortices in the concave curvature
region of the nozzles appears sufficiently weak to not significantly reduce the linearized TG growth
factor exponent f#dx at transition.
Long, shallow, slow expansion supersonic nozzles with large throat surface curvature ratios
R/Rth and correspondingly larger surface curvature radii in the concave region of the nozzle usually
showed lower values for Re 0 ,j_, 13Rth and f13dx at a given total suction air mass flow ratio rhs/rh o
(or smaller rhs/rh o ratios for a given value of f13dx) as compared to shorter rapid expansion
supersonic nozzles with small R/Rth (see fig. 17 and tables 8-1 1). Therefore, from the standpoint of
TG instability in the concave nozzle areas, suction laminarized slow and moderately rapid expansion
supersonic nozzles appear superior over rapid expansion nozzles, at least at moderately high M*.
Little is gained in this respect with the use of extremely slow expansion nozzles; the relatively high
surface friction losses in the extensive low supersonic high-pressure region of such nozzles raises Re 0
and Re 0 _ to compensate for their larger surface radius of curvature. Furthermore, with their
larger ReLequ and Reo, the nozzle wall boundary layers of long, slow expansion supersonic nozzles
become more sensitive to Tollmien-Schlichting type boundary layer oscillations, particularly at high
M* and U*D*/v*, taking into account the fact that the flow acceleration (favorable for
laminarization in the absence of boundary layer crossflow) is weaker as the nozzle length is
increased. Suction laminarized high supersonic Mach number nozzles of high Reynolds numbers
may then have to be designed as a compromise between the conflicting requirements to control the
growth of TG- and TS-type disturbance vortices (see, for example, the M* = 9 NASA helium
nozzle). Moderately rapid expansion nozzles may therefore be the best overall design.
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Influence of test section Mach number on TG instability.-According to figure 17 and
tables 8-10, the suction mass flow ratios that are required to control TG boundary layer instability
in the concave curvature region of the nozzle (i.e., f/3dx _ 10) increase substantially with M* from
fias/rfi o = 0.005 for M* = 3 nozzles (R/R_ = 6 to 12) to 0.0105 for M* = 9 nozzles (R/Rth = 200)
over a wide range of U*D*/v* = 6 x 10Uto 5 x 107. The increase in r/as/rh o with M* is largely
explainable by the rapidly increasing nozzle pressure and density ratios at higher test section Mach
numbers M*. As M* increases, the local wall surface friction cf(Oe/2)U227rr dx in the upstrealn low
supersonic region of the nozzle-where the local density pe and 0e r U 2 (see fig. 24) are particularly
large-contributes an increasingly larger momentum loss to the nozzle wall boundary layers.
Taylor-Goertler instability in high supersonic Mach number nozzles is further aggravated by the fact
that the flow in the region of the convex nozzle surface curvature expands to higher velocities as M*
increases. The flow in the vicinity of the nozzle wall is therefore more strongly deflected from the
axial direction and must then be returned to axial (parallel) flow in the test section over an
increasingly larger streamwise distance at higher M*. Indeed, the supersonic nozzle length
Xsupersonic increases substantially with increasing M*:
M* 3 (air) 5 (air) 7 (air) 9 (air) 9 (He) 9 (He)
R/Rth 12 Q-nozzle 75 200 250 NASA nozzle
Xsupersonic/D* 2.8267 4.6917 5.619 7.214 8.683 7.024
With the longer nozzles and larger streamwise distances X at higher M*, TG vortices grow to
larger amplitudes, requiring further increased suction mass flow ratios to control TG instability in
high supersonic Mach number nozzles.
Influence of moderate nozzle wall cooling on TG instability.-Boundary layer development
calculations for the M* = 5 LARC Q-nozzle without and with moderate surface cooling
(Tstag = 400 ° K, Twall = 300* K) for the same streamwise suction mass flow distribution (suction
configuration 5.3) at U*D*/v* = 26.22 x 106 indicate higher Re 0 values and correspondingly
increased values for the TG vortex growth exponent f/3dx for the case of moderate surface cooling
(tables 2h and 2i and fig. 13f). The larger 0 and Re 0 values with nozzle wall cooling in strongly
accelerated nozzle flow may be explained by the smaller ratio of boundary layer displacement to
momentum thickness and the correspondingly lower pressure gradient term in the boundary layer
momentum equation for d0/dx, which is negative for accelerated flow. Therefore, somewhat higher
suction rates would be required with nozzle wall cooling to stabilize the supersonic nozzle wall
boundary layer in the concave curvature region against TG-type instability. On the other hand,
moderately cooled nozzle wall boundary layers should be considerably more stable with respect to
Tollmien-Schlichting type boundary layer disturbances to enable substantially increased equivalent
nozzle length Reynolds numbers with laminar flow. To minimize the suction mass flow rates
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required for the laminarizationespeciallyof high supersonicMach number nozzlesat high
U*D*/u*, it maybebeneficialto moderatelycool the upstreamnozzlewallsin the sonicandlow
supersonicregionof the nozzle,wherethe nozzlewall hasconvexsurfacecurvatureandthe local
unit length Reynoldsnumbersare particularly high (asa result of the high local pressureand/
density).The stabilizationof the nozzlewall boundarylayer againstTS-typedisturbancesin thi_
particularlycritical regionwould thusbeoptimized.Zeroheattransferor perhapsmodestheatin_
on the downstreamconcavenozzlewallsurfacesmightoptimizethestabilizationof thenozzlewall
boundarylayersagainstTG-typedisturbancesin thisregion.
Comparison of suction laminarized axisymmetric and two-dimensional supersonic nozzles with
respect to TG-type instability.-According to boundary layer calculations with area suction on the
walls of the axisymmetric M* = 5 Q-nozzle and the floor and ceiling walls of the M* = 4.6
two-dimensional JPL nozzle, the total suction mass flow ratios at U*D*/v* = U*H*/v* = 2.6 x 106
that are required to avoid premature transition due to amplified TG vortices in the concave
curvature region of these nozzles (i.e., to keep fl3dx _< 10) were practically the same (fig. 17 and
tables 9 and 13). Therefore, from the standpoint of TG instability on the floor and ceiling walls of
two-dimensional supersonic nozzles, there is little to choose between two-dimensional and
axisymrnetric nozzles. The situation, however, will be completely different on the side walls of
two-dimensional nozzles, where boundary layer crossflow considerations dominate.
Taylor-Goertler type boundary layer instability in axisymmetric high Mach number helium
nozzles.-To substantially reduce the large nozzle wall boundary layer momentum loss and to thus
minimize the suction mass flow ratios rfis/rh o that are required for control of TG instability in the
concave curvature region of the nozzle, monatomic gases such as helium appear highly attractive as
the working medium. With the high ratio 3' = Cp/Cv = 1.66 for helium, the nozzle pressure and
density ratios between nozzle inlet and the test section are substantially smaller than those for air
(3'-- 1.4). Thus, the nozzle wall boundary layer momentum loss, contributed by the friction losses
in the low supersonic, high pressure region of the nozzle and proportional to Oe r U 2 (fig. 24), is
substantially reduced. Furthermore, due to the higher 3'He = 1.66, the temperature ratio between
the wall and the potential flow region of the wall boundary layers is substantially larger than that
for supersonic air nozzles, and the density ratio between the wall and the outer edge of the
boundary layer decreases accordingly. As a result, the boundary layer thickness increases, reducing
in turn the nozzle wall surface friction. Both effects substantially decrease the rhs/rh o ratios that are
required to avoid transition due to Taylor-Goertler disturbance vortices in the concave curvature
region of the nozzle. Figures 9, 1li, and 17 and tables 2u-x and 6f-i show pertinent results of the
nozzle wall boundary layer development and stability analysis for an axisymmetric slow expansion
M* = 9 helium nozzle (R/Rth = 250) as well as for a shorter, moderately rapid expansion M* = 9
NASA helium axisymmetric nozzle. Both nozzles require practically the same rhs/ria o ratios to
control YG-type boundary layer instability. The equivalent length Reynolds number of the shorter
NASA M* = 9 helium nozzle, however, is about 40% smaller than that for the slow expansion nozzle.
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Of course,the presentanalyticalresultson TG instabilityill supersonicareasuctionnozzles
andthe attendantbasicfeasibilityof suctionlaminarizedsupersonichighReynoldsnumbernozzles
andtest sectionscritically dependon Kobayashi'sresults(ref. 27)on the stabilizingeffect of area
suctionon the growthof TG disturbancevortices(fig. 2).If the TGstabilityresultsfor solidwalls
(i.e., vo= 0) would haveto be used,it is by no meanscertainthat supersonicnozzleswith high
U*D*/u* canbe laminarizedby suction.Re0,,/_ andRe0 would have to be reduced to a much
higher degree by drastically increasing suction to keep f_dx _< 10. For this reason, an experimental
verification of Kobayashi's results on the stabilizing influence of area suction on TG instability
appears crucially important.
Tollmien-Schlichting Type Boundary Layer Instability
As mentioned previously, the relatively high nondimensional suction rates required to control
TG boundary layer instability in the concave curvature region of laminarized supersonic nozzles,
combined with a moderately strong flow acceleration especially in the concave region, lead to
nozzle wall boundary layer profiles in this region that closely resemble asymptotic suction profiles
at high nozzle Reynolds numbers. Furthermore, Re 0 is relatively low over a large part of the
concave curvature region of the nozzle and reaches higher values only in the low supersonic nozzle
area. With the strong local flow acceleration in the sonic and low supersonic convex curvature
region of the nozzle, much lower suction rates -vo/U - 10-4 to 2 x 10-4 appear to be adequate to
stabilize the nozzle wall boundary layer in this region against amplified TS oscillations. The
corresponding boundary layer profiles resemble asymptotic suction profiles also in the upstream
sonic and low supersonic nozzle areas, where the local densities and unit length Reynolds numbers
are particularly high and TS oscillations may be most strongly amplified. As a result, it does not
appear too difficult to avoid excessively amplified TS nozzle wall boundary layer oscillations up to
rather high U*D*/v*, at least at moderately high M*, as long as nozzle inflow and suction-induced
disturbances are drastically reduced, t Therefore, a detailed Tollmien-Schlichting stability analysis of
the laminar nozzle wall boundary layer with area suction probably does not appear necessary up to
moderately high M*.
At very high supersonic M* values, the equivalent nozzle length Reynolds numbers become
very large as a result of the extremely high local unit length Reynolds numbers U/v e in the sonic
and low supersonic nozzle region, where the pressure and density are particularly high. Figure 25
shows the variation of U/v e with Mloca I in supersonic air nozzles; indeed, U/v e increases to
impractically high values in the low supersonic region of the M* = 7 and 9 air nozzles. U*/v* would
therefore have to be reduced to avoid such excessively high local U/v e values in the high-pressure
throat region of the nozzle.
VThe naininmm TS stability limit Reynolds number of the incompressible asymptotic area suction profile is
" = 35 000 (ref. 63) or 20 000 (C.C.Lin).RC0stab limit
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The correspondingequivalentnozzle length ReynoldsnumbersReL for U*D*/u* =
26.2x 106areplottedin figure26, indicatingextremelyhighReL of sever_lq_b8 for theM* = 7 ,
• • . . equ
andespeciallyM = 9 slow expansion air nozzles• The fundamental question then arises concerning
the maximum laminar flow length Reynolds number in subsonic and supersonic laminar flow that
might be possible with drastically reduced external and suction-induced disturbances, with the
boundary layer carefully stabilized by means of area suction such that the boundary layer stability
limit Reynolds number for TS and other types of boundary layer oscillations is not appreciably
exceeded. This question and suggestions for fundamental research in this direction, with the
purpose of experimentally verifying laminar flow length Reynolds numbers up to several 108, are
discussed in more detail in reference 64.
With the present state of knowledge, one might speculate as follows about the maximum
possible laminar flow length Reynolds numbers. In the Ames 12-ft tunnel, at 5 atmospheres tunnel
pressure and a turbulence level u'/U_- 2 x l0 "4 (resulting primarily from acoustic tunnel
disturbances), full length laminar flow was observed on an 8:1 fineness ratio low-drag-suction
Reichardt body of revolution up to Re L = 57.8 x l06 by means of suction through closely spaced
fine slots (ref. 4). At higher Re L, laminar flow was abruptly lost, and transition jumped
immediately to the front of the body, presumably due to a roughness speck located in the front of
the model. Somewhat higher transition Re L values might have been possible in the absence of such
roughness. The body drag, though, already started leveling out somewhat at 57.8 x 106, indicating
that the upper Re L limit might have been closely approached. Therefore, one might speculate that
an upper limit on this model in the Ames 12-ft tunnel would be Re L = 65 x 106 in the absence of
such roughness. At further reduced external disturbance levels, such as under atmospheric flight
conditions, Re L -- 108 might be possible with a similar suction model.
A still closer approach toward the aerodynamically ideal area suction and a progressively more
sophisticated and careful suction design with correspondingly weaker suction-induced disturbances
might push ReL, . to 2 x 108 and perhaps 3 x 108 under ideal conditions in subsonic flow.
laml ar
With the higher boundary layer stability limit Reynolds numbers at supersonic speeds in the absence
of boundary layer crossflow disturbance vortices, etc., still higher transition length Reynolds
numbers appear feasible under ideal conditions, at least in the absence of boundary layer crossflow
and TG-type disturbance vortices.
How far Re may eventually be pushed by suction, etc. may be a mute question.
Llaminar
According to theory, the upper laminar flow length Reynolds number limit can, in principle, be
pushed to increasingly higher values by avoiding an excessive growth of all possible kinds of laminar
boundary layer oscillations that may develop in that Reynolds number range and cause transition.
In principle, this can be accomplished by drastically reducing or eliminating external and
suction-induced disturbances, by stabilizing the boundary layer progressively more carefully, and by
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approachingthe aerodynamicideal of areasuctionincreasinglycloserat higherReL. Low drag
suction experiments,indeed,have verified substantialjumps in ReLlafflinor whenevercritical
externaldisturbanceswerereducedor whensuctionwasfurtherrefinedandlaidout suchasto cope
with newly discoveredand hitherto unknownboundarylayer instabilities(suchasthe boundary
layercrossflowinstabilityor theflow instabilityat thefrontattachmentlineof sweptwings),which
hadnot beenexperiencedat lowerReL andhadbeendiscoveredonly at further increasedReL.
Similarly,in the pursuitof laminarizationat increasinglyhigherReL, oneshouldbeprepared
for othernewand hithertounknowntypesof boundarylayerinstabilitiesthat mayeventuallylimit
ReLlaminaror requirefurtherrefinementsto pushReLlaminaragainhigher.Onlycarefultransition
experimentswith distributed suctionand minimizeddisturbancesat veryhigh length Reynolds
numberscanlead to the discoveryof suchnewandasyet unknownboundarylayerinstabilities.
Onemight perhapsspeculatein this respecthat distributedsurfaceroughnessor aerodynamic
roughnessinduced, for example,by suction through finely perforatedsurfacesgeneratesweak
streamwiseboundarylayervorticity. Thisvorticity maycouplefor examplewith amplifiedoblique
Tollmien-Schlichtingwaves,etc. to eventuallylead to a more rapidgrowth,of laminarboundary
layeroscillationsandfinally transition.ThecorrespondingroughnessReynoldsnumberRek- uk k/
Uk-based on roughness height k, and the velocity u k and kinematic viscosity u k at the height of the
roughness-may then be far too small to induce transition directly by the breakup of horseshoe
disturbance vortices immediately downstream of the roughness elements. Raetz's nonlinear
boundary layer stability theory (see appendix C) may serve as a guide to anticipate such hitherto
unknown more complicated boundary layer instabilities.
With the much lower pressure and density ratios of high supersonic Mach number nozzles using
helium instead of air as the working medium, the local unit length Reynolds numbers U/v e in the
nozzle sonic and low supersonic region are considerably reduced (see fig. 27 for M* = 7 and 9
helium nozzles at U*/u* = 26.22 x 106/m at the nozzle exit). The corresponding equivalent length
Reynolds number of a M* = 9 helium nozzle is about half as large as for M* = 9 air nozzles (fig. 26).
At the same time, as a result of the much lower U/v e values in the sonic and low supersonic region
of helium nozzles, surface roughness is much less critical than that for high supersonic air nozzles.
Furthermore, with the much thicker subsonic layer 6s in helium nozzles, test section flow
irregularities induced by suction through perforated surfaces become substantially less critical than
those for high M* air nozzles of the same U*/u* and D*. These aspects are discussed in more detail
in the following sections. For these reasons, suction laminarized helium nozzles appear particularly
attractive for quiet high supersonic Mach number tunnels with high test section Reynolds numbers.
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BoundaryLayerCrossflowInstabilityonTwo-DimensionalNozzleSideWalls
Thestreamwisesuctionmassflow distributionat different streamlineheightsh on the side
wallsof the M* = 4.6 JPL two-dimensional nozzle, operating at U*D*/u* = 26.22 x 106 (see fig. 19
and table 3), were chosen such as to prevent premature transition due to boundary layer crossflow
instability. This instability is caused by spanwise pressure gradients normal to the potential flow
streamlines (fig. 18) induced by streamline curvature. The boundary layer crossflow profiles wn/U =
f(y/6) are shown in figure 20 at various nozzle stations x/Rth for different suction distributions at
the 75%, 50%, and 25% streamline height. They usually resemble the boundary layer crossflow
profiles in the leading edge and flat pressure region of swept low drag suction wings (ref. 16), whose
minimum crossflow stability limit Reynolds number Xmi n in this region is about 100 (refs. 16 and
61). Assuming that Xmi n can be exceeded by a factor of 1.8 to 2 (as on swept low drag suction
wings [ref. 16] ) and perhaps 3, the maximum permissible crossflow Reynolds number for laminar
two-dimensional nozzle side wall boundary layers would then be Re n = 200 to perhaps 300. These
crossflow Reynolds number limitations require relatively high suction mass flow rates on the nozzle
side walls at the 75%, 50%, and even 25% streamline height (fig. 19 and table 12). These suction
rates are substantially larger than those required to control TG- and TS-type boundary layer
instability on the floor and ceiling walls of this two-dimensional JPL nozzle.
In the upstream convex curvature region of the JPL two-dimensional nozzle, the static pressure
decreases from the nozzle axis toward the nozzle corners. The resulting boundary layer crossflow is
then directed toward these corners. In the downstream concave curvature region, the spanwise (i.e.,
normal to the streamlines) pressure gradients and the resulting boundary layer crossflow are
directed in the opposite direction.
With the high suction rates on the two-dimensional nozzle side walls, the streamwise boundary
layer profiles are highly stable with respect to TS-type disturbances; furthermore, Re 0 on the side
walls is rather small along the entire nozzle length and substantially lower than on the nozzle floor
and ceiling walls (fig. 23h and table 12). No difficulties should therefore be expected from
amplified TS-type oscillations. However, with the extremely thin nozzle side wall boundary layers
(table 12), resulting from the high suction rates to control boundary layer crossflow, surface
roughness and disturbances induced, for example, by suction through finely perforated surfaces on
the nozzle side walls may become critical, especially at higher test section unit length Reynolds
nunabcrs U*/u*
In view of the severe boundary layer crossflow problems on the nozzle side walls of
two-dimensional supersonic nozzles and their corner laminarization problems, two-dimensional
suction laminarized high Reynolds number supersonic nozzles and test sections may be limited to
test section Mach numbers M* _< 5 and relatively low test section unit length Reynolds numbers
U*/u* _< 107/m.
5O
Unit LengthReynoldsNumberandNozzleWallSurfaceRoughnessConsiderations
ThequestionarisesconcerningthecriticalheightYcritof three-dimensionalroughnessparticles
locatedat variousstreamwiselocationsof suctionlamJnarizedsupersonicwind tunnel nozzles.
Theseparticlesmight causetransitiondirectly immediatelydownstreamof theroughnesselements
asa result of the breakupof horseshoevortices,whichareshedperiodicallyfrom the roughness
elements.Therefore,Ycrit wasevaluatedfor axisymmetricsuctionlaminarizedM* = 3, 5, and9
slowexpansionsupersonicnozzles,usingairastheworkingmedium,aswellasfor aslowexpansion
and moderatelyrapid expansionNASA M*- 9 heliumnozzle at U*/u* = 26.22x 106/mand
D* = 1m. The suctionrateswerechosensothat transitiondue to TG vorticeswouldbeavoided
(i.e., f/3dx _< 10). Insulated nozzle walls were assumed. A critical roughness height Reynolds
number Re k = 200 was specified for transition, assuming flat cylindrical roughness particles (see, for
example, refs. 65-70). Re k is based on local conditions at the height k = Ycrit of the roughness
element: Re k = u k k/u k.
Figures 28-30 (see also table 14) show plots of Ycrit = f(Mlocal) for the M* = 3, 5, and 9
supersonic air nozzles and for the M* = 9 helium nozzles. In the high subsonic, sonic, and low
supersonic throat region particularly of the higher supersonic Mach number nozzles, Ycrit is very
small because of the very thin nozzle wall boundary layers and the high local unit length Reynolds
numbers U/v e in this region. (Under otherwise the same conditions, the boundary layer thickness
and Ycrit vary inversely proportional to U/ue.) The minimum values for Ycrit in the nozzle throat
region at U*/v* = 26.22 x 106/m and D* = 1 m are:
M* 3 (air) 5 (air) 9 (air) 9 (He)
Ycrit, mm 0.017 0.008 0.0015 0.008
The value Ycrit = 0.0015 mm for supersonic M* = 9 air nozzles is extremely small. It is obvious
that the respective (U/ve)ma x values of 4 x 108/m and 9 x 108/m at the Mloca 1 = 1.2 station of the
M* = 7 and 9 air nozzles (fig. 25) appear impractically high for nozzle laminarization by means of
distributed suction; the extremely small surface roughness tolerances at such high U/% values
would require nearly mirrorlike surface finishes. The question therefore arises as to how far to push
U/v e with laminarized suction surfaces. In this respect, the experience gained from transition
experiments in ballistic ranges, where extremely high unit length Reynolds numbers are
encountered, is valuable. On one hand, though, the supersonic test Mach numbers in these
experiments were rather high; the model surfaces, on the other hand, were usually strongly cooled.
On some of these ballistic models, extensive laminar flow had been observed at length and unit
length Reynolds numbers ReL_ 107 and Uo./u _ = 1.6 x 108/m, respectively. Accepting tentatively
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this limitation for U/ve at theM = 1.2nozzlestation,thetestsectionunit lengthReynoldsnumber
and permissiblesurfaceroughnessheight in the nozzlethroat areawould thusbe limited to the
followingvaluesfor atestsectionReynoldsnumberU*D*/v* = 26x 106.
M* 3 (air) 5 (air) 7 (air) 9 (air) 7 (He) 9 (He)
lO-6(U*/u*)/m 50-55 27.7 10.4 4.6 35.2 _4.,,
Ycrit'mm 0.008 0.008 0.0085 0.0085
The maximumpermissibleU*/u* from the standpointof surfaceroughnessin the nozzle
throat regionthus decreasesrapidly with increasingM* to rather low valuesfor the M* = 9 air
nozzle.Correspondinglylargertunneldimensionsare thennecessaryto achieveagivenU*D*/u* at
higherM*.
Theuseof helium insteadof air asthe workingmediumin laminarizedsupersonictunnels
enablesubstantiallyhigherU*/v* andcorrespondinglysmallertest sectionandtunneldimensions
atagivenU*D*/v* beforewallsurfaceroughnessin thenozzlethroat regionbecomescritical.
At M* _ 5, wallsurfaceroughnessin thethroat regionof axisymmetricsupersonicair nozzles
doesnot appearexcessivelycritical at U*/u* _<25x 106/m.Theuseof heliumand theresulting
complicationsin properlydesigningandevaluatingsupersonicexperimentsat "r= 1.66thusdoesnot
appearjustifiableat Machnumberslessthan5.
Figures29 and 31 and tables2u, 2x, and 14 showthe unit lengthReynoldsnumberU/vk
(basedon v k at the height of the roughness particle and U) at various nozzle stations. A very rapid
decrease of U/v k from the nozzle throat area toward the nozzle exit is indicated.
With the very thin side wall boundary layers in the throat region of laminarized
two-dimensional supersonic wind tunnel nozzles, resulting from the high suction rates to control
boundary layer crossflow on the nozzle side walls, surface roughness becomes much more critical.
Thus, U*/u* may have to be limited to considerably lower values (U*/v* _< 107/m at M* = 5).
As compared to the nozzle throat area, substantially increased surface roughness appears
permissible in the medium and particularly high supersonic Mach number regions (figs. 28-30)
because of the rapidly decreasing roughness unit length Reynolds number U/u k at higher local M
values in the downstream nozzle areas (figs. 29 and 31), at least for insulated nozzle walls. With
uk = 0k/0 k =/ak(T) R Tk/P, u k grows rapidly at higher local M as a result of the decreasing pressure
at increasing M. The boundary layer temperature T k at the top of the roughness element for
insulated nozzle walls with area suction is usually somewhat lower than the nozzle stagnation
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temperature.Therefore,surprisinglylargesurfaceroughnessheightsappearpermissiblein the
downstreamhigh Mach number regionsof the nozzlesand test sectionsof laminarizedhigh
supersonicMachnumbertunnels,at leastfor insulatednozzlewalls.
It might be cautionedthat the aboveevaluationof the permissiblenozzlewall roughness
appliesto isolated three-dimensionalsurfaceroughnessin the absenceof strongly amplified
boundarylayer oscillations.Streamwiseboundarylayerdisturbancevortices,shedby subcritical
three-dimensionalsurfaceroughnesselements,may getdistortedthree-dimensionallyfor example
by amplified obliqueTollmien-Schlichtingwaves.Duringthis processthey arestretchedandthus
increasetheir kinetic energyand vorticity. As a result, they candevelopinto highly unstable
hairpin-typevortices,whichbreakup and thus causetransitionat Rek valueslower than those
found in the absenceof suchamplifiedTS oscillations.If this hypothesisshouldprovecorrect,
increaseddifficultiesshouldbeexpectedwith three-dimensionalsurfaceroughnessin the presence
of amplifiedTSandpossiblyothertypesof boundarylayeroscillations.Thishypothesiseemsto be
confirmedby the fact that substantiallyfewer difficulties haveusuallybeenexperiencedwith
three-dimensionalsurface roughnessin flight (where atmosphericturbulence has only an
insignificant influence on amplified boundary layer oscillations and transition) as compared to
low-turbulence wind tunnel experience.
Furthermore, the above evaluation of the permissible surface roughness does not necessarily
apply to distributed three-dimensional roughness, either in the form of actual surface roughness or
aerodynamic roughness induced by suction through perforated surfaces. The roughness-induced
disturbance vorticity may adversely couple with various types of amplified boundary layer
oscillations. Some of these problems will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
DETAILED CONSIDERATIONS OF SUCTION THROUGH PERFORATED SURFACES
Influence of Suction-Induced Disturbances on the Nozzle Wall Boundary Layer
Disturbance vortices originating from the suction holes of the perforated suction surfaces of
laminarized supersonic wind tunnel nozzles can influence the laminar boundary layers on the nozzle
walls in several ways (see, for example, refs. 38 and 64). In contrast to suction through uniform
spanwise slots, the boundary layer profile downstream of a suction hole and the spanwise boundary
layer vorticity component coz = 0.5 (av/ax - 3u/3y) vary in the spanwise direction, thus generating
streamwise boundary layer disturbance vorticity cox. Boundary layer suction through holes then
affects a laminar boundary layer in a manner similar to three-dimensional surface roughness.
Longitudinal and horseshoe-type vortices originate from the holes and often cause premature
transition (refs. 39-48). Full-length laminar flow on perforated LFC surfaces is therefore possible
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only as long as these suction-hole-induced disturbance vortices, combined possibly with streamwise
boundary layer crossflow and/or Taylor-Goertler disturbance vortices, are sufficiently weak to avoid
premature transition.
Three-dimensional surface roughness elements or aerodynamic roughness induced by suction
holes, arranged in one or only a few spanwise rows, generally cause transition directly without the
intermediate mechanism of amplified boundary layer oscillations (see, for example, refs. 39-45). t
With coarsely spaced suction holes or at low suction rates per hole, streamwise disturbance vortices
originate from the holes and trail in the downstream direction. They become unstable at higher
suction rates per hole and start oscillating, until they disintegrate or "explode" to start transition.
At smaller spanwise hole spacings and higher suction rates per hole, horseshoe-type disturbance
vortices are shed periodically between adjacent suction holes. As they move downstream they are
pulled away from the wall and at the same time stretched in the streamwise direction, thereby
rapidly increasing their kinetic energy and vorticity, until they become unstable and disintegrate to
start transition in the same manner as that downstream of three-dimensional surface roughness
elements. With closely spaced holes at low suction rates, these horseshoe vortices may be dissipated
by viscosity without causing transition.
Substantially higher critical suction flow rates per hole have been observed with very small
spanwise hole spacings when the suction forces in the holes are sufficiently large to prevent the
shedding of horseshoe vortices. Standing vortices are then formed between adjacent suction holes.
Such rows of very closely spaced holes with standing vortices (without trailing vortices) act like
suction slots (ref. 44). When a particular suction hole was plugged, however, unstable horseshoe
vortices originated between the holes adjacent to this hole and lowered the critical suction rate per
row of holes by a factor of 20. Such rows of very closely spaced suction holes are therefore very
sensitive to surface clogging.
For a single spanwise row of circular suction holes, figure 32 shows the variation of the critical
suction flow Reynolds number (uh/v)crit (where _ = average velocity in the sucked layer, h =
average height of the sucked layer) versus the ratio of spanwise hole spacing a to h, as measured
and explained by Goldsmith, Meyer, and Pfenninger (refs. 39-45). The (uh/u)crit of a single row of
suction holes varies from 40 to 70 over a wide range of _/h. These critical suction hole flow
Reynolds numbers correlate reasonably closely with the critical roughness Reynolds numbers of a
spanwise row of three-dimensional roughness particles, if the maximum height of the sucked layer
and the corresponding boundary layer velocity at this location are chosen for the evaluation of the
critical suction flow Reynolds number.
+Similar results have been obtained at the NPL in Teddington, England, at Wortmann's Institute in Stuttgart,
Germany, and at the Institute for Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, Akademgorodok, Novosibirsk, USSR.
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For larger chordwise suction distances, the question arises concerning the critical suction hole
Reynolds number (uh/u)crit when suction is applied through a series of spanwise rows of holes
instead of a single one. Since the suction-hole-induced streamwise boundary layer disturbance
vortices decay relatively slowly in the downstream direction except at very low Reynolds numbers
uh/u (according to smoke and naphthalene spray observations as well as boundary layer crossflow
calculations at zero pressure gradient without suction), boundary layer disturbance vortices
originating from the suction holes of different rows often superimpose to increase the
suction-hole-induced streamwise boundary layer disturbance vorticity cox. As a result, the critical
suction rate per hole and the critical hole flow Reynolds number often decrease substantially with
increasing number of spanwise rows of holes, depending on the stagger angle and the geometry of
the suction hole pattern. For example, for 10 rows of relatively coarsely spaced suction holes, with
each row of holes displaced spanwise against each other by half the spanwise hole spacing,
Goldsmith (ref. 41) obtained only half as high a critical suction rate and (uh/u)crit per row as with
a single row of holes. The analysis of M. Head's flight LFC experiments (unpublished) on a
perforated Vampire wing glove with randomly spaced holes also shows substantially lower
m_
(uh/U)crit per row of holes. Even lower values were often observed by Head on the same Vampire
wing glove when regular instead of random suction hole spacings were chosen. With certain suction
hole patterns, transition could be delayed to much higher length Reynolds numbers than for others,
and the transition location was critically influenced when the test surface was yawed by small
amounts.
Very similar results were obtained by Raspet and Carmichael on a perforated low drag suction
glider wing up to Re c _< 5 x 106 (refs. 46 and 47), as well as by Wortmann and Feifel (Stuttgart) on
a 19% thick perforated low drag suction wing of 6% camber up to Re c _< 4 x 106 (ref. 48). In these
experiments, suction has been applied through spanwise rows of closely spaced suction holes. On
the Stuttgart suction wing, full chord laminar flow was maintained uniformly along the entire
model span at lower Rec, while turbulent wedges started often far upstream at higher Re c (4 to
5 x 106) presumably as a result of the breakup of the suction-hole-induced streamwise disturbance
vortices. Yet, compared for example to low drag suction experiments in the Northrop 7- by 10-ft
tunnel, with suction applied through closely spaced spanwise slots when suction-induced streamwise
disturbance vortices were essentially absent, the very low turbulence level of the Stuttgart tunnel
could have enabled laminarization up to Re c _ 2 x 107. Therefore, the suction-hole-induced
boundary layer disturbance vortices rather than wind tunnel or atmospheric turbulence must have
caused transition at the relatively low wing chord Reynolds numbers of Raspet's a,s well as
Wortmann's and Feifel's experiments.
During further suction experiments by Wortmann and Feifel on a perforated laminar flat plate,
transition could be shifted over considerable chordwise distances by varying the yaw angle of the
plate by surprisingly small amounts, confirming Head's experience. Transition presumably started
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whenthe resultantstreamwiseboundarylayer disturbance vorticity, intensified by the various rows
of suction holes, increased until the suction-hole-induced streamwise vortices became unstable and
started oscillating to distort finally into highly unstable hairpin vortices, which disintegrated to
cause transition. Amplified Tollmien-Schlichting waves cannot explain the observed sudden shift of
transition at small yaw angles. Therefore, they do not appear responsible for transition in the
above-described experiments.
To avoid premature transition due to the breakup of the suction-hole-induced streamwise
disturbance vortices, the Reynolds number of the boundary layer crossflow generated by these
streamwise disturbance vortices should be kept below its corresponding boundary layer crossflow
stability limit Reynolds number. At increasingly higher Re L, this requirement dictates lnuch smaller
mean suction flow Reynolds numbers uralv per row of holes than for a single row of suction holes,
leading to perforated suction surfaces with an extremely large number of very closely spaced
suction holes. This may become possible with advanced hole-drilling techniques, using for example
electron-beam or laser-beam drilling. With such closely spaced small suction holes, the suction-
induced streamwise disturbance vortices would be confined to the slowest part of the boundary
layer. The "crossflow Reynolds number" of the suction-hole-induced streamwise disturbance
vortices is then sufficiently low so that the viscous forces can dominate over the corresponding
pressure and inertia forces to thus dissipate these vortices more rapidly. It would be ideal if the
generation of suction-hole-induced new streamwise disturbance vorticity could be just compensated
by viscous dissipation at particularly low vortex "crossflow Reynolds numbers" and suction flow
rates per hole using a correspondingly large number of closely spaced holes. The suction-induced
streamwise disturbance vorticity would then remain insignificant along the entire length of the
suction region.
The laminarization of the nozzle wall boundary layers by means of suction through finely
perforated surfaces appears more complicated when the suction-hole-induced streamwise distur-
bance vortices interact with various kinds of amplified boundary layer oscillations. For example,
amplified Taylor-Goertler type disturbance vortices in the concave curvature region of supersonic
nozzles or boundary layer crossflow disturbance vortices on the side walls of two-dimensional
supersonic nozzles (and on swept wings) may superimpose the suction-hole-induced streamwise
disturbance vortices to cause premature transition. It may then be necessary to further reduce the
suction-hole-induced streamwise disturbance vorticity by using a correspondingly larger number of
still finer and more closely spaced suction holes.
For the same purpose, the growth of TG vortices (in the concave curvature regions of the
nozzle) and boundary layer crossflow vortices (in regions of spanwise pressure gradients) may have
to be restricted by increasing the local suction rates, as compared to the case of ideal area suction
without suction-hole-induced streamwise disturbance vortices. Admittedly, with an extremely large
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numberof verycloselyspacedsuctionholesandcorrespondinglysmallsuctionratesperhole.the
suction-inducedstreamwisedisturbancevorticesareconfinedto theinnermost,slowestboundary
layer region, while the disturbancevelocitiesinducedby TG and boundary layer crossflow
disturbancevorticesareusuallylargestat relativelylargewalldistancesfor manycasesof practical
interest(refs. 26and 61).Therefore,the interactionof amplifiedTGandboundarylayercrossflow
disturbancevorticeswith suction-hole-inducedstreamwisevorticesmay oftenbe insignificantwith
thickerboundarylayers,aslongasareasuctionisverycloselyapproachedwith perforatedsurfaces
havinganextremelylargenumberof verycloselyspacedelectron-beam-drilledsuctionholes.
Suction-hole-inducedstreamwisedisturbancevorticesmay couplewith various kinds of
amplified boundarylayer oscillationsto substantiallylower the "crossflowtransition Reynolds
number" of the suction-inducedstreamwisevorticesby nonlinearcross-couplingwith these
boundarylayer oscillations.Nonlinearboundarylayer stability mustthen describethe resulting
boundarylayerdisturbancegrowth(see,for example,appendixC). In particular,amplifiedoblique
Tollmien-Schlichtingtype boundarylayer oscillations,excitedby externaldisturbancesuchas
turbulence,noise, etc., will distort the suction-hole-inducedstreamwisedisturbancevortices
three-dimensionally,therebystretchingthemandthusincreasingtheir kineticenergyandvorticity.
As a result, their "crossflow"stability limit andtransitionReynoldsnumbersdecreasebelow the
valuesfoundin theabsenceof suchTSoscillations.Thisdestabilizinginfluenceof amplifiedoblique
Tollmien-Schlichtingwaveson boundarylayer crossflowdisturbancevorticeshas,indeed,been
verifiedonsweptlow dragsuctionwingsin thepresenceofexternalandinternalsound(refs. 17and
60). In otherwords,if amplifiedTSwallboundarylayeroscillationsin laminarizedsupersonicwind
ttmncl nozzlescannotbeavoided,the suction-hole-inducedstreamwiseboundarylayerdisturbance
vorticity mayhaveto bestill furtherreducedbyusingperforatednozzlewallsuctionsurfaceswith a
correspondinglylargernumberof finerandmorecloselyspacedsuctionholes.
Whenthe streamwisespacingof the suctionhole rows coincideswith the wavelengthof
stronglyamplifiedTSoscillationsandthe suction-hole-induceddisturbancevorticesarelocatedin
the critical boundary layer re,on where the TS disturbancevelocitiesare particularly large,
suction-hole-inducedstreamwisedisturbancevortices maydrive amplified TS oscillationsvery
rapidly to largeamplitudes-evenat verylow meansuctionflow Reynoldsnumbersu_a/vperrow of
suctionholes-to causeprematuretransition.Thisconditionexistswith thin boundarylayersand
relativelylargestreamwisesuctionholerow spacings,asconfirmedby transitionexperiments(ref.
71) at the front attachment line of a 45 ° swept blunt-nosed wing, with suction applied along the
attachment line throu_l chordwise rows of 0.15-mm i.d. suction holes (3.00-mm spacing in and
0.70-ram spacing normal to the flow direction). Comparison experiments (ref. 72) on the same
model, with suction applied in the front wing attachment line region through 0.05-ram-wide
chordwise nose slots of 6.00-mm spacing, have shown drastically the destabilizing influence of
suction-hole-induced disturbance vortices on transition at the front wing attachment line. With
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suction throughchordwiserowsof suctionholes,substantiallylower attachmentline boundary
layer ReynoldsnumbersRe0 . at the beginning of transition were observed even at very low
al, tr
suction velocities, as compared to suction through chordwise slots (fig. 33). For example, at Vo* ---
,,(u[aU/_Slal/-0"5 = -0.25, Re,, = 250 with suction through holes, as compared to Re 0 =v o
ffal, tr
spanwise length Reynolds number Wz/v350 at Vo* = -0.10 with suction through slots (both at a
5 x 106 along the attachment line), as measured in the 7- by 10-ft Northrop low-turbulence tunnel.
At Vo* = -0.25, the corresponding critical suction hole Reynolds number (uh/v)crit _ 2 to 3 is very
much lower than Goldsmith's critical values for a single row or several rows of suction holes. Even
at lower suction rates (Vo* = -0.1) and uh/v = 1, transition at the attachment line still seemed to be
adversely affected by the suction-hole-induced streamwise disturbance vortices. Such disturbance
vortices, originating from the suction holes, were indeed observed on the perforated attachment line
suction strip by means of naphthalene sublimation techniques over a wide suction range (fig. 34).
At the above low mean suction flow Reynolds numbers per row of holes, the longitudinal
disturbance vortices originating from the suction holes should have been much too weak to cause
transition directly, unless they could have induced amplified attachment line boundary layer
oscillations. The presence of increasingly stronger attachment line boundary layer oscillations at
higher suction rates in the perforated wing attachment line suction strip was verified by boundary
layer stethoscope and hot-wire observations. At a given suction velocity Vo* and tunnel speed, the
suction-hole-induced boundary layer oscillations grew rapidly with increasing attachment line
length. For comparison, practically no amplified boundary layer oscillations were observed at the
same condition with suction through slots, indicating that the suction-hole-induced disturbance
vortices rather than tunnel turbulence and noise must have caused transition on the perforated
attachment line. Suction through closely spaced chordwise nose slots was therefore superior to
suction through chordwise rows of closely spaced holes in stabilizing the attachment line boundary
layer.
Admittedly, due to the stretching of TS vortices in the diverging attachment line flow field of
swept wings, its front attachment line boundary layer is particularly sensitive to external
turbulence, noise, or suction-hole-induced disturbance vortices. Furthermore, the 3.00-mm suction
hole row spacing in the direction of the attachment line flow closely coincided with the wavelength
of the most strongly amplified attachment line boundary layer oscillations, causing particularly
strongly amplified boundary layer oscillations under the action of such suction-hole-induced
disturbance vortices.
The destabilizing nonlinear coupling between suction-hole-induced streamwise boundary layer
disturbance vortices with amplified boundary layer oscillations of, for example, the TS type appears
far less critical when the streamwise spacing of the suction holes is very much smaller than the
wavelength of such boundary layer oscillations (XTS _-756*- 1500 for the incompressible
asymptotic suction profile) and when the suction-hole-induced vortices are confined to the
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innermostwallboundarylayerregion,whereTSdisturbancevelocitiesaremuchsmaller.Again,this
requirementdictatesverysmallratiosof suctionholesizeandspacingto boundarylayerthickness,
leadingto anextremelylargenumberof very fine andcloselyspacedsuctionholes.Therefore,in
suctionlaminarizedsupersonicwind tunnel nozzles,particularlysmallandcloselyspacedsuction
holes appearnecessaryin the sonic and low supersonicnozzle region,wherethe nozzle wall
boundarylayersareparticularlythin. In contrast,substantiallylargersuctionholesof largerspacing
appearpermissiblein the downstreamnozzleregion,wherethe nozzlewall boundarylayersare
muchthicker,especiallyat highersupersonictestsectioaMachnumbers.
In addition to laminarizedsupersonicwind tunnelnozzles,the approachof idealareasuction
throughperforatedsurfaceswith very small,closelyspaced(electron-beamdrilled) suctionholes
maybeof moregeneralinterestto futureboundarylayersuctionairplanesandturbomachines.If it
shouldprovepossibleto approachareasuctionmoreclosely,laminarizationby meansof suction
maybefeasibleat further increasedlengthReynoldsnumbers.
The following valuesarepresentedfor incompressibleasymptoticflat plateboundarylayer
suctionprofileswhensuctionisappliedthroughveryfineperforatedsuctionsurfaces:
U
--x 106/m" 10 100 1 10 I0
v
-104-_ 1 1.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Re 0 t 5000 3333 2000 2000 2000
0, mm 0.5 0.033 2.0 0.2
Suction hole spacing, mm 0.5 0.2 1.0 0. I 0.5
-VoAX _ ui]
= -- 0.5 2 0.25 0.25 1.25
v v
u/U (two-dimensional) 0.0049 0.0119 0.0055 0.0055 0.0122
(], mm 0.0102 0.00168 0.0459 0.00459 0.0102
Umax tt
U _ 0.03 "_ 0.072 _ 0.033 _ 0.033 _ 0.075
_'TS' mm "_ 75 _ 4.5 "_ 300 "" 30 ~ 30
+Re0 = 1/(-2vo/U ) for incompressible asymptotic suction profile
:ttu at edge of sucked layer above suction hole
max
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For comparison,shownbeloware the correspondingexperimentalvaluesfor tile 45° swept
blunt-nosedwingof reference71 with suctionappliedthroughchordwiserowsof closely spaced
suction holes at the attachment line:
W= 1.86 x 106/m (w = 27.77 m/s = spanwise potential flow velocity along attachment lille)
P
w0
Re0al ---v = 240
0al = 0.129 mm
-0.5vo (v[OU/Os] al = -0.1 with [8U/Os] al = 136/sec
vo = -0.0045 m/s (equivalent area suction velocity)
v o
--=-1.62 x 10 -4
w
voAx _
0.9 (AX = 3 mm= suction hole row spacing)
= 0.0228 mm (two-dimensional)
= 0.595 m/s (two-dimensi_,nal)
Wmax -_ 0.12 to 0.16 at edge of sucked layer over suction hole (estimated)
W
XTS - 5 mm
Suction-Hole-Induced Mean Flow Irregularities in the Test Section
As discussed previously, suction-hole-induced disturbances decay rapidly within the subsonic
portion of the nozzle and test section wall boundary layer region. In the supersonic wall boundary
layer and potential flow region of the nozzle and test section, they propagate along Mach lines and
thus decay much slower. Therefore, the question arises concerning the decay of the suction-hole-
induced mean flow disturbances within the subsonic portion of the boundary layer in laminarized
supersonic wind tunnel nozzles and the minimization of such disturbances at the outer edge of the
subsonic layer (y = 6s).
6O
The ql](:tion-hc_ie-inchl_ed menn flnw cli_tllrh_n_-o volneit;_ qt y= _ ,_., I_ ...... I .... t,.A
approximately by replacing the suction holes by sinks and calculating the velocity v± (in the
direction normal to the suction surface) induced by these sinks, at y = 6s for different locations,
assuming incompressible flow. Since the average Mach number in the subsonic layer is -_- 0.5, the
error caused by this assumption should be small. The ratio X/6 s (X = suction hole spacing) critically
affects the spatial variation of the suction-hole-induced disturbance velocity ratio Av± /vl
max - ax
at y = 6s. The ratio X/6 s was varied from 0.5 to 2, and vj. at y = _s was calculated for a large numrr_er
of line (two-dimensional) sinks of spacing _, representing suction slots of spacing X. The velocity v±
was further calculated above a straight-line row of point (three-dimensional) sinks of spacing X = X1,
approximating suction hole rows of relatively large spacing X2, with the hole spacing X1 within each
hole row very much smaller than X2. This case is of interest for suction hole rows (spacing X2) that
are swept behind the local Mach angle, with particularly small suction hole spacings Xl(( X2 within
each individual suction hole row (fig. 35). Suction-hole-induced mean flow irregularities in the test
section are thus minimized. Figure 36 and table 15 show for different ratios X/6 s (6s - h) the ratio
of the maximum induced velocity difference Av I = v1 -v t to the maximum velocity
. , , -maK -max -rnin
V±max induced at y= 0 soy a very mrge number ot two-dimensional sinks as well as
three-dimensional sinks located along a straight line. With decreasing X/6. ratios, Av. /v.
2"max "max
decreases very rapidly to insignificant values for X/6 s < 1. For point sinks Av -,- 1/r , as compared
to av _ l/r for line sinks. Therefore, the more distant point sinks contribute a smaller percentage
to av.i" as compared to line sinks, while the more closely located point sinks contribute particularly
strongly to AVE. Thus, at the same X/5 s ratios, aVl.max/V.l " should be larger for straight-line point
sinks than for line sinks, as confirmed by figure 36. For the case of perforated suction surfaces with
equal suction hole spacings in the x and z directions, the locus of aV±max/V ± is probably located
between the limiting cases of line and point sints.
In summary, to avoid excessive suction-hole-induced disturbance velocities at the outer edge of
the subsonic nozzle wall boundary layer region and thus in the test section of laminarized
supersonic wind tunnels, the suction hole spacing should be equal to or preferably smaller than the
subsonic thickness 6s of the nozzle wall boundary layer. For the evaluation of 6s, the Mach number
component in the direction normal to the rows of holes must be used. Thus, for circumferential
rows of suction holes, the full local potential flow Mach number must be used to evaluate 6s. For
suction hole rows swept behind the local Mach angle, the suction hole spacing X 1 within each
individual blade row should be equal to or preferably smaller than 8s, using the Mach number
component in the direction of the hole rows. Since the flow component normal to these highly
swept suction hole rows is subsonic, flow disturbances in this direction decay very rapidly to
insignificant values, thus allowing relatively large spacings X2 >> ;kI of these rows from the
standpoint of suction-hole-induced mean flow irregularities in the test section. Row spacing X2 may
then be determined by the necessity to closely approach area suction for the laminarization of the
nozzle wall boundary layers up to high length Reynolds numbers at minimum suction flow rates, as
discussed in the preceding section.
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To evaluatethe suctionholespacingspermissiblefromthestandpointof suction-hole-induced
meanflow irregularitiesin thetunneltestsection,aswasdeterminedfor severalcases,usingthe full
local potentialflow Machnumberin the nozzle(fig. 37 andtables2p, 2t, 2u,2x, 3b-i, and 16).
With thethin wall boundarylayersin the low supersonicMachnumberareasof thenozzle,6sand
thus the permissiblesuctionholespacingk arequite small,especiallyat highertest sectionMach
numbersM* at agiventestsectionunit lengthReynoldsnumberU*/u* anddiameterD*. Under
otherwisethe sameconditions,the useof heliumasthe workingmediumin highsupersonicMach
numbernozzlesallowssubstantiallylargersuctionhole spacingsdue to the larger6s in the low
supersonicnozzleareas(fig. 37bandtables2uand2x).
With the thicker wall boundary layers in the low supersonicregionof slow expansion
supersonicnozzles,6 s and X in this region are somewhat larger than they are for moderately rapid
expansion supersonic nozzles (compare the M* = 9 slow expansion helium nozzle (R/Rth = 250)
with the M* = 9 NASA helium nozzle). For such more rapid expansion nozzles, either the suction
hole spacing in the particularly critical low supersonic nozzle area or the U*/v* may have to be
reduced if suction-hole-induced mean flow irregularities in the test section are to be avoided.
Under otherwise the same conditions, the minimum 6 s and X values in the low supersonic
nozzle area are practically the same for axisymmetric M* = 5 and two-dimensional M* = 4.6
supersonic nozzles on their floor and ceiling walls (fig. 37a and tables 3b, 3c, and 16b). With the
very thin boundary layers on the side walls of suction laminarized two-dimensional supersonic wind
tunnel nozzles, resulting from control of boundary layer crossflow instability, fis on these side walls
is substantially smaller than on the nozzle floor and ceiling walls (fig. 37a and tables 3b-i).
Extremely small suction hole spacings would be required in the low supersonic region on the side
walls of the two-dimensional JPL nozzle at U*/u* = 26.2 x 106/m and H* = 1 m. To avoid such
close suction hole spacings, U*/i,* may have to be reduced and H* correspondingly increased.
With increasing local Mach number toward the downstream end of the nozzle, 8 s increases
rapidly, especially for high supersonic Mach number nozzles (fig. 37 and tables 2p, 2t, 2u, 2x, and
16b). In fact, 6 s and the permissible suction hole spacing are rather large over a considerable
percentage of the nozzle length, while the small 6s and suction hole spacings are restricted to a short
re,on of the low supersonic part of the nozzle (see, for example, fig. 37c and tables 2p, 2t, 2u,
2x, and 16b).
In the above evaluation of Av± /v± , equal sink strength was assumed. Considerably
• max m x
stronger variations m v± might result at y = 6 s _the suction hole flow rates vary spatially. However,
since such suction irregularities usually will be local and three-dimensional, the resulting
disturbances should still decay substantially in the supersonic flow field of the nozzle like a
three-dimensional shock wave, in contrast to the much slower decay of two-dimensional shock
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three-dimensional suction irregularities, may not be quite as critical as the two-dimensional
disturbances from the outer edge of the subsonic boundary layer region. Despite this alleviating
effect, a uniform suction distribution through the individual suction holes should still be the
objective, even though such a high standard would not be required merely for the laminarization of
the nozzle wall boundary layers.
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SUCTION DRIVE SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
The question arises concerning the suction drive systems for suction laminarized supersonic
wind tunnel nozzles. The sucked nozzle and test section wall boundary layers may be recompressed
to the undisturbed total pressure p' at the aft end of the test section exit diffuser by suction
compressors. From this station the suction medium would be further compressed to tunnel
stagnation pressure by the main tunnel drive compressors. Alternately, the sucked nozzle and test
section wall boundary layers may be recompressed directly in the suction compressors to tunnel
stagnation pressure. To minimize suction power and avoid excessively high temperatures in the
suction compressors, isothermal compression of the sucked boundary layer, approached with
various suction compressor spools and interspool cooling, is preferable over isentropic compression
(fig. 38). The high nozzle pressure ratios-especially at higher test section Mach numbers-lead to
correspondingly high suction compressor pressure ratios, requiring a large number of compressor
stages, mounted on several individual spools with interspool coolers. Such individual suction
compressor spools enable the establishment of the desired suction distribution in the nozzle with
minimum suction duct pressure losses; furthermore, suction compressor surge during starting can be
much better controlled with individually driven suction compressor spools. These general
considerations apply both to continuously running closed-return as well as blowdown supersonic
wind tunnels with test section exit diffusers.
The ratio e of the suction power Lsuct to the kinetic energy KE of the flow in the wind tunnel
test section is a good parameter for the evaluation and comparison of the suction requirements in
different nozzles. A lower bound for e can be given, assuming ideal isothermal compression of each
individual sucked boundary layer particle without losses to p' or Pstag at constant temperature
Tcomp r = Tstag (or Tcomp r = Tcooling medium' if Tstag > Tcooling medium) (fig" 39).
This assumption implies 100% suction compressor efficiency (or r_suct compr = rttunnel drive
compr ), an infinite number of individual suction chambers, and zero pressure losses in the suction
skin and ducts. Assuming Tcomp r = Tcooling medium = Tstag, the ideal isothermal suction
compressorlpower necessary to compress the sucked nozzle wall boundary layer at Tstag from the
suction chamber pressure to the diffuser exit total pressure p' is:
dLsuct isoth = g drias • R • Tstag • In (--_'),
f[ d(ms/mo,Lsuct isoth = rn o • g • R • Tstag In d(x/Rth) d
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Thekineticenergyof thetestsectionflow is:
fiao rho , _ rno
• U .2=_, M*-a *'=_.g ._/ • RT* • M .2
KEtest section 2 2 2
The ratio e is:
Lsuctisoth_ 2 _Tstag f[ln(__) 1KEtest section =_-. T* M *2JL
d(rhs/rn o)
d(x/Rth) d (_th)
With _, = 1 +"/2"--'! • M*2:
}(1 M.e)f[ ( )+ d(rns/mo) X,n(P)ld x  th'd
nozzle
and test
section
where the nozzle pressure p and the suction mass flow rates d(rhs/rh o) are functions of x/Rth.
In the above analysis, the temperature of the sucked boundary layer was assumed equal to
Tstag, i.e., the boundary layer temperature recovery factor RF = 1. According to the nozzle wall
boundary layer analysis, this assumption is usually closely approached with the relatively strong
area suction required for stabilization of the nozzle wall boundary layers at high Reynolds numbers,
particularly in the downstream nozzle areas.
When Tstag > Tcooling medium, the sucked boundary layer could, in principle, be compressed
isothermally at T = Tcooling medium + AT (AT = temperature loss between cooling medium and
sucked boundary layer). The ratio • = Lsuct isoth/KEtest section could then be reduced by the
temperature ratio (Tcooling medium + AT)/Tstag" Tables 17a-c give values of e for the above ideal
isothermal compression of the sucked nozzle wall boundary layer to Pstag at T = Tstag for the M* =
5.115 LARC Q-axisymmetric air nozzle as well as for the M* = 9 slow expansion and NASA helium
axisymmetric nozzles. These e ratios (• = 0.0126 for the M* = 5.115 Q-nozzle and 0.016 for the
M* = 9 helium nozzles) appear remarkably small. Admittedly, such ideal isothermal compression of
the sucked nozzle wall boundary layer can be only approached. Suction compressor losses, suction
skin and duct pressure losses, interspool cooler temperature and pressure losses must be taken into
account. Additional suction skin throttling pressure losses result from the fact that a finite number
of suction chambers must be used. Even so, the ratio of suction power to the kinetic energy of the
test section flow still appears small.
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Considerableingenuity and care in the detail designof the suctioncompressordrive and
suctionductingsystemis necessaryto establishthe desiredsuctiondistributionon the nozzleand
test sectionwalls without suction and boundarylayer discontinuities,which might causeflow
irregularitiesin thesupersonictestsection.
As with low dragsuctionairplanes,wherethesuctiondrivesystemis part of the propulsion
systemto contributea substantialpercentageto the propulsivethrust,thesuctioncompressordrive
systemof a laminarizedsupersonicwindtunnelcontributesanappreciablepercentageto thetunnel
drivepower.Boundarylayersuctionon the tunnelnozzleandtest sectionwallsstronglythins the
tunnel wall boundarylayer at the inlet to the exit diffuser to reduceaccordinglythe resulting
diffuserpressuredraglossesandtunneldrivepower.
Table 17d showsthe reductionof the suctionpowerratio _ for the M* = 9 NASAhelium
tunnelnozzlewhenthesuckednozzlewallboundarylayeris compressedto P'stag< Pstagat theaft
end of the exit diffuser.The overallsuctioncompressorpressureratio is influencedto a much
higherdegreethan e as the sucked nozzle wall boundary layer is compressed to a progressively
lower diffuser exit pressure p.
Instead of providing suction compressors in supersonic blowdown tunnels to operate
continuously during the test runs, suction could be operated in a relatively simple manner by
connecting the various suction chambers to one or preferably several separate individual suction
vacuum spheres. The suction rates of the individual suction chambers could then be controlled by
Laval nozzles, located between the suction ducts and these suction vacuum spheres. With the
relatively long time available between test runs to recompress the suction medium to tunnel
stagnation pressure, the suction power could be substantially reduced, allowing at the same time a
much less sophisticated suction compressor system.
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To proceed with the development of large quiet supersonic wind tunnels with laminarized
nozzles and test sections, initial experience should be gained from quiet laminarized supersonic pilot
tunnels. To minimize the risk of setbacks and failures, a cautious and conservative approach both in
the overall layout as well as in the detail design should be adopted throughout; preparations should
be made for all kinds of problems, adequate margins and operational flexibility should be provided
to cover unforeseen difficulties, and unnecessary gambles should be avoided. Careful consideration
should be given to how large a step to take with such pilot tunnels. To learn sufficiently from the
experimentation with laminarized supersonic pilot tunnels, the step should be sufficiently bold,
with the chances of success classically of the order of 80% for such type of development (to quote
Ackeret). If the step were substantially smaller and thus the chances of success very close to 100%,
too many small steps and an excessive development time would be needed. Too bold a step might
rapidly decrease the chances of success and is therefore not recommended either.
To minimize difficulties with surface roughness as well as suction-induced disturbances in the
nozzle wall boundary layers and test section, one should design laminarized supersonic pilot tunnels
for relatively modest tunnel pressures and accept the larger tunnel dimensions to achieve a given test
section Reynolds number. As the experimental investigation of such pilot tunnels progresses, the
tunnel stagnation pressure and test section Reynolds number can be slowly raised, until difficulties
and limitations emerge that must be gradually eliminated. To enable high laminar flow length
Reynolds numbers, no effort should be spared to minimize nozzle inflow disturbances and approach
area suction as closely as possible. As in any low drag suction experiment at high Reynolds
numbers, such laminarized experimental supersonic pilot tunnels should be designed with a
particularly high experimental flexibility to meet unexpected and unforeseen difficulties during the
experimentation. For example, the suction surface and suction ducting system should preferably be
laid out such that the overall suction rates as well as the streamwise suction distribution can be
varied over a wide range without inducing critical suction discontinuities in the streamwise
direction. For this purpose, a rather large number of individually controlled suction chambers may
be needed.
To learn about the behavior of the suction laminarized nozzle and test section wall boundary
layers of supersonic pilot tunnels over a wide range of operating conditions, it will be necessary to
subdivide their suction chambers much more extensively than will be necessary for future
operational laminarized supersonic tunnels. After gaining sufficient experience from such pilot
tunnels, larger quiet supersonic tunnels with suction laminarized nozzles and test sections, operating
at further increased length Reynolds numbers, can then be developed without necessarily requiring
the extensive experimental flexibility built into laminarized supersonic pilot tunnels.
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Sincethe developmentof laminarizedsupersonictunnelsrepresentsa major undertaking,
substantialtheoreticalandexperimentalresearchanddevelopmentaswellaseffortsto developthe
necessarytechnologicalbasisarehighly recommended.Researchinvestigationswouldbeconcerned
with: verificationof laminarizationthroughdistributedsuctionwith different suctionmethodsat
further increasedlength Reynoldsnumbers;suction-inducedboundarylayer oscillationsill the
nozzleandtest sectionwallboundarylayersaswell asmeanflow irregularitiesin thetestsection;
transitioninvestigationsonconcavesurfaceswith andwithout distributedsuctionin thepresenceof
Taylor-Goertlerdisturbancevorticesfrom low subsonicto highsupersonicspeeds;andinvestigations
to minimizenozzleinflow disturbancesasmuchaspossible.
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
OF SUCTION-INDUCED MEAN FLOW IRREGULARITIES
Investigations of suction-induced mean flow irregularities in the test section of supersonic
tunnels are recommended with the following configurations:
Suction through a perforated surface with very closely spaced small suction holes, with
emphasis given to suction hole patterns that minimize suction-induced flow irregularities
ill the test section (for example, closely spaced rows of extremely small and very closely
spaced electron-beam-drilled suction holes, with the rows of holes swept behind the local
Math angle)
• Suction through closely spaced fine slots swept behind the local Mach angle
• Suction through longitudinal slots
The experimental investigations of suction-induced mean flow irregularities in the test section
nlay be conducted initially on a supersonic flat plate, simulating the conditions in two-dimensional
nozzles. To simulate the flow conditions in axisymmetric supersonic nozzles and test sections, these
experiments should eventually be extended to the axisymmetric case, using the flow in supersonic
tubes. With suction through holes, the ratio of hole spacing to the thickness of the subsonic portion
of the nozzle wall boundary layer critically affects the suction-induced disturbance velocities at the
sonic lille of the boundary layer and thus in the test section of supersonic tunnels; therefore, this
parameter must be properly matched. For the investigation of suction-hole-induced mean flow
disturbances in the test section, the length Reynolds number does not appear too important, i.e.,
considerable knowledge call be expediently gained in this respect from low Reynolds number
experiments at correspondingly lower tunnel pressures.
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At a particular chordwiselocation, the suction-hole-inducedmeanflow disturbancesare
affectedprimarily by the local suctionholes,while the contributionof the moreremotesuction
holesbecomesinsignificant.In the subsonicportionof theboundarylayer,thesuction-hole-induced
meandisturbancesdecayrapidly,while theypropagatealongMachlinesthroughthesupersonicpart
of the boundary layer and the potential flow regioninto the test section.As a result, the
suction-hole-induced mean flow disturbances depend essentially on local conditions of the suction
surface, i.e., for initial preliminary investigations of suction-hole-induced mean flow irregularities in
the test section, it appears permissible to apply suction over a relatively short streamwise extent.
Of course, suction-induced mean flow irregularities in the test section will develop at the
upstream and downstream end of the suction region. These irregularities can be minimized by
tapering out suction in the streamwise direction at both ends of the suction area; by extending
suction into the subsonic part of the nozzle, they can be eliminated at the start of suction.
With continuous suction without discontinuities along the length of longitudinal and highly
swept slots (swept behind the local Mach angle), suction-induced mean flow irregularities in the test
section should be practically absent. However, suction discontinuities caused, for example, by local
suction flow blockage in the support structure underneath the slots can generate weak shock waves,
which can propagate into the test section to induce mean flow irregularities there. Preliminary
supersonic experiments with suction through longitudinal as well as very closely spaced slots, swept
behind the local Mach angle, are therefore recommended to establish a proper suction layout
without suction-induced mean flow irregularities in the test section.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION AT HIGH LENGTH
REYNOLDS NUMBERS WITH VARIOUS SUCTION METHODS
The question arises concerning the influence of suction-induced disturbances on laminarization
at high Reynolds numbers in the absence of boundary layer crossflow and Taylor-Goertler type
boundary layer instability, using different suction methods (suction through longitudinal and very
closely spaced, highly swept slots as well as perforated surfaces with very closely spaced small
suction holes). With suction applied through perforated surfaces, streamwise and horseshoe
disturbance vortices at higher suction rates eventually originate from the suction holes. These
disturbance vortices can induce premature transition either directly or as a result of amplified
boundary layer oscillations. Such oscillations, induced by suction through perforated surfaces,
become increasingly less critical by weakening the suction-hole-induced streamwise disturbance
vortices and confirdng them to the innermost slowest boundary layer region. This can be
accomplished by using an extremely large number of very closely spaced electron-beam-drilled, or
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possiblylaser-beam-drilled,very finesuctionholes.In this case,areasuctionmightbeparticularly
closelyapproachedto enablelaminarizationat furtherincreasedlengthReynoldsnumbers.
Thequestionthen turns to how small the suctionhole spacingand diametermust be in
relationto theboundarylayerthicknessto minimizeor preferablyavoidsuction-inducedamplified
boundarylayeroscillationsundervariousconditions.Thisquestioncanbeansweredby subsonicas
well as supersoniclow drag suction experimentswith electron-beam-or laser-beam-drilled
perforatedsuctionsurfacesat high lengthReynoldsnumbersandlow externaldisturbancelevels,
usingRaetz'snonlinearboundarylayer stability analysisasa guideline(appendixC). To simplify
the experiment,chordwisepressuregradientsaswell asboundarylayercrossflowdueto spanwise
pressuregradientsshouldbe avoidedinitially, workingwith flat suctionplates(or thin airfoils),
suctionbodiesof revolution,or laminarflowsuctiontubesin the laminarinlet region.
For comparison,similarexperimentsarerecommendedwith othersuctionmethods,usingfor
examplelongitudinal as well as highly swept slots. Experimentalresultswith closelyspaced
spanwiseslotsareavailableup to 58x 106lengthReynoldsnumber(ref. 4).
SUBSONICANDSUPERSONICTRANSITIONINVESTIGATIONS
IN THEPRESENCEOFTAYLOR-GOERTLERDISTURBANCEVORTICES
In concavesurfacecurvatureregions,streamwiseTaylor-Goertlertypedisturbance vortices can
develop to cause premature transition beyond a critical amplification factor of these disturbance
vortices. According to A. M. O. Smith's linearized analysis of subsonic transition experiments on
two-dimensional concave surfaces without suction, transition starts when the exponent flSdx in the
growth factor of amplified Taylor-Goertler disturbance vortices exceeds a value of 10 (ref. 26). A
first critical question arises concerning the variation of this transition value for j'l_dx with Mach
number up to higher supersonic speeds on two-dimensional surfaces without suction. Furthermore,
since the suction laminarization of the nozzles and test sections of supersonic tunnels critically
depends on the stabilizing influence of area suction on TG vortices, a second crucial question arises
regarding experimental verification of Kobayashi's (ref. 27) theoretical result, according to which an
asymptotic suction boundary layer with area suction is substantially less unstable with respect to
TG disturbances than nonsuction boundary layers. Since Kobayashi's result applies to the
asymptotic area suction profile, and the suction rates for the laminarization of supersonic nozzles
may differ from the asymptotic suction rates, a third question arises concerning the TG stability
limit and the transition value for fl3dx for suction conditions different from those of the
asymptotic case. The aerodynamically ideal area suction, of course, can be approached only to
various degrees. Therefore, a fourth question arises as to how far Kobayashi's results for ideal area
suction are applicable to suction surfaces with many very fine holes and longitudinal as well as
highly swept slots.
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Sincethe variationwith 0 of the locus for the local growth factor 130Re 0 of Taylor-Goertler
disturbance vortices versus _0 (a = wave number) may differ for two-dimensional and axisymmetric
flow, a fifth question arises concerning the growth of Taylor-Goertler disturbance vortices and the
transition value for f l3dx in axisymmetric flow.
Above all, the two most crucial questions-the influence of Mach number and area suction on
the Taylor-Goertler type boundary layer instability-must be answered.
The following theoretical investigations are recommended:
a) Kobayashi's incompressible Taylor-Goertler stability analysis should be repeated with
different amounts of suction for area suction boundary layer profiles, which differ from
the asymptotic suction profile.
b) Taylor-Goertler boundary layer stability analysis is recommended for nonsuction and area
suction boundary layer profiles at various Mach numbers and different suction rates up to
higher supersonic Mach numbers.
c) Of lesser importance is a Taylor-Goertler boundary layer stability analysis in axisymmet-
ric flow for nonsuction as well as area suction boundary layer profiles from low subsonic
to high supersonic speeds.
The following experimental investigations are recommended:
a) To investigate the growth of TG disturbance vortices and their growth factor fl3dx for
transition at different supersonic Mach numbers both without and with distributed
suction, transition experiments in supersonic nozzles are recommended at different Mach
numbers without as well as with distributed suction. Nozzle inflow disturbances should
be mininfized as much as possible. Area suction should be approached in various degrees.
b)
c)
To verify Kobayashi's critically important theoretical expectations about the stabilizing
influence of area suction on TG instability, particular emphasis should be given to
transition experiments on two-dimensional concave surfaces with area suction at low
subsonic speeds as well as increasingly higher supersonic Mach numbers later.
Less important than items a and b are experimental investigations to establish the
difference in the growth of TG disturbance vortices and the resulting transition in
axisymmetric and two-dimensional low turbulence supersonic nozzles.
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In theseexperiments,idealareasuctionsurfaces,perforatedsuctionsurfaceswithveryclosely
spacedelectron-beam-drilledholes,andslottedsuctionsurfaceswith longitudinalandhighlyswept
slots(sweptbehindMachcone)shouldbeinvestigated.
INVESTIGATION OF METHODS TO MINIMIZE NOZZLE INFLOW DISTURBANCES
Aerodynamic inflow turbulence would be most ideally reduced through damping screens with
laminar turbulence-free wakes and an undisturbed laminar annulus wall boundary layer downstream
of the screen section. At larger test section unit length Reynolds numbers and tunnel total
pressures, this requirement leads to extremely fine special seamless screens (possibly with wire
diameters down to 0.075 mm and open area ratios of at least 60%) and very high nozzle contraction
ratios. Thermal convection currents downstream of the screens cause thermally induced inflow
turbulence, especially at very high nozzle contraction ratios; they must therefore be minimized by
equalizing the temperature upstream of the screens. Furthermore, accelerating the flow immediately
downstream of the screens rapidly decreases the inlet section diameter and the contraction ratio
between the screen section and the sonic throat before substantial thermal convection currents can
develop. Concave wall surface curvature in the inlet section between the screens and the sonic
throat may induce amplified Taylor-Goertler disturbance vortices in the inlet wall boundary layer at
higher test section Reynolds numbers and should therefore be avoided.
At substantially higher test section unit length Reynolds numbers and total pressures, it may
eventually become impossible to maintain laminar screen wakes and a laminar inlet wall boundary
layer immediately downstream of the screens. To reestablish a laminar inlet wall boundary layer,
the entire turbulent wall boundary layer, including all the turbulent eddies that intermittently
penetrate far out into the potential flow region, must then be removed locally downstream of the
screens by means of strong suction. The newly established laminar inlet wall boundary layer must
then be sufficiently stabilized further downstream in the presence of the screen wake turbulence by
means of relatively weak distributed suction and flow acceleration, until an undisturbed laminar
inlet wall boundary layer finally is established further downstream.
Since the minimization of nozzle inflow disturbances appears mandatory for the laminariza-
tion of supersonic nozzles and test sections at higher Reynolds numbers, preliminary experiments
are recommended to reduce as much as possible the aerodynamic, acoustic, and thermal inflow
disturbances discussed above.
In the subsonic region of the nozzle, the wall boundary layer should be stabilized by suction
such as to minimize or avoid amplified boundary layer oscillations in this region. Suction may be
required primarily in the higher subsonic Mach number region while much less or no suction may be
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sedin the low subsonicpart of the nozzle.Sincesuction-inducedisturbancesin tile subsonic
)ortion of the nozzledecayrapidlyanddonot generatemeanflow irregularitiesin thetestsection,
lifferent suctionmethodsappearadequatefor thestabilizationof thenozzlewallboundarylayerin
hesubsonicpartof the nozzle,e.g.,suctionthroughcloselyspacedspanwiseslots,afinely perforated
,r poroussuctionsurface,a fewscoop-typesuctionslots.Fromthe standpointof subsonicnozzle
_allboundarylayer stabilizationat higherReynoldsnumbers,areasuctionshouldpreferablybe
osely approached.Excessivelythinnozzlewallboundarylayersshortlyupstreamof the throatare
',nsitiveto wall surfaceroughnessand shouldthereforebeavoided.In this respect,areasuction
oselyapproachedby different methodsappearssuperiorover suction through one or a few
•oop-typesuctionslotslocatedshortlyupstreamof thethroat.
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APPENDIX A t
VERSION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM TEM139 TO CALCULATE LAMINAR
BOUNDARY LAYER FLOWS WITH VERY SMALL OR UNIFORM CROSSFLOW
SUMMARY
A modification of the finite-difference boundary layer computation program TEM139 (ref.
52) has been developed that allows computation of laminar three-dimensional boundary layers with
small crossflow or uniform crossflow. The computational method of the resulting computer
program is discussed below.
DISCUSSION
This version of TEM139 solves the same two-dimensional or axisymmetric compressible
boundary layer equations as TEM 139. In addition, the equation:
i_w i_w__ap 1 b (ilw) (A-l)
is solved for the crossflow velocity w, with i_p/_lz a program input.
Equation (A-l) is an approximation to the laminar boundary layer crossflow equation:
(0w)bw aw aw= 1 a ta_yy (A-2)pu_--_+pv_+pWb-z - +Re bY
Equation (A-l) is valid when w is very small (small crossflow) or when the crossflow is uniform
(aw/az =0). These assumptions are also consistent with the use of the procedure of TEM139 to
find p, T, u, and v.
The complete solution of laminar three-dimensional boundary layers in general requires solving
the following equations as well as the crossflow equation (A-2):
+This phase of tile work was developed by T. A. Reyhner.
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Continuity
a(pU)ax+ _ + a(pw)a___z--= o (A-3)
X-momentum
pu + + (A-4)
The two-dimensional or axisymmetric equations are the same as these equations less the terms
a(pw)/az in equation (A-3) and pw(au/az) in equation (A-4). It thus can be seen that the
two-dimensional equations are identical to equations (A-3) and (A-4) if the crossflow is uniform (all
z derivatives zero) and a good approximation locally if the crossflow is small (w << u).
Large errors may be incurred by using the two-dimensional equations even when w is very
small if computations are carried out for a long streamwise distance. The effects of the crossflow
velocity w on equations (A-3) and (A-4) can be safely neglected locally, but for a calculation over
a large distance, the cumulative error can be quite large if there is significant streamline convergence
or divergence. An example of this effect is the difference between using two-dimensional and
axisymmetric boundary layer equations for boundary layer computations on an axisymmetric body.
If the radius of the body does not change much in the region calculated, the results will be similar,
but if there is a large change of radius, the axisymmetric equations must be used. This problem can
be compensated for in crossflow calculations by defining an axisymmetricbody with equivalent
streamline convergence and divergence and using the axisymmetric option of TEM 139.
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APPENDIX B
POTENTIAL CROSSFLOW IN THE DIRECTION NORMAL TO
LONGITUDINAL SUCTION RODS
To stabilize the wall boundary layers of longitudinally slotted laminarized supersonic wind
tunnel nozzles in a particularly efficient manner against Tollmien-Schlichting type disturbances, the
streamwise nozzle wall boundary layer profiles should preferably not vary in spanwise direction ill
the region between the slot "attachment" lines (in the middle betwee.n adjacent slots) and tile slots
themselves. This is the case when the potential crossflow velocity component W, induced by
suction through longitudinal slots, increases linearly from the slot attachment line toward the slots,
accomplished by specially contoured longitudinal suction rods. To develop longitudinally slotted
suction surfaces with such a linear increase of W from the slot attachment line toward the slots,
incompressible potential crossflow calculations across longitudinal suction rods of different cross
sections were conducted, using Omar's method (ref. 73). Elliptical suction rods of different fineness
ratios a/b and slot width g were first investigated. The term 2b is the thickness of the suction rods
in the crossflow direction; 2b + g is the slot centerline spacing.
Figures B-1 and B-2 show plots of the crossflow velocity ratio W/Woo versus the surface
distance (s/b)stag, measured from tile slot attachment line, for circular and elliptical suction rods of
fineness ratio a/b = 1, 1.5, 2, and 3 and slot width ratios g/2b = 1,0.4, 0.2, 0.1, and 0.05. W=o is tlae
undisturbed crossflow potential velocity normal to the suction surface at infinity. For circular
suction rods (a = b), W increases approximately linearly with Sstag for rather large slot width ratios
g/2b = 0.4. For narrower slots with circular suction rods, however, W grows increasingly more
rapidly toward the slots. As a result, the boundary layer thickness increases substantially from the
slot toward the slot attachment line. Suction may then not be sufficiently effective to adequately
stabilize the resulting thicker slot attachment line boundary layer. For elliptical suction rods of
fineness ratio a/b = 1.5, W increases approximately linearly with Sstag for a slot width ratio g/2b =
0.2. Again, W grows increasingly more rapidly toward the slots for smaller slot widths, resulting in
all increasing boundary layer thickness from the slot toward the slot attachment line and possibly
all insufficient boundary layer stabilization in the slot attachment line region. At higher fineness
ratios of the elliptical suction rods, the potential crossflow velocity gradient aW/_s starts from a
maximum at the slot attachment line, decreases for some distance and increases again, and decreases
finally to zero ill the slot.
Elliptical suction rods of low fineness ratio (a/b ---1.5) thus appear superior to circular suction
rods for relatively wide slots (g/2b = 0.2). For narrower slots, however, elliptical suction rods of
various fineness ratios failed to provide a perfect linear increase of W with Sstag. Therefore,
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attemptsweremadeto developlongitudinalsuctionrodswith a morelinearincreaseof W with
Sstag.FigureB-3showsthe crosssectionof longitudinalsuctionrod @ (a/b= 1.5)with anearly
perfect linear increaseof W with Sstagfor a slot width ratio g/2b= 0.2 (fig. B-4).Within a
consi'_lerabledistancein the narrowcrosssectionbetweenthesuctionrodscloseto the slot inlet,
one-dimensionalpotentialcrossflowcalculationsareadequateto designthe suctionrod contour
with tlinear increaseof W versusSstagin thisregion.
!
For narrower slots (g/2b = 0.1), however, it became increasingly more difficult to design the
sucn0n rods for a linear increase of W with Sstag, unless the suction rod fineness ratio was
substantially raised. Figure B-5 shows the cross section of suction rods @, @, and @ with fineness
ratios'a/b = 2. Table B-1 shows the coordinates of these rods.
_igure B-6 presents the corresponding potential crossflow velocity distributions W/W_ =
f(s/b)stag for a slot width ratio g/2b = 0.1. A linear increase of W with Sstag is only partially
approached. Better results were obtained by extending the rod leading edge region and raising the
rod fineness ratio somewhat (rod @, a/b = 2.15; fig. B-7, table B-l). The corresponding potential
crossflow velocity distribution W/W_ = f(s/b)stag is shown in figure B-8 for a slot width ratio
g/2b = 0.1. In principle, a more perfect linear increase of W with Sstag for g/2b = 0.1 could be
achieved by starting with rod @ (a/b = 1.5, g/2b = 0.2) and doubling the surface distance s, using
essentially one-dimensional potential crossflow calculations in the slot channel, where its width is
between 0.2b to 0.4b. Whether the resulting high fineness ratio suction rods and deep longitudinal
suction slots are necessary or desirable is not certain.
Other considerations may favor a deviation from a constant boundary layer thickness in the
spanwise direction and a linear increase of W with Sstag from the slot attachment line toward the
slots. For example, in the presence of Taylor-Goertler type boundary layer instability in the
concave curvature region of laminarized supersonic nozzles, suction through longitudinal slots
probably does not pull the streamwise Taylor-Goertler type disturbance vortices in the slot
attachment line region as close to the wall surface as ideal area suction would, at least as long as the
TG vortex spacing is appreciably smaller than the spanwise slots spacing. Particularly thin boundary
layers may then have to be maintained in the slot attachment line region, requiring correspondingly
larger potential crossflow velocity gradients iiW/bs in this region as compared to the areas located
closer to the slots. Correspondingly sharper rod leading edges in the slot attachment line region
would then be needed.
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APPENDIX C
SUMMARY OF RAETZ'S NONLINEAR BOUNDARY LAYER
STABI LITY THEORY
/
In his nonlinear theory of three-dimensional boundary layer oscillations (ref. 74), Raetz us'.'s a
perturbation series for the velocities and pressure:
u = u o (mean flow)
+ eu 1 (surface and/or external disturbances)
+ e2u2 (second perturbation)
+ e3u 3 + e4u4 +... (higher order perturbations)
Each perturbation is expressed as a complex Fourier series. Introducing these perturbation
series into the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations leads to the stationary Navier-Stokes
equations, including the Reynolds stress terms, and a series of equations of forced boundary layer
oscillations driven by the quadratic nonlinear Reynolds stress terms of the lower order
perturbations:
pressure + inertia + viscous forces = sum of the nonlinear Reynolds
stress terms of lower
perturbations
In linearized disturbance theory, the nonlinear term on the right side of the above equation is zero,
leading for example to the Orr-Sommerfield equation for the second perturbation.
The first-order perturbation is given by external disturbances, such as turbulence and noise,
and surface disturbances, such as actual surface roughness, equivalent aerodynamic surface
roughness due to suction-hole-induced disturbance vortices, etc., which are equally as important as
the external disturbances. The second-order perturbation, representing the amplified boundary layer
oscillation of lowest order, is driven by the nonlinear Reynolds stress terms (forcing functions)of
one or several of the first-order perturbations (surface and external disturbances). Higher order
perturbations (i.e.. amplified boundary layer oscillations of the next higher order) can be driven by
the nonlinear Reynolds stress terms of two or more of the lower order perturbations. Among these
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lowerorderperturbations,anamplifiedboundarylayeroscillationplus anexternaldisturbanceor
two amplifiedboundarylayer oscillationsmay combineto drive a higherorder perturbationor
boundarylayeroscillation.
i
'1
According to Raetz (refs. 74 through 78) and as summarized by Stuart (ref. 79), the nonlinear
interaction of two three-dimensional disturbances A e-i [a 1x + 131z - a 1_'1t ] and
B ei[a2x + 132z -o_2c2t] can produce a third driven interaction oscillation, C ei[°_3x + 133z -a3c3t]
with ot3 = e_2 - _1, 133 = 132- 131' c3 = (_2c2 - °tl_'l)/Ot3" The terms x and z denote stream and
spanwise coordinates; A, B, and C are oscillation amplitudes; c_and 13denote wave numbers; and the
c's are the complex wave velocities. In general, the parameters c,3, 133, c3, and Re of the third
oscillation do not form a set of eigenvalues, and the third oscillation then grows with time t as
4_3 = e-iO_3c3t qJ3(z), where qJ3 is a characteristic function of this oscillation. However, under certain
conditions ot3, 133, c 3, and Re do form a set of eigenvalues, i.e., solutions satisfying the disturbance
differential equation, and the corresponding boundary conditions exist only for certain sets of ot3,
13-_,c3, and Re. The third driven oscillation then grows in a resonance-like manner with time as _3 =
e-'iot3c3t(qJ31(Y) + t qJ32(Y)), where the characteristic functions qJ31 and qJ32 of this oscillation
close to resonance are usually much larger than qJ3 (see above) in the absence of resonance.
To describe the resonance-like growth of laminar boundary layer oscillations close to
transition, as observed by Schubauer and Klebanoff (ref. 80), Raetz expresses the disturbance
velocity and pressure as a function of surface distance normal to the wall multiplied with a spatial
(or timewise) growth of the boundary layer oscillations, which are expressed by exponential and
resonance functions. Resonance-like growths of boundary layer oscillations, observed experi-
mentally prior to transition, were found by Raetz especially for the case when standing or traveling
disturbance vortices-inclined at a small angle to the main flow-superimposed certain other
boundary layer oscillations, such as oblique Tollmien-Schlichting waves (traveling at an oblique
angle to the potential flow). Physically, this result may be explainable by the three-dimensional
distortion and the resultant stretching and convection of the above-mentioned nearly longitudinal
disturbance vortices in the boundary layer under the action of oblique Tollmien-Schlichting waves,
thereby increasing their vorticity and kinetic energy. As a result of this vortex stretching, they
eventually develop into unstable hairpin-type vortices, whose vorticity increases proportionally to
(distance) n or (time) n, multiplied with an exponential growth with distance and/or time.
According to Raetz, the growth of the higher order perturbations, i.e., amplified boundary
layer oscillations of different order, critically depends on the magnitude of the first-order
perturbations, namely, of external disturbances (turbulence, noise, etc.) as well as surface
disturbances in the form of three-dimensional surface roughness or equivalent aerodynamic
roughness from suction-hole-induced disturbance vortices, etc. In Raetz's context, suction-hole-
induced disturbances may thus affect the growth of laminar boundary layer oscillations and
transition under certain conditions in a manner similar to external turbulence.
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Practicallylongitudinaldisturbancevorticesaregeneratedfor exampleby ttwee-dimensional....
surfaceroughnessor suction-inducedaerodynamicroughness,as well as by boundary layer
crossflowinstabilitydue to spanwisepressuregradientsandTaylor-Goertlertype boundarylayer
instabilityonconcavesurfaces.AmplifiedTollmien-Schlichtingtypeboundarylayeroscillationscan
be inducedby externaldisturbances,uchasturbulenceandsound.Withsuchexternaldisturbances
practicallyabsent-corresponding,for example,to idealflight conditionsonquietlow dragsuction
airplanes-Tollmien-Schlichtingtype boundary layer oscillationsremain weak, and the above
longitudinaldisturbancevorticesare not significantlydeformedthree-dimensionally.In Raetz's
theory, the critical driving term-the nonlinear Reynolds stresscrossterm formed by the
disturbancevelocitiesfrom the roughness-inducedstreamwisedisturbancevorticesandtheoblique
Tollmien-Schlichtingwaves-becomeszero. Likewise, if it should prove possibleto avoid or
minimize amplified Tollmien-Schlichtingwavesby sufficiently stabilizingthe boundarylayer
throughsuction,the critical nonlinearReynoldsstresscrossterm is againinsignificant.Transition
thendevelopswhenthe streamwisedisturbancevorticesbecomesufficientlyunstableto become
deformedthree-dimensionallyandbreakup into highlyunstablehorseshoe-typevortices.
8O
APPENDIX D
ASYMPTOTIC SUCTION PROFI LES
The adiabatic wall asymptotic suction profiles at Mach 2, 3, and 5 for air and at Mach 5 and 9
for helium are shown in figure D-1. The air boundary layer profiles were obtained using
Sutherland's viscosity law, while the helium profiles are based on the power law with the exponent
n = 0.675. The values for y/_, u/U e, and H i are tabulated in table D-1.
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APPENDIX E
TABLES AND FIGURES INDEX
Tables E-1 and E-2 provide an index to the tables and figures presented in this report. A
description of the tables and figures is given below.
DESCRIPTION OF TABLES
Coordinates and streamwise Mach number variation for axisymmetric supersonic nozzles
and a M* = 4.6 two-dimensional JPL nozzle
Data from analysis of the nozzle wall boundary layer development in axisymmetric
supersonic nozzles
Data from analysis of the nozzle wall boundary layer development in the M* = 4.6
two-dimensional JPL nozzle
4-7 Evaluation of the linearized Taylor-Goertler vortex growth factor in the concave
curvature region of supersonic nozzles
4: M* = 3 axisymmetric nozzles
5: M* = 5 axisymmetric nozzles
6: High Math number axisymmetric nozzles
7: M* = 4.6 two-dimensional JPL nozzles
8-10 Smmnary data on the exponent fl3dx of the linearized Taylor-Goertler vortex growth
factor in the concave curvature region of suction laminarized supersonic nozzles
8: M* = 3 axisymmetric nozzles
9: M* = 5 axisymmetric nozzles
10: High Mach number axisymmetric air nozzles
11 Variation of fj3dx with U*/v* for M* = 3 slow expansion axisymmetric air nozzle
(D* = 1 m)
12 Data from boundary layer crossflow analysis on the side walls of the M* = 4.6
two-dimensional JPL supersonic nozzle
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13
14
15
16
17
B-I
D-1
E-1
E-2
f/3dx on the nozzle floor and ceiling walls and maximum crossflow Reynolds nunaber
Renmax on the nozzle side walls of the M* = 4.6 two-dimensional JPL air nozzle
Critical height Ycrit of three-dimensional surface roughness
Ratio AVxmax/V_l.max = f(k/h) for line and point sinks
Sonic boundary layer thickness 8s for M* = 3 and 5 axisymmetric nozzles
Ideal isothermal compression for sucked nozzle wall boundary layer at T = Tstag
Coordinates of longitudinal slot rods
Asymptotic suction profiles (adiabatic wall)
Table index
Figure index
5-10
DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES
Maximum length Reynolds number Re L on low drag suction surfaces versus external
turbulence level u'/U** (without and with turbulence wires)
Linearized maximum local growth factor B - /_0 Re 0 of Taylor-Goertler vortices versus
Re 0 _ for the incompressible flat plate Blasius and asymptotic area suction profiles
Coordinates and Mach number variation for axisymmetric and two-dimensional super-
sonic nozzles
Streamwise suction mass flow distributions for axisymmetric supersonic nozzles and the
M* = 4.6 two-dimensional JPL nozzle
Nozzle wall boundary layer velocity profiles u/U = f(y/8) at various streamwise locations
of suction laminarized supersonic wind tunnel nozzles
5: M* = 3 axisymmetric air nozzles
6: M* = 5 axisymmetric air nozzles
7: M* = 7 axisymmetric air nozzles
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11
12-17
18
19
2O
21-22
23
24
25
8' M* = 9axisymmetricair nozzles
9 M* = 9NASAaxisymmetricheliumnozzle
10' M* = 4.6two-dimensionalJPLnozzle
Nozzle wall boundarylayer temperatureprofiles TE = f(y/6) at variousstreamwise
locationsof suctionlaminarizedsupersonicwindtunnelnozzles
Analysisof fl3dx of the linearized Taylor-Goertler vortex growth /'actor in the concave
curvature region of various suction laminarized supersonic nozzles under different
conditions
12: M* = 3 axisymmetric air nozzles
13: M* = 5 axisymmetric air nozzles
14: M* = 7 axisymmetric air nozzles
15: M* = 9 axisymmetric air nozzle
16: M* = 4.6 two-dimensional JPL nozzle
17: Taylor-Goertler instability summary
Pressure distribution o11 the side walls of the M* = 4.6 two-dimensional JPL supersonic
nozzle
Suction mass flow distributions on the side walls of the M* = 4.6 two-dimensional JPL
supersonic nozzle
Boundary layer crossflow velocity profiles wn/U = (f(y/8) on the side walls of the M* =
4.6 two-dimensional JPL supersonic nozzle for different conditions
Boundary layer crossflow Reynolds number Re n - Wnmax(60.1 )/v e and (y/8)Wnma x on
the side walls of the M* = 4.6 two-dimensional JPL supersonic nozzle for different
conditions
Variations of Re 0 versus x/Rth for the different suction laminarized supersonic wind
tunnel nozzles
U 2Variation of Oe r with the local nozzle Mach number M
Variation of local nozzle unit length Reynolds number U/v e with Mloca I for supersonic
air nozzles
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26 EquivalentlengthReynoldsnumberReLequfor differentsuctionlaminarizedsupersonic
air andheliumwindtunnelnozzles
27 Variationof the localnozzleunit lengthReynoldsnumberU/ue with MlocaI for M* = 7
and9 heliumnozzles
28-30
31
32
Critical roughnessneightk = Ycrit andunit lengthReynoldsnumberU/uk versusMloca1
in various suction laminarizedsupersonicnozzles(assumingRekcrit --- Uk Ycrit/
uk = 200)
Unit length Reynolds number U/v k versus Mloca 1 in M* = 9 axisymmetric helium nozzles
Goldsmith's critical suction parameter for a single row of suction holes
33
Re0a 1 at the front attachment line of a 45 ° swept blunt-nosed wing with suction through
chordwise rows of holes and slots located at the attachment line
34 Naphthalene spray sublimation at the front attachment line of a 45 ° swept blunt-nosed
wing with suction through chordwise rows of holes located at the attachment line
35 Perforated suction surface with suction hole rows swept behind the local Mach angle
36 Spatial variation of the vertical disturbance velocity V.l"induced by a large number of line
and point sinks at the distance h from the surface for different X/h ratios (X = sink
spacing)
37
38-39
Thickness 6 s of the subsonic part of the nozzle wall boundary layer in various suction
laminarized supersonic wind tunnel nozzles versus x/Rth and Mloca I
Entropy diagrams (TS) for suction medium
B 1-8 Cross sections and potential crossflow velocity distributions for longitudinal suction rods
D-I Asymptotic suction boundary layer profiles for air and helium
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TABLE 1.-COORDINA TES AND STREAMWISE
MACH NUMBER VARIATION
a) M* = 3, R = 6 Rth, axisymmetric air nozzle
m
m
m
m
m
D
m
m
x M
Rth
17.634 0.00815
12.6387 .01017
11.2344 .01088
9,8301 .012
8.4258 .0138
7.0215 .017
5.6172 .0227
4.915 .0275
4.2129 .03505
3.5107 .0471
2.8086 .0668
2.4575 .0817
2.1064 .103
1.7554 .133
1.4043 .178
1.0532 .254
0.7021 .403
.3511 .66
0 1.0
.49 1.301
.96 1.577
1.48 1.864
2.01 2.03
3.02 2.273
4.03 2.457
5.13 2.616
7.04 2.818
8.92 2.945
10.26 2.991
x
Rth
-- 17.634
- 12.6387
- 11.2344
-- 9.8301
- 8.4258
- 7.0215
- 5.6172
-- 4.2129
- 3.5107
- 2.8086
- 2.2469
- 1.6852
- 1.1234
- 0.8426
-- .5617
- .4213
- .2809
- .1404
0
.1526
.3249
.6
.9097
1.2605
1.8921
2.6208
3.7327
4.9716
6.3232
7.7762
9.1185
10.26
r
Rth
8.4258
7.545
7.2921
6.945
6.4654
5.8395
5.0493
4.0646
3.5048
2.943
2.4936
2.0442
1.5949
1.3702
1.1599
1.0854
1.0345
1.007
1.0
1.0019
1.0088
1.0301
1.0694
1.1339
1.2763
1.4336
1.637
1.8076
1.9335
2.0115
2.043
2.0489
Rth
= 0.244
D*
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TABLE I,-COORDINA TES AND STREAMWISE
MA CH NUMBER VA RIA TION (Continued)
b) M* = 3, R = 12 Rth, axisymmetric air nozzle
D
m
m
m
m
n
m
m
w
X
Rth
17.634
12.6387
11.2344
9.8301
8.4258
7.0215
5.6172
4.915
4.21 29
M
0.00815
.01017
.01088
.012
.0138
.017
.0227
.0275
.03505
X
Rth
- 17.634
- 12.6387
- 11.2344
- 9.8301
- 8.4258
- 7.0215
- 5.6172
- 4.2129
- 3.5107
r
Rth
8.4258
7.545
7.2921
6.945
6.4654
" 5.8395
5.0493
4.0646
3.5048
3.5107
2.8086
2.4575
2.1064
1.7554
1.4043
1.0532
0.7021
.3511
0
.498
.956
1.456
1.872
2.271
2.972
4.034
5.07
6.025
7.036
8.281
9.401
10.562
11.684
.0471
.0668
.0817
.103
.133
.178
.254
.403
.66
1.0
1.193
1.372
1.564
1.737
1.922
2.128
2.343
2.506
2.629
2.737
2.845
2.92
2.978
3.009
m
m
m
w
2.8086
2.2469
1.6852
1.1234
0.8426
.5617
.4213
.2809
.1404
0
.3049
.6119
.9562
3.2032
1.5942
1.9064
2.2708
2.636
3.2268
3.8938
4.6151
5.3818
6.1895
7.0357
8.0991
9.211
10.3655
11.684
2.943
2.4936
2.044 2
1.5949
1.3702
1.1599
1.0854
1.0345
1.007
1.0
1.0039
1.0156
1.0382
1.0605
1.1064
1.1524
1.2168
1.2888
1.404
1.5249
1.6413
1.7474
1.84
1.9172
1.988
2.035
2.0598
2.0667
Rth
- 0.242
D*
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TABLE I.-COORDINA TES AND STREAMWISE
MA CH NUMBER VA RIA TION (Continued)
c) M" : 5 Q-nozzle (with test section) axisymmetric air nozzle
X
Rth
- 11.112
- 10.281
- 9.424
- 8.568
- 7.724
- 6.83
- 6.036
-- 5.192
- 4.285
- 3.486
- 2.648
1.796
0.95
- .103
- .078
0
.315
.6297
.9447
1.5744
2.8265
3.4538
4.7007
5.9426
7.1847
8.4265
9.666
10.908
13.392
15.883
18.382
22.138
25.905
30.935
36.598
49.1914
M x
Rth
0.012 - 11.112
.013 - 10.2805
.017 - 9.4241
.027 8.5677
.042 - 7.7237
.066 - 6.8295
.098 - 6.036
.142 - 5.1919
.2O5 - 4.2851
.293 - 3.4864
.407 - 2.6475
.581 - 1.7962
.783 - 0.9448
1.0 0
1.0 .1587
1.0 .315
1.0826 .4737
1.1637 .6297
1.2001 .9447
1.2757 1.5744
1.5943 2.2016
1.7589 2.8265
2.0826 3.4538
2.3881 4.7007
2.6661 5.9426
2.9161 7.1847
3.1421 8.4265
3.3496 9.666
3.7086 10.9078
3.9936 12.1472
4.2226 13.3918
4.4891 14.6363
4.6851 15.8833
4.8696 17.1327
5.0031 18.3821
5.1151 20.2591
22.1382
24.02
25.9045
28.4184
30.935
33.351
36.5983
39.1173
42.2663
45.4126
49.1914
r
Rth
6.9204
6.575
5.857
4.6049
3.698
2.9701
2.441
2.033
1.7004
1.4407
1.2521
1.101
1.02267
1.0
1.00272
1.00514
1.01028
1.01511
1.02781
1.0656
1.11608
1.18138
1.25695
1.44105
1.64752
1.86669
2.08827
2.31499
2.54172
2.759
2.97249
3.1717
3.35792
3.53174
3.689
3.91475
4.11366
4.29262
4.45133
4.62757
4.78144
4.90719
5.02811
5.10127
5.1717
5.2122
5.24 244
Rth
0.0954D'
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TABLE 1.-COORDINA TES AND STREAMWlSE
MA CH NUMBER VA RIA T/ON (Continued)
d) M* = 5 rapid expansion axisymmetric air nozzle
m
m
m
m
X
Rth
5.6001
4.4967
3.5496
2.6049
2.0154
1.4779
0.9855
M
0,0121
.0125
.0141
.0185
.0251
.0399
.0782
X
Rth
- 5.6001
- 4.4967
- 3.5496
- 2.6049
- 2.0154
- 1.4779
- 0.9855
|-
Rth
6.9302
6.8017
6.4012
5.6001
4.8014
3.8083
2.7249
.7276
.5399
.4105
.315
.2303
.1511
.0774
.0085
0
.0166
.1049
.2403
.3440
.4562
.6680
.9492
1,2322
1.5166
1.8945
2.2672
2.834
3.2421
4.4565
5.6657
7.0713
8.6859
9.8223
11.7116
13.7597
15.9538
18.279
20.584
23.1106
25.7128
29.3706
33.9882
38.6765
.1324
.2236
.3485
.4804
.6067
.7035
.8542
.9732
1.0
1.0404
1.1133
1.2296
1.3151
1.4036
1.5718
1.7401
1.9023
2.1423
2.3118
2.4678
2.6783
2.8178
3.1616
3.4321
3.6856
3.9186
4.0551
4.2468
4.4136
4.5558
4.6756
4.7683
4.8486
4.9098
4.9676
5.0056
5.0156
.7276 2.1013
.5399 1.633
.4105 1.3359
.315 1.1744
.2303 1.0865
.1511 1.0363
.0774 1.0097
.0085 1.0003
0 1.0
.0166 1.0
.1049 1.0051
.2403 1.0197
.3440 1.0358
.4562 1.0568
.6680 1.1081
.9492 1.189
1.2322 1.279
J.5166 1.369
1.8945 1.4888
2.2672 1.602
2.834 1.769
3.2421 1.8869
4.4565 2.2219
5.6657 2.5242
7.0713 2.8391
8,6859 3,1566
9.8223 3.3555
11.7116 3.6502
13.7597 3.9223
15.9538 4.1666
18.279 4.3809
20.584 4.552
23.1106 4.7031
25.7128 4.8216
29.3706 4.935
33,9882 5.0106
38.6765 5.0308
Rth
= 0.0994D*
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TABLE I.-COORDINA TES AND STREAMWISE
MA CH NUMBER VA RIA TION (Continued)
7, R 30 Rth, axisymmetric air nozzle
X
Rth
11.112
10.281
9.424
8.568
7.724
6.83
6.036
5.1 92
4.285
3.486
2.648
1.796
0.95
.103
.078
0
.485
.649
.851
1.364
2.149
3.61
4.567
5.541
6.929
8.245
9.942
11.186
1 2.538
13.999
15.57
17.243
19.015
20.884
22.849
24.911
27.071
29.329
31.694
34.155
39.354
44.921
50.87
57.123
63.734
M
0.012
.013
.017
.027
.042
.066
.098
.142
.205
.293
.407
.581
.783
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.146
1.194
1.307
1.498
X
Rth
70.644
77.889
85.384
93.113
102.425
X
Rth
- 11.t12
- 10.2805
- 9.424
- 8.568
- 7.724
- 6.83
-- 6.036
- 5.192
-- 4.285
- 3.486
- 2.648
- 1.796
- 0.95
M
6.67
6.785
6.882
6.959
7.016
r
Rth
6.9024
6.575
5.857
4.605
3.698
2.97
2.441
2.033
1.7
1.441
1.252
1.101
1.203
1.874
2.138
2.422
2.841
3.263
3.683
3.733
3.957
4.151
4.333
4.505
4.668
4.823
0 1.0
.485 1.004
.649 1.007
.851 1.012
1.364 1.031
2.149 1.077
3.61 1.218
4.567 1.35
5.541 1.516
6.929 1.811
8.245 2.155
8.88 2.338
9.942 2.633
4.97
5.11
5.245
5.373
5.503
5.615
5.835
6.037
6.221
6.388
6.538
11.186
12.538
13.998
15.57
17.243
19.015
20.884
22.849
24.911
27.071
29.329
2.975
3.343
3.717
4.099
4.481
4.862
5.238
5.607
5.968
6.319
6.659
X
Rth
31.694
34.155
39.354
44.921
50.847
57.123
63.734
70.664
77.889
85.384
93.113
102.425
r
Rth
6.987
7.3
7.883
8.403
8.855
9.239
9.553
9.798
9.978
10.097
10.161
10.181
Rth
0.0491
D'
9?
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TABLE 1.-COORDINA TES AND STREAMWISE
MA CH NUMBER VA RIA TION (Continued)
M* = 7, R = 75 Rth, axisymmetric air nozzle
X
Rth
-- 11.112
-- 10.281
-- 9.424
-- 8.568
-- 7.724
- 6.830
-- 6.036
5.192
4.285
3.486
2.648
1.796
0.95
.103
.078
0
.769
1.104
1.455
2.112
3.026
4.07
5.041
6.074
7.092
8.225
9.49
11.003
12.731
14.26
16.214
17.723
19.88
22.36
25.109
28.094
31.296
34.703
38.311
42.116
46.115
50.307
56.191
62.405
68.939
Rth
-- = 0.0504
D*
M
0.012
.013
.017
.027
.042
.066
.098
.142
.205
.293
.407
.581
.783
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.151
1.199
1.293
1.427
1.59
1.743
1.914
2.087
2.282
2.504
2.777
3.095
3.383
3.76
4.003
4.231
4.455
4.681
4.892
5.09
5.275
5.449
5.619
5.765
5.91
6.088
6.251
6.399
X
Rth
75.78
82.91
90.308
99.888
111.334
M
6,531
6.647
6,747
6.846
6,916
X r
__ I
Rth Rth
- 11.112
- 10,281
- 9.424
- 8,568
- 7.724
- 6.830
- 6.036
- 5,192
- 4.285
- 3.486
2.648
- 1.796
0.95
0
.769
1.104
1.455
2.112
3.026
4.07
5.041
6.074
7,092
8.225
9.49
11.003
12.731
14.26
16.214
17.723
19.88
22.36
25.109
28.094
31.296
34.703
38.311
6.902
6.575
5,857
4.605
3.698
2.970
2.441
2.033
1.7
1,441
1,252
1.101
1.023
1.0
1.004
1.008
1,014
1.030
1.061
1.111
1,17
1.246
1.336
1.452
1.603
1.812
2.088
2.368
2.774
3.111
3.575
4,092
4,629
5.166
5.692
6,2
6.684
X
Rth
42.116
46.115
50.307
56.191
62.405
68.939
75.78
82.91
90,308
97,946
103.809
111.334
I
Rth
7.139
7.563
7.955
8.421
8.823
9.1 58
9.427
9.631
9.774
9.861
9.894
9.906
98
TABLE I.-COORDINA TES AND STREAMWISE
MA CH NUMBER VA RIA TION (Continued)
g) M' = 9, R _-200 Rth, axisymmetric air nozzle
m
X
Rth
11.112
10.281
9.424
8.568
7.724
6.83
6.036
5.192
4.285
3.486
2.648
1.796
0.95
.103
.078
0
1.257
2.432
3.632
5.112
7.559
10.049
12.682
14.911
17.403
20.441
24.207
28.447
32.384
37.119
40.944
50.336
60.026
70.992
80.835
90.231
100.221
110.798
1 20.531
130.703
139.768
150.74
160.476
170.511
236.340
265.088
M
0.012
.013
.017
.027
.042
.066
.098
.142
.205
.293
.407
.581
.783
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.304
1.438
1.67
1.917
2.187
2.421
2.686
3.013
3.423
3.89
4.33
4.868
5.184
5.755
6.203
6.604
6.909
7.161
7.396
7.613
7.792
7.961
8.097
8.245
8.364
8.475
8.969
9.066
X
Rth
- 11.112
- 10.2805
- 9.424
- 8.568
- 7.724
- 6.83
- 6.036
- 5.192
- 4.285
- 3.486
- 2.648
- 1.796
- 0.95
0
1.257
2.432
3.632
5.112
7.559
10.049
12.682
14.911
1 7.403
20.441
24.207
28.447
32.384
37.119
40.944
50.336
60.026
70.992
80.835
90.231
100.221
110.798
120.531
130.703
139.768
150.740
160.476
170.511
180.836
191.438
205.985
220.967
236.34O
265.088
r
Rth
6.9024
6.575
5.857
4.6O5
3.698
2.97
2.441
2.033
1.7
1.441
1.252
1.101
1.023
1.0
1.004
1.015
1.033
1.065
1.143
1.253
1.402
1.557
1.759
2.047
2.47
3.02.3
3.639
4.475
5.201
6.897
8.463
10.014
11.229
12.249
13.203
14.084
14.791
15.435
15.935
16.458
16.852
17.198
17.496
17.746
18.008
18.193
18.308
18.373
Rth
-- 0.0272D'
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TABLE 1,-COORDINA TES AND STREAMWISE
MA CH NUMBER VA RIA T/ON (Con timmd)
h) M* = 8.93, R = 250 Rth, axisymmetric helium nozzh,,
X
Rth
- 11.112
- 10.281
- 9.424
- 8.568
- 7.724
- 6.83
- 6.036
- 5.192
- 4.285
- 3.486
- 2.648
- 1.796
- 0.95
- .103
- .078
0
1.328
2.563
4.321
7.011
10.873
15.166
19.115
22.732
25.925
30.691
40.t63
50.704
60.141
70.601
80.347
90.773
101.819
111.431
122.119
M
0.012
.013
.017
.O27
.042
.066
.098
.142
.205
.293
.407
.581
.783
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.1
1.201
1.350
1.6
2.001
2.502
3.012
3.521
4.001
4.779
5.817
6.621
7.182
7.68
8.057
8.382
8.649
8.819
8.93
m
X
Rth
11.112
10.281
9.4 24
8.568
7.724
6.83
6.036
5.192
4.285
3.486
2.648
1.796
0.95
0
1.328
2.563
4.321
7.011
10.873
15.166
19.115
22.732
25.925
30.691
40.163
50.704
60.141
70.601
80.347
90.773
101.819
111.431
122.119
Rth
6.902
6.575
5.857
4.605
3.698
2.97
2.441
2.033
1.7
1.441
1.252
1.10l
1.023
1.0
1.004
1.013
1.037
1.098
1.237
1.46
1.732
2.036
2.348
2.891
4.003
4.985
5.646
6.185
6.54
6.793
6.95
7.014
7.032
Rth
---= 0.0711D"
l O0
TABLE 1.-COORDINA TES AND STREAMWISE
MA CH NUMBER VA RIA TION (Continued)
i) M _ = 9 NASA axisymmetric helium nozzle
X
Rth
0
0.1554
.322
.589
1.021
1.604
2.571
3.912
5.036
6.642
8.577
10.541
13.583
16.754
20.560
24.433
30.016
35.039
40.568
46.546
52.376
58.538
63.487
69.187
75.036
80.918
86.702
91.540
95.472
98.667
Y
Rth
1.0000
1 .OO40
1.0111
1.0228 1.2774
1.0515 1.4353
1.1059 1.6520
1.2277 2.0120
1.4345 2.4696
1.6231 2.8225
1.9013 3.2899
2.2414 3.8091
2.5870 4.2811
3.0907 4.8204
3.5592 5.2717
4.0521 5.7222
4.4876 6.1106
5.0181 6.5829
5.4141 6.9426
,5.7766 7.2846
6.0961 7.6035
6.3467 7.8728
6.5562 8.1194
6.6890 8.2928
6.8084 8.4679
6.8983 8.66224
6.9606 8.7538
6.9986 8.8602
7.0159 8.9314
7.0221 8.9758
7.0234 8.9991
Wall
M slope
1.0000 0
1.1000
1.1813 0.03462
.05326
.07857
.1066
.1407
.1621
.1693
.1732
.1743
.1724
.1555
.1381
.1200
.1044
.08576
.07200
.05931
.04782
.03836
.02985
.02396
.01805
.01286
.00843
.00483
.00239
.00O85
.00032
Rth
-- = 0.0712
D"
lOl
TABLE 1,-COORDINA TES AND STREAMWISE
MACH NUMBER VARIATION (Concluded)
j) M* = 4.6 two-dimensional JPL nozzle
X
0.5 Hth
- 5O.27
- 39.639
- 34.234
- 28.828
- 23,423
- 18.017
- 14.413
- 10.811
- 7.207
- 3.602
- 1.801
0
1.803
3.604
5.405
7.209
10.811
14.415
19.821
25.226
30.631
36.037
41.442
46.318
52.38
57.766
63.983
71.139
79.358
88.75
95.73
107.395
120,685
135.762
151.723
168.011
184.268
200.201
215.49
229.898
X
M 0.5 Hth
0.0387 - 50.27
.0667 - 39.639
.0886 - 34.234
.1212 - 28.828
.1713 - 23.423
,2510 - 18.017
.33 - 14.413
.4384 - 10.811
.5846 - 7.207
.7726 - 3.602
.8819 - 1.801
1.0 0
1.1243 1.803
1.2529 3.604
1.3838 5.405
1.5147 7.209
1.7702 10.811
2.0107 14.415
2.3371 19.821
2.6234 25.226
2.8717 30.631
3.0879 36.037
3.2762 41.442
3.4259 46.318
3.5867 52.38
3.7099 57.766
3.8322 63.983
3.9529 71.139
4.0682 79.358
4.1764 88.75
4.2427 95.73
4.3334 107.395
4.4132 120.685
4.4794 135.762
4.5287 151.723
4.5624 168.011
4.5832 184.268
4.5944 200.201
4.5992 215.49
4.6 229.898
Hth
= 0.0555
H*
H
Hth
14.956
8.698
6.564
4.82
3.438
2,394
1.871
1.478
1.207
1.051
1.013
1.0
1.012
1.048
1.106
1.186
1.407
1.703
2.268
2.96
3.747
4.603
5.505
6,335
7.358
8.242
9.217
10.275
11.39
12.528
13.28
14.365
15.38
16.275
16.969
17.457
17.764
17.933
18.002
18.017
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AXIS YMME TRIC IMOZZL ES (Con tinued)
3, R 12 Rth, suction 6 and 7, Tstag _ 300 ° K, T wallad
8- 106/f! 26.22- 106/m,D' " lm
10 3. __ 10 3- 10 3.- Re 0 -103.-
Rth Rth Rth P'U* I
-3 1o 0
1
2
3
4
6
8
10
11.68
- 3 Io 3
4
6
8
10
11.68
As suction
0.431
.612
.847
1.048
1.428
1.763
2.014
2.120
5, R 12 Rth
0.1316
.1510
.1697
.1841
.2111
.2317
.2440
.2466
suction
0.907
1.127
1.312
1.515
1.817
5, R = 12 Rth I
0.1580 [
.1630 I
.1666 I
.1769 I
.2o61 I
Suction 6
1.276 1684 0.463
1.646 1726 .447
2.020 1676 .430
2.306 1649 .397
2.872 1642 .330
3.379 1626 .310
3.746 1600 .300
3.892 1571 .300
Suction 7
2.036
2.298
2.509
2.756
3.202
1416 0.540
1268 .500
1169 .467
1160 .394
1313 .300
103. cf I RF
!
0.485 0.8776
.505 .8875
.516 .9042
.520 .9218
.531 .9425
.561 .9596
.589 .9741
.607 .9850
0.647 10.9409
.737 I .9687
.809 I .9862
.786 .9925
[ -651 I -9874,
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TA BL E 2.-BOUNDA R Y LAYER DE VEL OPMEN T A NA L YSlS DA TA-
AXISYMMETRIC NOZZLES (Continued)
e) M* = 3, R = 12 Rth, suction 8 and 9, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U _
V* - 8" 106//ft = 26.22" 106/m, D* = lm
-3
-2.5 0.952
-1 .348
-0.5 .239
0 .255
1 .459
2 .649
3 .891
4 1.073
6 1.313
8 1.479
10 1.573
11.68 1.596
x l '* IR____ 103.__ 103. 0Rth _ 103"--Rt h
Suction 8
0.482
.1714
.1091
.0953
.1400
.1613
.1806
.1914
.1961
.1923
.186O
.1806
4.720
1.663
1.044
0.912
1.346
1.744
2.137
2.397
2.723
2.900
2.949
2.918
Suction 9
-3
-2.5 0.922
-1 .316
-0.5 .2203
0 .2335
1 .3938
2 .5287
3 .6696
4 .7459
6 .8094
8 .8369
10 .8436
11.68 .8378
0.471 4.662
.1553 1.492
.1001 0.949
,0874 .839
.1208 1.192
.1300 1.457
.1321 1.640
.1271 1.686
.1128 1.644
.1027 1.581
.0968 1.536
.0939 1.505
Re8
721
847
988
1197
1792
1845
1784
1714
1525
1350
1220
1150
-10 . PeV° Ip.u. 1103 .cf
0
0.056 1.375
.224 1.139
.280 0.932
.336 .678
.355 .446
.373 .468
.392 .485
.401 .515
.420 .623
.420 .723
.420 .804
.420 .843
0
706 0.104 1.456
768 .416 1.264
906 .520 1.019
1098 .624 0.762
1546 .659 .554
1487 .693 .625
1304 .728 .729
1139 .745 .842
877 .780 1.104
721 .780 1.325
634 .780 1.495
598 .780 1.576
f) M* = 3, R = 12 Rth, suction 10, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
_
V*
X
Rth
-3
-2.5
-1
-0.5
0
1
2
3
4
6
8
10
11.68
- 8- 106/ft = 26.22- 106//m, D* = lm
0.8881
.2827
.2008
.2111
.3489
.4848
.6544
.7874
1.038
1.218
1.329
1.389
0.4596
.1390
.0911
.0790
.1063
.1169
.1264
.1330
.1472
.1535
.1541
.1557
103 • 5 Re8
Rth
4.596
1.334
0.859
.757
1.064
1.317
1.554
1.724
2.069
2.318
2.433
2.492
688
687
824
993
1360
1337
1249
1191
1145
1077
1011
992
-10 3.pev-_9-° 103. cf RF
p'U*
0
0.160
.640
.800
.960
.873
.787
.700
.643
.530
.507
.484
.465
1.554
1.420
1.126
0.867
.643
.685
.725
.758
.791
375
.937
.945
0.881
.883
.9083
.9238
.9450
.9627
.9796
.9931
1.0024
1.0056
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TABLE 2.-BOUNDARY LA YER DEVELOPMENT ANAL YSIS DA TA-
AXIS YMMETRIC NOZZLES (Continued)
g) M* = 5 LARC Q-nozzle, suction 5.2, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U _
-- = 8 • 106/ft = 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm
V*
X
Rth
--7
-5
-3.5
0
2
4
6
8
10
15
2O
25
30
40
49.19
-7.0
10 3 . __
Rth
0.6964
.5346
.6954
1.026
1.666
2.556
3.638
6.642
9.575
11.90
13.65
15.92
16.87
103. 0
Rth
0.3362
.1871
.2150
.2422
.3005
.3670
.4324
.5595
.6443
.6931
.7189
.7570
.7758
10 3.L Re0 -10 3. PeV° 103-cf RF
Rth p'U*
0
3.058 1002 0.286 0.882 0.85
.500
2467 1.000
2884 0.912
2778 .824
2741 .730
2679 .630
2608 .530
2381 .442
2228 .354
2106 .328
2009 .303
1949 .272
1942 .262
0
1.720
2.056
2.662
3.704
5.044
6.570
10.49
13.96
16.56
18.43
20.78
21.82
.269
.279
.295
.299
.313
.328
.395
.434
.480
.509
.523
.531
.855
.857
.8563
.8617
.8694
.8781
.9068
.9325
.9539
.9705
.9878
.9960
h) M* = 5 LARC Q-nozzle, suction 5.3, Tstag = 400 ° K, Twall = 300 ° K
U _
V*
- 8. 106/ft = 26.22. 106/m, D* = lm
X
Rth
-7
-5
-3.5
0
2
4
6
8
10
15
20
25
30
40
49.19
0.3380
.2852
.4057
.6386
1.074
1.660
2.350
4.072
5.588
6.617
7.314
8.217
8.562
103.O
Rth
0.4558
.2539
.2719
.3070
.3686
.4338
.4919
.5772
.6052
.5956
.5732
.5442
.5256
103 .._
Rth
4.194
2.601
2.779
3.478
4.580
5.930
7.334
10.35
12.25
12.93
12.91
12.57
12.42
Re0
1533
3743
4045
3851
3621
3364
3117
2530
2129
1829
1612
1403
1315
0
0.429
.750
1.500
1.368
1.236
1.096
0.948
.800
.665
.530
.492
.453
.407
.393
103. cf
0.751
.251
.261
.283
.304
.336
.368
.496
.576
.667
.725
.767
.785
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TABLE 2.-BOUNDAR Y LA YER DEVELOPMENT ANAL YSIS DA .7.4-
AXIS YMMETRIC NOZZLES (Continued)
M" = 5 LARC Q-nozzle, suction 5.3, Tstag = 400 ° K, Twallad
U*
fj*
- 8 • 106/ft : 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm
X
Rth
-7
-5
-3.5
0
2
4
6
8
10
15
2O
25
3O
40.
49.19
53
56
103. 5"
Rth
0.6413
.4750
.6118
.8960
1.423
2.132
2.965
5.063
6.942
8.231
9.102
10.21
10.41
10.40
10.38
103. 0
Rth
0.3106
.1677
.1895
.2105
.2541
.3006
.3427
.4O40
.4350
.4453
.4486
.4658
.4703
.4725
.4734
103. 6 Re(?
Rth
2.838 1045
1.548 2472
1.832 2820
2.346 2640
3.184 2496
4.242 2331
5.380 2172
7.961 1770
9.952 1531
11.22 1367
12.03 1261
13.17 1195
13.41 1177
13.43 1182
13.43 1185
-10 3 • PeV---£-°10 3 . cf RF
p'U*
0.854 0.857
0
0.429
.750
1.500
1.368
1.236
1.096
0.948
.800
.665
.530
.492
.453
.407
.393
.393
.393
.279
.289
.312
.331
.362
.395
.523
.600
.687
.741
.782
.790
.788
.788
.863
.8682
.8703
.8796
.8929
.9078
.9468
.9756
.9928
1.0026
1.0065
1.0048
1.0036
1.0022
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TABLE 2.-BOUNDARY LA YER DEVELOPMENT ANAL YSIS DATA
AXIS YMMETRIC NOZZLES (Continued)
£) M* = 5 LARC Q-nozzle, no suction,Tstag = 378 ° K, Twa lad
Rth = 0.03308 ft = 0.01007 m
U*
- 2.1 • 106/ft = 6.90-106/m
V *
X
Rth
-5
0
2
4
6
8
10
15
20
25
30
40
49.19
Rth
O.004129
.0O3381
.O04483
.006718
.01138
.01832
.02732
.05758
.09416
.1320
,1696
.2369
.2862
0 _ _
Rth Rth
0.001983 0.01792
.001165 .01063
.001382 .01299
,001600 .01724
,002087 .02497
,002707 .03569
.003392 .04885
.005250 .08984
.007135 .1373
.008864 .1840
.01052 ,2305
.01335 .3115
.01559 .3708
Reo
181
466
559
547
561
575
591
635
694
754
820
955
1083
103ct O R._5_
4.803
1.2,98 ,842
1.355 .8379
1.380 .8319
1.285 .8275
1.220 .8237
1.171 .8206 I
t.056 ,81621
0.935 .8153!
.830 .81551
.735 .81651
.558 ,8191 I
.493 .8228 J
m) M* = 5 rapid expansion nozzle, no suction, Tstag = 378°K, Twallad
Rth = 0.03308 ft = 0.01007 m
U*
- 2.1 • 106/ft = 6.90 • 106/m
V*
x 3*
Rth Rth
-5 0.01504
-0.25 .001239
0 .001115
1 .003563
2 .007411
4 .01758
6 .03051
10 .06049
15 .1009
20 .1405
25 .1775
30 .2109
38.68 .2600
0
Rth Rth
0,00588 0.04371
.00056 .005346
.00044 .004352
,00088 .008846
.00134 .01657
.00229 .03129
.00324 .04967
.00502 .08939
.00706 .1412
.00889 .1900
.01055 .2360
.01204 .2768
.01427 .3353
Re 0 103 • cf RF
43 10.65
160 5.68 0.841
167 5.59 839
305 2.20 .8356
353 1.80 .8302
417 1.54 .8255
461 1.37 .8226
534 1.15 .8207
615 0.974 .8205
693 .831 .8213
771 .712 .8228
850 .608 .8246
991 .464 .8280
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TABLE 4.-EVALUA TION OF [._dx--M * -- 3 AXISYMMETR!C NOT_.7L ES
a) R = 12 Rth, working medium: air, suction 10, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm
V *
X
Rth
2.5
3
4
6
8
10
11.68
103. 0
Rth
0.127
.133
.147
.154
.154
.156
Re0
1249
1191
1145
1077
1011
992
r
Rth
convex
59.2
35.7
34.0
44.1
65.0
149
Re0_
1.829
2.299
2.381
2.013
1.556
1.015
_0 Re0
<0
0.103
.198
.214
.140
.057
<0
_Rth=_ '
<0
0.649
1.250
1.271
0.844
.366
<0
b) R = 12 Rth, working medium: air, suction 9, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U _
v
- 6.55 -106/m , D* = 1 m
X
Rth
2.5
3
4
6
8
10
11.68
103. 0
Rth
0.264
.254
.226
.206
.194
.188
Reo
652
570
439
361
318
299
r
Rth
convex
59.2
35.7
34
44.1
65
149
1.377
1.520
1.06
0.78
.55
.34
/30Re0
<0
0.030
.052
<0
<0
<0
<0
/]Rth-----/]'
<0
0.174
.359
<0
<0
<0
<0
c) R = 12 Rth, working medium: air, suction 9, Tstag
U _
1)*
-- 104.88 • 106/m, D* = 1m
X
Rth
2.5
3
4
6
8
10
11.68
= 300 ° K, Twallad
103. 0
Rth
0.066
.064
.057
.052
.049
.047
Re0
2608
2278
1754
1442
1270
1196
r
Rth
convex
59,2
35.7
34
44.1
65
149
2.75
3.04
2.26
1.56
1.10
0.67
/30Re0
<0
0.295
.360
.190
.058
<0
<0
_Rth-----_'
<0
1.714
2.469
1.900
0.773
<0
<0
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IAI_L£ 4.--L VAL UA I IUIV UP J[_dx--M* = J A,KIb YMMETRIC NOZZLES (Continued)
d) R = 12 Rth, working medium: air, suction 9, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm
Z)*
x 103. (?
Rth Rth
2.5
3 0.132
4 .127
6 .113
8 .103
10 .097
11.68 .094
Re(?
1304
1139
877
721
635
598
r
Rth
convex
59.2
35.7
34
44.1
65
149
1.947
2.148
1.599
1.102
0.776
.475
/]0 Re(?
0.127
.167
.066
<o
<o
<o
_Rth_ '
<0
0.738
1.154
0.666
<o
<o
<o
e) R = 12 Rth, working medium: air, suction 8, Tstag
U*
- 104.88 • 106/m, D* = lm
9"
x 103. (? Re(? r___
Rth Rth Rth
2.5
3 0.091
4 .096
6 .098
8 .096
10 .093
11.68 .091
= 300 ° K, Twallad
3568
3428
3050
2700
2440
2300
convex
59,2
35.7
34
44.1
65
149
4.40
5.61
5.18
3.98
2.92
1.79
_(? Re(?
0.710
1.06
0.935
.60
.333
.099
/3Rth--=_ '
<0
2.187
3.221
3.128
2.315
1.467
0.473
f) R = 12 Rth, working medium: air, suction 8, Tstag
U* _ 6.55 • 106/m, D* = lm
t2*
x 103 - 0 Re(? r
Rth Rth Rth
2.5 convex
3 0.362 892 59.2
4 .382 857 35.7
6 .392 763 34
8 .384 675 44.1
10 .372 610 65
11.68 .362 575 149
= 300 ° K, Twallad
2.2
2.8
2.59
1.99
1.46
0.9
/_ Re(?
0.178
.307
.260
.135
.043
<0
_Rth--/3'
<0
0.551
.938
.869
.521
.189
<o
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.TABL E 4.-E VA L UA T! ON OF [,_dx--M * = 3 AXIS YMME TRIC NOZZLES (Con tinued)
g) R = 12 Rth, working medium: air, suction 8, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm
X
Rth
2.5
3
4
6
8
10
11.68
103. 0
Rth
0.181
.191
.196
.192
.186
.181
Re0
1784
1714
1525
1350
1220
1150
r
Rth
convex
59.2
35,7
34
44.1
65
149
3.119
3.965
3.661
2.817
2.064
1.268
G0 Re0
0.38
.59
.511
.309
.150
.013
/3Rth--= _'
<0
1.177
1.802
1.71
1.192
0.661
.062
h) R = 12 Rth, working medium:
U*
- 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm
t)*
x 103. -0'" Re0
Rth Rth
2.5
3 0.1541 1522
4 .1580 1416
6 .1630 1268
8 .1666 1170
10 .1769 1160
11.68 .2061 1313
air, suction 7, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
r
Rth
2.456
2.979
2.776
2.274
1.914
1.544
GO Reo
0.230
.345
.300
.193
.120
.056
convex
59.2
35.7
34
44.1
65
149
_Rth____'
<0
0.981
1.542
1.451
0.990
.585
.207
R = 12 Rth, working medium:
U*
- 26.22 - 106/m, D* = lm
_,*
air, suction 6, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
X
Rth
2.5
3
4
6
8
t0
11.68
103. 0
Rth
0.1697
.1841
.2111
.2318
.2440
.2466
Re0
1676
1649
1642
1627
1600
1571
r
Rth
convex
59.2
35.7
34
44.1
65
149
2.838
3.745
4.091
3.73
3.10
2.021
130Re0
0.306
.535
.625
.535
.375
.143
_Rth=--_ '
<0
1.076
1.762
1.803
1.419
0.961
.369
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TA BL E 4.-E VA L UA TION OF f_dx-M * = 3 AXIS YMMETRIC NOZZLES (Continued)
j) R = 12 Rth, working medium: air, suction 5, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U _ _
v
x
Rth
2.5
3
4
6
8
10
11.68
104.88 • 106/m, D* = lm
103. 0 Re0
Rth
0.0771 3044
.0776 2780
.0730 2272
.0678 1904
.0639 1676
.0618 1574
r Re0_r__Rth
convex
59.2 3.47
35.7 4.10
34 3.33
44.1 2.36
65 1.612
149 1.01
/30 Re0
d0
O.460
.627
.430
.211
.068
d0
/JRth=/3'
d0
1.96
2.91
2.59
1.63
0.64
d0
k) R = 12 Rth, working medium:
U*
- 52.44 • 106/m, D* = lm
_,*
X
Rth
2.5
3
4
6
8
10
11.68
103 • 0 Re0
Rth
0.109 2155
.110 1965
.103 1607
.096 1410
.090 1241
.087 1165
air, suction 5, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
r Re0_/'r0__-Rth
convex
59.2 2.920
35.7 3.45
34 2.796
44.1 1.983
65 1.398
149 0.852
/30 Re0
<_0
0.333
.460
.306
.133
.035
dO
Rth----/3'
d0
1.42
2.13
1.845
1.03
O.33
d0
£) R = 12 Rth, working medium:
U*
- 39.33 • 106/m, D* = lm
V*
X
Rth
2.5
3
4
6
8
10
11.68
103. 0 Re8
Rth
0.126 1863
.127 1702
.119 1390
.111 1166
.1045 1026
.101 963
air, suction 5, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
r
Rth
convex
59.2
35.7
34
44.1
65
149
Reo_l/-fl_- /]8 Re8 /]Rth-- _'
r
2.715
3.205
2.603
1.848
1.301
0.793
d0
0.287
.40
.261
.107
.018
<0
d0
1.225
1.855
1.513
O.83
.169
d0
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FABLE 4.-EVAL UA TION OF f_dx-M * = 3 AXISYMMETRIC NOZZLES (Continued)
m) R = 12 Rth, working medium: air, suction 5, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U*
- 13.11 • 106/m, D*= lm
V*
x 103. 8
Rth Rth
2.5
3 0.218
4 .219
6 .206
8 .192
10 .181
11.68 .175
Re0
1078
983
803
673
592
557
r
Rth
convex
59.2
35.7
34
44.1
65
149
2.065
2.44
1.98
1.405
0.99
.61
/30 Re8
<0
0.150
.227
.133
.035
<0
<0
_Rtl-_-_'
<0
0.64
1.05
0.80
.27
<0"
<0
n) R = 12 Rth , working medium: air, suction 5, Tstag
U*
- 6.55 • 106/m, D* = lm
v
x
Rth
2.5
3
4
6
8
10
11.68
= 300 ° K, Twallad
103. 0
Rth
0.308
.310
.292
.271
.256
.247
Reo
761
695
566
476
419
393
r
Rth
convex
59.2
35.7
34
44.1
65
149
1.735
2.05
1.665
1.180
0.830
.500
/38 Re0
0.088
.148
.076
.005
<0
<0
_Rth _- _'
<0
0.375
.685
.458
.039
<o
<o
o) R = 12 Rth, working medium: air, suction 5, Tstag
_
-26.22.106/m,D*=1m
V*
x 103. 8 Re0
Rth Rth
2.5
0.1541 1522
.1552 1390
.1460 1136
.1356 952
.1278 838
.1236 787
3
4
6
8
10
11.68
= 300 ° K, Twallad
r Ree"_--_-
Rth
convex
59.2 2.456
35.7 2.898
34 2.354
44.1 1.669
65 1.175
149 0.717
_8 Re0 _Rth -----/3'
<0 <0
0.231 0.985
.329 1.525
.210 1.266
.076 0.589
.005 .047
<o <o
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TAB L E 4. - EVA L UA TI ON 0 F ffMx-M * = 3 AXIS YMME TRIC NOZZLES (Concluded)
p) R = 6 Rth, working medium: air, suction 6, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U _
-- : 26.22 - 106/m, D* : lm
P
x 103. 0 Re8 r
Rth Rth Rth
1.5 convex
2 0.1527 1583 31.3
4 .1843 1565 27.8
6 .2120 1569 34.5
8 .2318 1569 47.6
10.26 .2437 1567 100
3.496
4.03
3.889
3.462
2.446
/30 Re0
<0
0.470
.605
.571
.458
.228
/3Rth -----/3'
<0
1.944
2.098
1.717
1.259
0.597
q) R = 6 Rth , working medium: air, suction 5, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U _
- 26.22'106/m,D *= lm
p*
x 103. 0 Re0
Rth Rth
1.5
2 0.1450 1504
4 .1529 1299
6 .1430 1058
8 .1324 896
10.26 .1251 804
r
Rth
convex
31.3
27.8
34.5
47.6
100
Re0
r
3.237
3.04
2.15
1.49
0.90
/30 Re0
<0
0.405
.356
.168
.048
<0
/3Rth ------/3'
<0
1.864
1.795
1.111
0.405
<0
r) R = 3 Rth, working medium:
U*
=26.22- 106/m, D* = lm
P
X
Rth
0.8
1
2
4
6
8
9.55
103. O Re0
Rth
0.1240
.1460
.1518
.1403
.1294
.1242
1407
t450
1237
1002
850
790
air, suction 5, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
r
Rth
convex
55.9
24.9
25.0
36.5
60.3
125
2.096
3.511
3.048
1.964
1.245
0.787
_0 Re0
<0
0.157
.479
.36
.13
.01
<0
/3Rth --=_'
<0
0.90
2.263
1.917
0.925
.102
<0
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TA BL E 5. --EVA L UA T/ON OF f_dx-M * = 5 A X/S YMME TRIC NOZZL ES
a) LARC Q-nozzle, working medium:
U _
p*
- 26.22 - 106/m, D* = lm
x____ 103. 8
Rth Rth
10
12 0.369
15 .351
20 .290
25 .263
30 .266
40 .309
49.19 .389
air, suction 5.1, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
Re0 r
Rth
convex
1895 207
1494 108
1004 153.5
800 192
743 222
795 357
973 435
Re0
r
2.53
2.693
1.38
0.936
.813
.74
.92
_0 Re0
dO
0.248
.280
.030
dO
<0
dO
dO
/3Rth _'
d0
0.355
.534
.103
d0
d0
d0
d0
b) LARC Q-nozzle, working medium:
U
104.88 • 106/m, D* = lm
p*
x 103. 0
Rth Rth
10
12 0.185
15 .176
20 .145
25 .132
30 .133
40 .155
49.!9 .!95
Re8
3790
2988
2008
1600
1486
1590
1946
air, suction 5.1, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
r
Rth
convex
2O7
108
153.5
192
222
357
435
1 I
3.583
3.814
1.952
1.327
1.15
1.045
1.303
_0 Re0
d0
0.490
.555
.128
.02
d0
d0
.015
I
_Rth --=_'
d0
0.699
1.056
0.44
.095
d0
d0
.04
I
c) LARC Q-nozzle, working medium: air, suction 5.2, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22 • 106/m, D*
p*
x 103. 0
Rth Rth
10
12 0.4918
15 .5595
20 .6443
25 .6931
30 .7189
40 .757
49.19 .7758
=lm
Re0 r
Rth
convex
2525 207
2382 108
2228 153.5
2106 192
2009 222
1949 357
1942 435
3.892
5.422
4.565
4.001
3.615
2.838
2.593
_0 R e0
dO
0.570
1.010
0.755
.602
.500
.309
.259
_Rth _,S'
d0
0.459
.758
.526
.412
346
209
.172
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TABLE 5.-EVALUA TION OF f_dx-M* = 5 AXISYMMETRIC NOZZLES (Continued)
d) LARC Q-nozzle, working medium:
U _
V*
- 26.22 • 106/m, D* = 1m
x 103. 0____
Rth Rth
10
12 0.4072
15 .4401
20 .4757
25 .4887
30 .4922
40 .5092
49.19 .5184
Re9 r
Rth
convex
2091 207
1873 108
1645 153.5
1485 192
1376 222
1311 357
1298 435
air, suction 5.3, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
2.933
3.781
2.896
2.369
2.049
1.566
1.417
/]0 R e0
d0
0.335
.540
.329
.212
.148
.060
.037
/3Rth _/3'
d0
0.393
.655
.420
.292
.219
.090
.055
e) LARC Q-nozzle, working medium: air, suction 5.3, Tstag = 400 ° K, Twallad
12
15
20
25
30
40
49.19
U _
- 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm
t)*
x 103 • 0 Re8
Rth Rth
10
0.3754
.404
.435
.4453
.4486
.4654
.4741
r
Rth
convex
2006 207
1771 108
1531 153.5
1367 192
1261 222
1200 357
1187 435
2.701
3.425
2.577
2.082
1.793
1.370
1.239
_0 Re0
d0
0.283
.453
.254
.153
.096
.028
.009
/3Rth ------/3'
d0
0.376
.633
.381
.251
.17
.05
.016
f) LARC Q-nozzle, working medium: air, suction 5.3, Tstag = 400 ° K, Twall = 300 ° K
U*
. - 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm
V
X
Rth
10
12
15
2O
25
3O
40
49.19
103. 8
Rth
0.5380
.577
.605
.596
.573
.544
.526
Re0
2873
2530
2129
1829
1612
1403
1316
r
Rth
convex
207
108
153.5
192
222
357
435
4.63
5.85
4.23
3.22
2.59
1.73
1.45
/38 Re0
d0
0.780
1.013
0.663
.402
.260
.088
.041
/3Rth ----_'
do
0.505
.694
.515
.369
.281
.115
.059
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TABLE 5.-EVALUATION OF f_dx-M* = 5 AXISYMMETRiC NOZZLES f......_,oncluueu/
g) LARC Q-nozzle, working medium: air, no suction, Tstag = 378 ° K, Twallad, Rth = 0.01007m
U* U*
- 6.908 • 106/m - 4.934 • 106/m
V* V*
X
Rth
103. O
Rth
10
12 4.127
15 5.250
20 7.135
25 8.864
30 10.522
40 13.353
49.19 15.595
Reo
607
635
694
754
820
955
1083
r
Rth
convex
207
108
153.5
192
222
357
435
2.710
4.427
4.732
5.123
5.645
5.841
6.485
88 Re0
<0
1.02
1.91
2.075
2.29
2.59
2.70
3.07
Rth _(3'
r
<0
0.407 2.491
.573 4.07
•419 4•35
343 4.71
.300 5.19
.212 5.37
.182 5.962
Re0"__ !/30 Re0 _Rth
<0 <0
0.91 O.363
1•72 .516
1•87 .378
2•07 .31
2.31 .268
2.42 .19
2•76 .164
h) LARC rapid expansion nozzle, working medium: air, no suction,Tstag = 378 ° K, Twallad
U*
- 6.908 • 106/m, Rth = 0.01007rn
V*
L 103. 0
Rth
1.5
2 1.342
4 2.294
6 3.238
10 5.019
15 7.063
20 8.889
30 12.039
38.67 14.267
Reo
353
417
461
534
615
693
850
991
r
Rth
convex
51.8
50.7
57.7
78.7
110
154
286
527
1.797
2.805
3.453
4.264
4.928
5.265
5.515
5.156
80 Re0
<0
0.595
1.07
1.39
1.82
2.19
2.36
2.51
2.30
_Rth -----_'
<0
1.256
1.118
0.931
.679
.504
.383
.245
.163
i) LARC rapid expansion nozzle,
U_
- 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm
V*
working medium: air, suction 5.1, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
X
Rth
1.5
2
4
6
10
15
20
30
38.68
103 •
Rth
0.1949
.2761
.3106
.2949
.2440
.2162
.2611
.3589
Re0
1814
1807
1611
1157
791
630
692
936
r
Rth
convex
51.8
50.7
57.7
78.7
110
154
286
527
3.519
4.217
3.738
2.24
1.178
0.746
.661
.772
80 Reo
<0
0.479
.660
.540
.185
.005
<0
<0
<0
_Rth --=/3'
<0
1.355
1.323
1.079
0.542
.026
<0
<0
<0
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TABLE 6.-EVALUA TION OF f_dx-HIGH MACH NUMBER
AXISYMMETRIC NOZZLES
a) M* = 7, R = 30 Rth, working medium: air, suction 7.1, Tstag = 700 ° K, Twallad
U _
v
x
Rth
8.5
10
15
20
30
40
60
80
102.42
- 26.22 • 10 6/m, D* = lm
10 3 . ___ Re0
Rth
0.3314 1913
.3999 1662
.4850 1580
.5873 1408
.6607 1309
.7209 1132
.6991 964
.6807 876
r
Rlh
convex
230
118
147
202
288
500
82O
2500
2.296
3.06
2.87
2.401
1.983
1.359
0.89
.457
_ Re0
<0
0.197
.365
.32
.22
.133
.028
<0
<0
_Rth ----t3'
0.311
.549
.418
.266
.154
.034
G0
G0
b) M* = 7, R = 30 Rth, working medium: air, suction 7.2, Tstag = 700 ° K, Twallad
U _
v
x
18.5
15
20
30
40
60
80
102.42
- 26.22. 106/m, D* = lm
103. _ Re0 r
Rth Rth
convex
0.2647 1528 230
.3057 1271 118
.3608 1175 147
.4103 983 202
.4555 902 288
.4824 757 500
.4618 637 820
.4539 584 2500
1.639
2.046
1.841
1.401
1.134
0.744
.478
.249
_8 R e0
G0
0.071
.147
.105
.035
<0
G0
G0
<0
/]Rth _-_'
G0
0.176
.378
.248
.O87
G0
Go
G0
G0
c) M* = 7, R = 75 Rth, working medium: air, suction 7.1, Tstag = 700 ° K, Twallad
_
- 26.22 • 106/m, D* =lm
v
x___ 103. 8 Ree
Rth Rth
17
20 0.434 1817
25 .481 1624
30 .517 1477
40 .616 1397
50 .686 1331
eo .726 1255
70 .732 1160
80 .719 1065
90 .707 996
111.3 .701 930
r_ Re0"V u--_ _(} Re0 _Rth --=13'
Rth r
convex
221
2O5
217
269
360
450
568
725
910
2500
2.546
2.488
2.280
2.114
1.837
1.594
1.317
1.061
0.878
.49
G0
0.249
.237
.195
.161
.104
.064
.020
<o
<o
Go
G0
0.316
.304
.255
.187
.114
.o7o
.o24
<o
<o
<o
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TABLE 6.-EVALUA TION OF f_dx-HIGH MACH NUMBER
AXIS YMMETRIC NOZZLES (Continued)
d) M* = 9, R = 200 Rth, working medium: air, suction 9.1, Tstag = 1000 ° K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm
t)*
X
Rth
10 3 .
Rth
Re0
Rth
r
38 convex
50 0.6783 1536 0.00206
60 .7562 1411 .00194
80 .8974 1282 .00159
100 .9827 1172 .00115
120 1.015 1062 .00093
160 1.047 915 .00063
200 1.045 816 .00042
230 1.022 756 .00031
265.09 1.000 714 .00010
1.816
1.709
1.531
1.246
1.032
0.743
.541
.426'
.226
_0 Re0
<0
0.100
.083
.054
.010
<0
<0
<0
<0
<0
_Rth --/3'
<0
0.096
.078
.047
.009
<0
<0
<0
<0
<0
e) M* = 9, R = 200 Rth, working medium: air, suction 9.2, Tstag = 1000 ° K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22. 106/m, D* = lm
V*
X
Rth
38
50
60
8O
100
120
160
200
230
265.09
103. 0
Rth
0.954
1.084
1.315
1.477
1.579
1.691
1.690
1.659
1.622
Re0
2160
2022
1878
1761
1651
1478
1320
1228
1158
Rth
r
convex
0.00206
.001 94
.00159
.00115
.00093
.00063
.00042
.00031
.00010
3.028
2.932
2.716
2.295
2.001
1.525
1.112
0.881
.467
_0Re 0 _Rth--=/3 '
< 0 < 0
0.365 0.177
.335 .153
.286 .116
.198 .076
.i38 .053
.054 .022
<0 <0
< 0 < 0
<0 <0
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TA BL E 6. - E VA L UA TI ON OF flJdx-HI GH MA CH NUMBER
AXISYMMETRIC NOZZLES (Continued)
f) M ° = 8.93, R = 250 Rth, working medium: helium, suction 9.3 He, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U °
• - 26.22 • 106/m, D* =lm, m$/n_o = 0.0125, f_lx G 0
v
x 103. 0
Rth Rth
30
35 0.2877
40 .2936
50 .3049
60 .3159
70 .3165
80 .3123
100 .3117
Re8
Rth
convex
1156 380
1O55 330
914 415
829 540
752 685
687 865
616 1300
1.006
0.995
.838
.634
.511
.413
.302
/_0 Reo _Rth ------/]'
GO GO
GO GO
GO GO
GO GO
GO GO
<0 GO
GO GO
GO GO
g) M ° = 8.93, R = 250 Rth, working medium: helium, suction 9.4 Fie, Tstag
U*
v ° - 26.22 " 106/m, _s/rh ° = 0.00625, f_lx = 5.1, p _ T0"675
-- 300 ° K, Twallad
x 103. 0 Re0
Rth Rth
3O
35 0.5168 2077
40 .5368 1929
50 .5782 1734
60 .6055 1589
70 .6198 1472
80 .62 ! 2 1366
100 .6148 1215
122 .6027 1152
r
Rth
convex
38O
33O
415
540
685
• 865
1300
2.422
2.460
2_047
1.683
1.400
1.158
0.835
_0 Reo
GO
0.220
.232
.145
.080
.035
0
GO
GO
/]Rth ----/3'
GO
0.205
.224
.145
.083
.038
0
<0
<0
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TABLE 6.-EVALUA TION OF f_dx-HIGH MACH NUMBER
AXIS YMMETRIC NOZZLES (Concluded)
h) M* = 9, NASA helium nozzle, working medium: helium, suction 9.5 He, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm, rns/rn o = 0.00847, f_dx = 0.86
V*
ReLequ = 3.145 • 10 8,
x 103. 0
Rth Rth
10.541 0.2684
16.754 .2500
24.43 .2774
35.04 .3586
46.55 .4224
52.38 .4711
63.49 .5250
75.04 .5611
86.70 .5841
98.67 .6021
t_T 0.675
Re8
1499
1.046
939
1002
1026
1085
1114
1120
1117
1124
r
Rth
225
197
268
395
566
675
904
1190
1570
1.637
1.178
0.955
.955
.886
.906
.849
.769
.681
_8 Re0
0.070
0
<0
<0
<0
<0
<0
<0
<0
<0
/_Rth ----/]'
0.174
0
<0
<0
<0
<0
<0
<0
<0
<0
i) M* = 9, NASA helium nozzle, working medium: helium, suction 9.6 He
U*
- 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm, dns/rho = 0.0060, f/]dx = 5.7V*
ReLequ = 3.145 • 108, # _, T0"67-5
x___ 103.8___
Rth Rth
10.541 0.3291
16.754 .3395
24.433 .3778
35.039 .4779
46.546 .5598
52.376 .6152
63.487 .6984
75.036 .7568
86.702 .7976
98.667 .8296
r
Rth
225
197
268
395
566
675
904
1190
1570
Re8 Re0 V_-- _}8 Re0 _ Rth M
1837
1421
1278
1335
1360
1416
1483
1511
1526
1548
2.22
1.865
i,517
1.468
1.353
1.352
1.303
1.205
1.088
0.180
.110
.053
.045
.028
.028
.020
0
<0
0.298
.228
.110
.071
.037
.032
.019
0
<0
4.271
5.278
6.1115
6.943
7.604
7.873
8.293
8.622
8.860
8.999
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a)
TABLE 7.-EVAL UA TION OF f_dx-M* = 4.6
TWO-DIMENSIONA L JPL NOZZLE
Suction 2D-3, rns/_ o = 0.0074, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22 • 106/m, H* = lm, tunnel floor and ceiling
X
0.SHth
45
50
70
90
120
160
200
103 0
0.5Hth
2.477
2.384
2.045
1.560
1.227
1.125
r
Re0 .0.5Hth
convex
2941 1390
2346 652
1788 603
1235 830
914 1317
821 2525
3.926
4.486
3.293
1.693
0.882
.548
_ Re_ _(0,5Hth )
<o <0
O.585 O.080
.728 .130
.419 .115
.080 .042
<o <0
! < 0 < o
b) Suction 2D-3, r;ns/r:no = 0.0074, Tstag = 400 ° K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22 - 106/m, H* = lm, tunnel floor and ceiling
V*
X
0.5Hth
45
50
70
90
120
160
2O0
10 3 0
0.5Hth
2.260
2.171
1.842
1.397
1.112
1.032
Re8
2793
2174
1627
1111
829
753
r
0.5Hth
convex
1390
652
603
83O
1317
2525
3.561
3.967
2.844
1.441
0.762
.481
_e Re 8
<0
0.488
.590
.314
.041
<o
<0
_3(0.5Hth)
<0
0.077
.125
.105
.026
<0
<0
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TABLE Z-EVALUATION OF fOdx--M* = 4,6
TWO- DIMENSl ONA L JPL NOZZLE (Concluded)
c) Suction 2D-1, rns/_ o = 0.0097, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
u_=
v * 26.22 • 106/m, H* =lm, tunnel floor and ceiling
0.5Hth
45
50
70
90
120
160
2O0
1.990
1.713
1.335
0.986
.85O
.839
Re 8 r
0.5Hth
convex
2391 1390
1686 652
1167 603
781 830
633 1317
613 2525
2.860
2.73
1.736
0.851
.509
.353
_e Re o
<0
0.319
.290
.088
<0
<0'
<0
(0.5Hth)
<0
0.067
.100
.056
<0
<0
<0
d) Suction 2D-2, rns/m o = 0.0049, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22 • 106//m, H* = lm, tunnel floor and ceiling
v*
x 103 .eL--
0.5Hth 0.5Hth
45
50 3.043
70 3.377
90 3.285
120 2.856
160 2.295
200 1.951
230
Re0
3657
3324
2872
2261
1710
1425
r
0.5Hth
convex
1390
652
6O3
830
131/
2525
5.411
7.565
6.703
4.194
2.257
1.253
_e Re 8
<0
1.00
1.66
1.40
0.65
.189
.010
_(0.5Hth)
<0
0.090
.148
.148
.101
.048
.004
<0
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TA BL E 8. -SUMMA R Y-M* = 3 AXIS YMMETRIC A IR NOZZLES
_
- 26.22 - 106/m, D* = lm, Twalladp*
Nozzle Suction no. Tstag, OK
R = 3 Rth
R = 6 Rth
R =6 Rth
R =6 Rth
R = 6 Rth
R= 12 Rth
R = 12 Rth
R= 12 Rth
R = 12 Rth
R= 12 Rth
R = 12 Rth
5
3
4
5
6
a5
6
7
a8
a9
10
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
3O0
ms/too f/_dx
0.0049 10.95
.0214 8.7
.0121 8.7
.0052 8.7
.0034 13.28
.0058 7.06
.0036 12.26
.0051 9.43
.0041 10.94
.0075 3.66
.0060 7.47
aEffect of U* D*/v* evaluated.
TA BL E 9. -SUMMA R Y-M * = 5 AXIS YMM E TR I C A I R N OZZL ES
D* = lm, except for the case of no suction (Rth = 0.01007m)
LARC nozzle
Rapid expansion
Rapid expansion
Q-nozzle
Q-nozzle
Q-nozzle
Q-nozzle
Q-nozzle
Q-nozzle
Q-nozzle
Suction no.
No
5.1
None
5.1
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.3
5.3
6.9. 10 6
26.22. 106
6.9. 10 6
26.2 - 10 6
104.9.10 6
26.2.10 6
26.2- 106
26.2.10 6
26.2. 106
Tstag ' oK
378
30O
378
300
300
300
300
400
400
Twall, OK
Adiabatic
Adiabatic
Adiabatic
Adiabatic
Adiabatic
Adiabatic
Adiabatic
Adiabatic
300
r_s/_ o
0
0.0103
0
0.0113
.0057
.0050
.0075
.0075
.0075
_dx
17.9
10.05
12.4
3.94
9.37
14.38
9.85
8.35
11.90
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U _
V*
TA BL E 10. -SUMMA R Y-HI GH MA CH NUMBER
AXISYMMETRIC AIR NOZZLES
- 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm, Twallad
Mach Throat
curvature
7.0
7.0
9.0
9.0
7.0
7.0
R = 30 Rth
R = 30 Rth
R = 200 Rth
R = 200 Rth
R = 75 Rth
R = 75 Rth
Suction no.
7.1
7.2
9.1
9.2
7.1
7.1a
Tstag' oK
7OO
70O
1000
1000
700
700
ms/rh o
0.0100
.0150
.0160
.0100
.0103
.0091
_dx
12.40
5.40
3.57
11.28
8.71
9.04
TABLE 11.-EFFECT OF U*/v* ON f_Gdx
M* = 3, R = i2 Rth, D* = lm, Tstag = 300°K, Twaiiad
Axisymmetric air nozzle
U _
Suction no. --_/m ms/rho f/_dx
v
5
5
5
5
5
5
8
8
8
9
9
9
104.9.10 6
52.4. 106
39.3 - 106
26.2 • 10 6
13.1 • 10 6
6.55 • 106
104.9 • 106
26.2 • 106
6.55.106
104.9- 106
26.2. 106
6.55.10 6
0.0029
.0041
.0047
.0058
.0082
.0116
.0020
.0041
.0081
.0038
.0075
.0151
15.71
10.94
8.82
7.06
4.40
2.37
20.92
10.94
5.01
10.41
3.66
0.74
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TABLE
a)
12.- CROSSFLOW STUDY-M* -- 4.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS
=4 oSuction 2D-6, 75% streamline, Tstag 00 K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22 • 106/m, H* = lm
V*
X
Rth
-10
-5
0
5
10
15
20
3O
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
140
160
180
200
229
Re0
Rth
1285 0.000584
1083 .000371
888 .000259
838 .000242
790 .000251
744 .000272
737 .000314
626 .000349
603 .000416
712 .000576
714 .000651
688 .000688
686 .000735
715 .000810
775 .000916
795 .001000
807 .001056
826 .001108
825 .001122
831 .001137
850 .001167
Rth
0.00720
.00389
.00264
.00252
.00280
.00328
.00405
.00526
.00695
.01031
.01260
.01405
.01561
.01769
.02041
.02327
.02518
.02686
.02750
.02801
.02877
0.53
.81
.91
.84
.89
1.02
1.11
1.18
1.19
0.53
1.07
1.11
1.03
1.12
1.11
1.12
1.13
1.14
1.19
0.93
1.17
(Wn/Ue) max
0.00885
.00606
.00332
.00228
.00253
.00338
.00462
.00480
.00283
-.00025
-.00474
-.00878
-.01191
-.01452
-.01721
-.01848
-.01496
-.00960
-.00335
.00161
.00140
Re.lSwn
74
56
27
17
20
30
49
53
-- 34
- 2
- 70'
- 137
- 179
- 254
-- 330
- 383
- 325
- 219
-- 81
31
34
(Y/(_)Wn
0.156
.206
.243
.254
.285
.293
.356
.365
.414
.217
.356
.410
.410
.434
.408
.413
.432
.453
.512
.343
.534
max
b) Suction 2D-5, 75% streamline, Tstag -- 400°K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22. 106/m, H* = lm
V*
X
Rth
-10
-5
0
5
10
15
20
30
40
5O
60
7O
80
90
100
120
140
160
180
200
229
Re8
1835
1991
2086
2039
1875
1658
1429
1020
735
561
500
482
487
514
566
534
498
477
466
460
458
e
Rth
0.000835
.000682
.000609
.000589
.000595
.000607
.000608
.000569
.0005O7
.000454
.000456
.000481
.000522
.000582
.000670
.000671
.000652
.000640
.000633
.000630
.000629
Rth
0.00941
.00704
.00616
.00608
.00649
.00705
.00773
.00843
.00851
.00832
.00894
.00984
.01110
.01280
.01499
.01578
.01569
.01562
.01558
.01556
.01555
0.59
.86
1.05
1.15
1.16
1.16
1.15
1.20
1.29
1.45
1.14
1.16
1.14
1.12
1.11
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.19
1.12
1.23
(Wn/Ue)ma x Re
0.01545 189
.01601 283
.01493 331
.01391 337
.01418 336
.01580 353
.01714 358
.01442 261
.00645 103
.00052 8
-,00281 - 31
-.00482 - 55
-.00638 - 75
-.00783 - 99
-.00957 -135
-.00883 -128
-.00574 - 79
-.00290 - 39
-.00060 - 8
.00052 10
.00021 3
• 1$Wn (Y/(_)Wn max
0.170
.227
.260
.316
.296
.318
I
.331
.380
.451 !
.769 ,
.358;
.390:
.404
.450
.427
.406
.408
.410
.493 i
.411
.494
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TA BL E 12,- CROSSFL OW S TUD Y-M* -- 4. 6 TWO-DIMENSIONA L
JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS
c) Suction 2D-4, 75% streamline, Tstag = 400°K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22 • 106/m, H* = lm
p*
X
Rth
-10
-5
0
5
10
15
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
140
160
180
200
229
8
Rth
Re0
2109 0.000959
2311 .000792
2431 .000710
2409 .000695
2286 .000726
2123 .000777
1952 .000831
1618 .000903
1326 .000914
1091 .000882
916 .000836
792 .000791
700 .000755
641 .000726
595 .000704
535 .000673
499 .000653
478 .000641
467 .000634
461 .000631
Rth 1
0.01047 0.61
.008241 .86
.007221 1.06
.007137 1.17
.007738 1.19
.008785 1.14
.01008 1.11
.01271 1.11
.01469 1.16
.01583 1.26
.01628 0.81
.01634 1.09
.01625 1.14
.01612 1.17
.01600 1.16
.01581 1.16
.01569 1.15
.01562 1.15
.01558 1.16
.01556 1.13
(Continued)
(wn/Ue)ma x Re .16w n (Y/_)w n max
0.01903
.01997
.01882
.01789
.01885
.02208
.02601
.02831
.01961
.00714
-.00487
267
413
493
518
547
604
684
716
485
176
- 70
0.168
.233
.266
.314
.331
.328
.349
.378
.436
.566
.295
-.01109 -198
-.01347 -233
-.01338 -223
-.01213 -190
-.00900 -131
-.00574 - 79
-.00290 - 39
-.00060 -- 8
.00081 10
.372
.394
.437
.440
.445
.449
.451
.452
.411
d) Suction 2D-1,75% streamline, Tstag = 400°K, Twallad
U*
--= 26.22 • 106/m, H* = lm
p_
x !
Rth I
-10
--'5
0
5
10
15
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
140
160
180
200
229
Re0
2422
2624
2653
2570 ::
2435
2280
2127
1839
1580
1357
1178
1039
933
853
794
715
668
640
624
617
614
0
Rth
0.00110
.000899
.000775
.000742
.000773
.000835
.000906
.001026
.001089
.001098
.001074
.001038
.001000
.000966
.000939
.000899
.000873
.000858
.000849
.000845
.000843
, iRth
0.01156 0.63'
.009377 .86
.008066 1.07
.007739 1.20
.008264 1.20
.009381 1.18
.010859 1.13
.014147 1.10
.017001 1.13
.019167 1.16
.020066 0.63
.021114 1.25
.021372 1.10
.021413 1.14
.021362 1.15
.021185 1.16
.021036 1.17
.020937 1.18
.020879 1.20
.020849 1.06
.020835 1.19
(Wn/Ue)ma x
0.02300
.02404
.02210
.02042
..02114
.02466
.02932
.03364
.02566
:01165
-.00516
-.01508
-.02062
-.02227
-.02138
-.01676
-.01098
-.00573
-.00147
.00126
.00056
Re .16Wn
368
566
653
646
660
745
844
938
716
320
- 73
-399
-452
-480
-443
-327
- 207
-105
- 26
20
10
(y/5).
•Wn max
0.180
.222
.278
.310
.329
.341
.354
.362
.451
.534
.250
.364
.389
.418
.419
.423
.426
.459
.490
.399
.522
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TABLE 12.-CROSSFLOW STUDY-M* -- 4.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL
JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS (Continued)
e) Suction 2D-6, 50% streamline, Tstag = 400°K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22 • 106/m, H* = lm
V*
X
Reo
Rth
80 686
100 775
120 795
140 807
160 826
180 825
8
Rth
0.000735
.000916
.001000
.001056
.001108
.001122
Rt h .1 i(Wn/Ue)max
0.01561 1.12 _ :-0.00726
.02041 1.10 -_ .01220
.02327 1.10 - .01409
.02518 1.12 - .01124
.02686 1.16 - .00566
i .00122°02750 0.75
Re .lSwr I(Y/_)w n max
-118
-232
- 287
- 242
-131
19
0.41
.41
.41
.43
.48
.28
f) Suction 2D-7, 75% streamline, Tstag = 400°K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22. 106/m, H* = lm i
V*
X
Rth
-10
-5
0
5
10
15
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
140
160
180
2O0
229
Re8
1285
1083
888
814
731
667
637
519
486
552
526
499
494
510
544
537
544
553
550
8
Rth
0.000584
.000371
.000259
.000235
.000232
.000244
.000271
.000290
.000335
.000446
.000479
.000498
.000530
.000577
.000644
.000676
.000711
.000742
.000748
Y
Rth
t
0.00720 0.53
.00389 .81
.00264 .91
.00245 .85
.00261 .90
.00296 1.04
.00351 1.15
.00436 1.19
.00562 1.19
.00807 0.79
.00938 1.13
.01026 1.13
.01132 1.13
°01269 1.14
.01445 1.12
.01583 1.13
.01704 1.14
.01807 1.14
.01837 1.18
(Wn/Ue)ma x
0.00885
.00606
.00332
.00218
.00219
.00279
.00361
.00333 31
.00179 17
-.00029 - 2
-.00299 - 35
-.00503 - 58
-.00649 - 77
-.00771 - 99
-.00894 -122
-.00871 -124
-.00662 - 98
-.00392 ,- 60
-.00095 - 15
Re'16Wn ;(Y/_)Wn max
74 0.156
56 .206
27 .243
16 .261
16 .275
23 .324
34 .319
.367
.399
.278
.409
.374
.396
.403
.399
.404
.451
.425
.488
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TABLE 12.-CROSSFLOW STUDY-M* = 4.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL
JFL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS (Continued)
g) Suction 2D-9, 50% streamline, Tstag = 400°K, Twallad
U* _ 26.22 • 106/m, H* = lm
v*
x
Rth
-10
-5
0
5
10
15
20
30
40
50
60
70
8O
90
100
120
140
160
180
2OO
229
0
Rth
Re0
1945 0.000885
1817 .000623
1584 .000463
1386 .000400
1188 .000377
1043 .000382
956 .000407
783 .000437
713 .000491
763 .000617
756 .000689
744 .000743
765 .000820
767 .000869
767 .000906
801 .001007
832 .001089
878 .001178
934 .001271
983 .001347
1080 .001482
Rth
0.01002
.00689
.00496
.00423
.00420
.00459
.00526
.00651
.00811
.01104
.01331
.01513
.01733
.01901
.02038
.02343
.02596
.02845
.03092
.03292
.03624
0.68
1.00
1.25
1.43
1.35
1.22
1.16
1.17
1.22
0.63
1.08
1.10
1.11
1.10
1.13
1.12
1.13
1.15
0.70
1.06
1.14
.1 (wn/Ue)ma x Re .15wn (Y/6)Wn max
0.01254
.01187
.00952
.00738
.00635
188
239
202
155
113
0.160
.209
.257
.303
.343
.00615
.00634
.00499
.00221
-.00029
-.00295 -
-.00570 -
94 .349
91 .365
68 .393
32 .394
3 .232
47 .385
95 .381
-.00858
-.01117
-.01274
-.01412
-.01182
-.00625
.00130
.00727
.00469
-154
- 206
- 248
- 295
- 265
-152
21
185
141
.369
.404
.440
.437
.444
.450
.290
.389
.495
h) Suction 2D-10, 25% streamline, Tstag = 400°K, Twallad
U*
- 26.22 . 106/m, H* = lm
v*
x
Rth
-10
-5
0
5
10
15
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
140
160
180
2O0
229
Re0
2095
2074
1927
1751
1552
1388
1282
1087
999
1046
1059
1054
1O82
1096
1102
1142
1195
1268
1362
1443
1583
0
Rth
0.000953
.000711
.000563
.000505
.000493
.000508
.000546
.000607
.0O0688
.0OO847
.000966
.001053
.001160
.001241
.001302
.001436
.001563
.001700
.001851
.001976
.002173
' I( )1Rth
0.01053 0.58
.00775 .86
.00601 1.14
.00537 1.30
.00545 1.30
.00601 1.28
.00689 1.26
.00890 1.15
.01127 1.13
.01496 1.15
.01831 0_76
.02110 1.03
.02417 1.06
.02675 1.08
.O2888 1.08
.03306 1.10
.03685 1.11
.04063 1.13
.04451 1.15
.04774 0.42
.05253 .98
(Wn/Ue)max Re .18w n iy/_)W_ma x
0.00865
.00936
.00826
.00054
.00511
.00419
.00370
.00325
.00300
.00.190
- .00110
- .00467
- .00812
- .01086
- .01239
- .01282
- .01092
- .00777
- .O0401
.00044
.00 138
116
182
194
158
114
88
75
60
55
40
- 17
- 102
-194
-277
-327
-371
-342
- 266
- 151
6
52
0.167
.207
.266
.298
.352
.373
.372
.360
.398
.428
.280
.364
.371
.383
.399
.465
.417
.473
.518
.188
.463
]47
TA BL E 12. -CROSSFL OW S TUD Y-M* = 4. 6 TWO-DIMENSIONA L
JPL NOZZLE SIDE r WA L LS (Continued)
i) Suction 2D-8, 75% streamline, T
stag
U*
-- = 26.22. 106/m, H* = lm
V*
= 400°K, Twallad
X
Rth
--10
-5
0
5
10
15
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
140
160
180
2O0
229
Reo
1805
1592
1311
1121
943
823
754
607
552
598
581
571
590
587
585
613
635
672
720
759
835
8 $ (_--) 1 (Wn/Ue)maxRth Rth •
G00082t &00954 0,58 0.01607
.0b0546 .00614 .88 .01303
.000383 .00408 1.19 .00881
.000324 .00340 1.25 .00574
.000299 .00335 1.14 .00452
.000301 .00362 1.06 .00446
.000321 .00416 1.07 .00499
.000339 .00512 1.12 .00449
.000381 .00633 1.18 .00239
.000484 .00867 0.68 -.00027
.000530 .01033 1.11 -.00355
.00570 .01168 1.12 -.00644
.000633 .01343 1.11 -.00894
.000665 .01463 1.13 -.01045
.000692 .01562 1.14 -.01090
.000771 .01800 1.14 -.01098
.000830 .01986 1.15 -.00900
.000902 .02186 1.14 -.00578
.000979 .02391 1.18 -.00193
.001039 .02550 1.04 .00162
.001146 .02815 1.15 .00126
j) Suction 2D-9, 25% streamline, Tstag =
U*
-- = 26.22. 106/m, H* = l m
V
X
Rth
-10
- 5
0
5
10
15
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
120
140
160
180
2OO
230
Re0
1945
1817
1584
1386
1188
1043
956
783
713
763
756
_44
765
767
767
801
832
878
934
983
1080
0
Rth
0.000885
.000623
.000463
.000400
.000377
.000382
.000407
.000437
.000491
.000617
.000689
.000743
.000820
.0OO869
.000906
.001007
.001089
.001178
.001271
.001347
.001482
400°K, Twallad
Y
Rth
0.01002 0.57.
.00689 .87
.00498 1.16
.00423 1.30
.00420 1.32
.00459 1.22
.00526 1.13
.00651 1.12
.00811 1.14
_1100 1.18
,01331 0.97
.01513 1.09
.01733 1.10
.01901 1,10
,02038 1.12
.02343 1.12
.02596 1.13
.02845 1.14
.03092 1.19
.03292 0.90
.03624 1.13
Re.16Wnl
195
205
146
84
54
47
52
46
26
- 2
- 45
- 84
-124
-152
-164
-179
-157
-107
- 40
31
3O
(Y/6)Wn max
0.168
.208
.274
.329
.334
.310
.346
.375
.404
.258
.372
.384
.429
.394
.410
.427
.451
.469
.482
.351
.500
(wn/Ue)max Re .16w n (Y/6)Wn max
0.00786
.00794
.00639
.00451
.00314
.00234
.00197
.00166
.00 153
.00087
-.00091
-.00295
-.00477
- .00609
- .00662
-.0O651
-.OO519
- .00334
-.00126
.00078
.00086
99
139
126
86
55
36
28
22
21
14
- 13
- 49
- 85
-112
-1 28
-136
-116
- 81
- 34
17
27
0.160
.209
.257
.303
.343
.349
.365
.344
.394
.464
.337
.381
.369
.404
.440
.437
.444
.450
.497
.350
.495
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JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS (Concluded)
k) Suction 2D-11, 50% streamline, Tstag = 400°K, Twallad
U*
=26.22- 106/m, H* = lm
V
X
Rth
-10
-5
0
5
10
15
20
3O
40
5O
60
70
8O
90
100
120
140
160
180
200
229
Reo
1860
1678
1413
1217
1030
900
824
667
606
655
641
629
649
648
645
674
698
738
789
832
912
0
Rth
0.000846
.000575
.000413
.000351
.000327
.000329
.000351
.000372
.000418
.000530
.000584
.000628
.000696
.000733
.000763
.000847
.000913
.000989
.001073
.001140
.001252
Y
Rth
0.00972 0.66 0.01191
.00645 .99 .01076
.00444 1.30 .00812
.00370 1.45 .00590
.00365 1.34 .00483
.00397 1.21 .00458
.00457 1.13 .00471
.00558 1.15 .00354
•00689 1.23 .00148
.00949 0.82 - .00033
.01134 1.11 - .00234
•01287 1.12 - .00434
.01475 1.12 -.00650
.01610 1.12 -.00829
.01719 1.12 -.00930
.01976 1.11 -.01010
.02184 1.13 -.00820
•02396 1.16 - .00403
.02619 0.88 .00141
.02795 1.07 .00570
.03070 1.16 .00304
(wn/Ue)max Re .16 wn (Y/_)w n max
168
201
160
110
74
60
57
41
18
3
- 32
- 63
-100
-132
-151
-176
-155
- 84
24
124
79
0.165
.223
.253
.303
.307
.323
.350
.401
.418
.303
.395
.398
.391
.398
.447
.454
.410
.481
.342
.412
.500
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TABLE 13.-SUMMARY-M* = 4.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL JPL AIR NOZZLE
v-_-**= 26.22 • 106/m, H* = lm, Twallad
Floor and ceiling walls
Suction no.
2D-1
2D-2
2D-3
2D-3
Tstag, °K
300
300
300
40'0
ms/rho
0.0097
.0049
.0074
.0074
f_dx
4.26
13.48
7.90
7.12
Side walls
Streamline,% Suction no. Tstag, (Re0.1$)max!
75
75
75
75
75
75
50
50
25
25
2D-1
2D-4
2D-5
2D-6
2D-7
a2D-8
2D-9
a2D-11
2D-10
a2D-9
4OO
4OO
40O
40O
4OO
4OO
4OO
4OO
4OO
4OO
°K (Re0.1_)max !
940
720
360
8O
80
2OO
240
20O
200
140
-480
-230
-140
-390
-125
-180
-_300
-175
-370
-140
aRecommended configuration
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TABLE 14.-CRITICAL HEIGHT OF ISOLATED THREE-DIMENSIONAL
SURFACE ROUGHNESS PARTICLES
a) _** == 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm, Rekcrit 200, Twallad, axisymmetric air nozzle
M* = 3.009, R = 12 Rth, Tstag = 300 ° K
Suction 5, Rth = 0.2440m
x M
Rth
0 1.000
1 1.381
2 1.799
4 2.347
11.68 3.009
Ycrit, mm
0.0187
.0260
.0351
.058
.094
.10-6/m
Vk
39.52
31.81
21.04
10.57
4.94
b) = 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm, Rekcri t = 200, Twallad, axisymmetric air nozzle
M* = 5.115, Q-nozzle, Tstag = 400°K
Suction 5.3, Rth = 0.09538m
x
Rth
O;
2
4
6
8
20
40
M Ycrit, mm __.U 10_6/m
Vk
1.000
1.364
1.905
2.400
2.833
4.349
5.0565
0.01 O0
,0110
.0166
.0273
.061
.191
.334
115.4
90.4
57.2
30.7
11.4
2.44
1.23
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TABLE 14.-CRITICAL HEIGHT OF ISOLA TED THREE-DIMENSIONAL
SURFACE ROUGHNESS PA R TICL ES (Concluded)
U*
c)_-; = 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm, Rekcri t = 200, Twallad , axisymmetric helium nozzle
M* = 8.93, R = 250 Rth, Tstag = 300 ° K
Suction 9.4 He, Rth = 0.071 lm
x
Rth
-2
0
10
2O
30
4O
60
80
122.12
M Ycrit, mm U .10-6/m
Vk
0.528
1.000
1.904
3.131
4.661
5.816
7.176
8.946
8.93
0.0085
.0104
.0213
.0625
.194
.464
.910
1.31
1.87
103.5
114.5
52.3
13.23
2.94
1.108
0.431
.279
.170
Jd) = 26.22' 106/m, D* = lm, Rekcri t = 200, Twallad, axisymmetric air nozzle
M* = 9.066, R = 200 Rth, Tstag = 1000 ° K
Suction 9.2, Rth = 0.0272m
x
Rth
0
10
20
30
40
60
80
140
265.09
M Ycrit, mm
1.000 0.00207
1o912 .00414
2.965 .01292
4.066 .0362
5.1185 .0935
6.201 .231
6.885 .377
8.100 .807
9.066 1.20
U . 10-6/m
Vk
706
336.1
78.5
21.13
6.39
2.081
1.179
0.441
.271
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T,/._BLE ^ .. /.. - .1:/._/1_1 EFtD I IAIC AAIll DI_IAIT CIAII(C15.-RAT/O ,,VLmax/,_Lmax , I,v,,, ..........................
Maximum variation Avj_na x,of the disturbance velocity v.L in the direction normal to
a plane wall, induced by line and point sinks (-e) located on this wall, at the distance h
from the wall for different sink spacingsX.
Sinks
_h
0.5 1 1.5
AV_Lmax/V.Lmax
Line sinks 0.0001 0.0076
(nsinks = ±oo)
1 row of point sinks 0.0001 0.0245
(nsink s = +20)
0.0607 0.159
0.1554 0.349
a)
X
Rth
1.0
2.0
4.0
6.0
10.0
111.68
TABLE 16. -SONIC BOUNDA R Y LAYER THICKNESS 8s
M* = 3 axisymmetric air nozzle, R = 12 Rth
U*
, - 26.22 • 106/m, D* =lm, Tstag = 300°K, Twallad
P
t ,d
M
! ii
1.381
1.799
2.3475
2.6255
2.823
2.953
3.009
m, ,)Suct no.8(_ = 0.004
6s 6s, mm
Rth
0.00057 0.139
.00052 .127
•00061 .149
.00064 .156
.00065 .159
.00066 .161
.00066 .161
Suct no. 5 = 0.005
Ss Ss' mm
Rth
0.00055 0.134
.00046 .112
.00048 .117
.00048 .117
.00047 .115
.00046 .112
.00046 .112
" ms 5IISuct. no. 9(_" ° = 0.007
Rth
0.00048
.00041
.00039
.00037
.00036
.00036
.o0o35
0.117
.100
.095
.090
.088
.088
.086
b) M* = 5 axisymmetric Q-nozzle, suction 5.3
U*
- 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm, Tstag = 400°K, Twallad
V *
X
Rth
2.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
10.0
15.0
20.0
25.0
30.0
40.0
49.2
_S
Rth
0.00077
.00066
.00080
.00099
.00122
.00173
.00223
.00250
.00272
.00304
.00316
_S, mm
0.073
.063
.076
.094
.116
.165
.213
.238
.259
.290
.301
M
1.3644
1.9050
2.4002
2.8332
3.2001
3.8998
4.3491
4.6443
4.8426
5.0445
5.1150
IS3
TABLE 17.-ISOTHERMAL COMPRESSION OF SUCTION MEDIUM
a)
M* = 5.115 axisymmetric LARC Q-nozzle (air), Tstag = 400°K, Twallad , suction 5.3
U* ms
v---_-= 26.22 " 106/m, D* = lm,--:-- = 0.0075, f/_dx = 8.35 (TG vortex growth factor).
m o
Isothermal compression work Lsuctisoth to Pstag of suction air at T = 400°K
Lsuctisoth
with 100% efficiency: KEtest = 0.01259section
x
Rth
--7
-5
-2.5
0
2.5
5
10
15
20
25
3O
35
40
45
49.19
-- 4:)0
p
p*
602.86
594.67
530.85
317.60
166.75
60.18
12.224
4.554
2.526
1.747
d ( m.___s'_
\mo/
0
0.000062
.000091
.000109
.000121
.000130
.000142
.000149
.000150
.000150
,nfPstag d
0
1.00.10-6
1.18.10-5
7.01.10-5
1.558.10-4
3.000.10-4
5.539.10-4
7.283.10-4
8.216.10-4
8.769.10-4
1.375
1.178
1.0698
1.016
1.000
694.38
(stag
presssure)
.000150
.000150
.000150
.000150
.000150
9.129
9.361
9.505
9.582
9.606
.10-4
.10-4
.10-4
.10-4
. 10-4
M
0.1536
.4355
1.000
1.491
2.160
3.200
3.900
4.349
4.644
4.843
4.973
5.056
5.115
154
TABLE iT.-iSOTHERMAL COMPRESSION OF SUCTiON MEDIUM (Continued)
b)
M* = 8.93 axisymmetric helium nozzle, Tstag = 300°K, Twallad , suction 9.4 He, R = 250Rth
U* rns
v--¢= 26.22- 106/m, D* = lm,--_- = 0.00625, f_dx = 5.1 (TG vortex growth factor).
m o
Isothermal compression work Lsuctisot h to Pstag of suction helium at T = 300°K r_
Lsuctisoth
with 100% efficiency: = 0.0163
X
Rth
-7
-3.5
-2
0
5
10
2O
30
40
60
9O
122.19
KEtest section
a P--P--
p*
0.012 '4099.6
.289 3828.8
.528 3286.6
1.000 1998.3
1.414 1145.6
1.904 .566.96
3.131 108.67
4.661 20.81
5.816 7.651
7.176 2.8576
8.361 1.3747
8.93 1.000
i.
d/ms'_
_mo/
d x
0
0.00003125
.000050625
.000050625
.000O50625
.000O50625
.O0005O625
.000050625
.000050625
.000050625
.000050625
.000050625
In(_t), km°_/d x
0
2.14- 10 -6.
1.119.10-5
3.64 • 10-5
6.45 • 10-5
1.002.10 -4
1.838.10 -4
2.675.10 -4
3.181 • 10-4
3.68.10-4
4.05 • 10-4
4.211 • 10 -4
c)
M* = 9 axisymmetric NASA helium nozzle, Tstag = 300°K, Twallad , suction 9.6 He, D* = lm
U* rh
v'-';"= 26.22 • 106/m,_ -= 0.0080, f_dx = 5.7 (TG vortices), Re = 3.145 • 108.
mo Lequ
Isothermal compression work Lsuctisot h to Pstag of suction helium at T = 300°K
with 100% efficiency: Lsuctis°th
= 0.0159
KEtest section
'X
M
Rth
- 7. 0.012
-3.5 .289
- 2 .528
0 1.000
1.604 1.649
5.036 2.823
10.541 4.271
20.56 5.723
35.94 6.943
52.38 7.873
75.94 8.622
98.67 8.999
P
p*
4257.8
3980
3413.2
2052.6
850.53
166.36
31.67
8.561
3.4694
1,9065
1.2306
1.0300
d Rth
0
0.0000315
.0000389
.0000510
.0000552
.0000770
.0001029
.0000966
.0000657
.0000448
.0000392
.0000357
0
2.15.10 -6
8.60.10-6
3.72.10-5
8.89.10 -5
2.497 • 10-4
5.043 • 10-4
5.998.10-4
4.671 • 10-4
3.455 • 10-4
3.194.10-4
2.983.10-4
uB
C_
Lu
C)
(o
co
LL
C)
C)
cc
C)
cc
Lu
C)
co
I
Lu
,,J
O
CO
Q
O
c_
II
E"
m-
BI
C_
E
CO
¢'N
O4
(I
_fz
m"
"1-
(3)
t-"
O
_w
L)
CO
' II
to
F-
m"
N
N
O
E
r-
Z
t..)
Q.)
E
E
X
II
_G
Q.
o
E
o
u,-
V
CO
II
F-
II
J--
E
r-
r-
o
o
>,
Q_
O
o
m...
r-
o
E
O
m
E
cp
o
II
CO
c_
I!
CO
II
eO
O
c_
II
r-
r
r"
Q_
_OQQQOQ
O_
OOOOOO
X n-
0
d
0
0
d
CO
c5
.J
C
¢
4-
UJ
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TABL E B- 1.-COORDINA TES OF L ONGITUDINA L SL OT RODS
Slot (_)
a/b = 2, g/2b =
x/b y/b
0.1
Slot (_)
a/b = 2, g/2b = O.1
x/b y/b
0
0.044
.070
.099
.141
.230
.350
.503
.605
.683
.785
.855
.905
.938
.961
.978
.991
1.000
0
8 0.025
5 .040
.060
.107
.202
.330
.518
.643
.725
.826
.882
.920
.946
.964
.978
.990
1.000
Slot (_)
a/b = 2, g/2b = 0.1
x/b y/b
2.0 0
1.998 0.025
1.995 .042
1.99 .065
1.98 .125
1.95 .254
1.9 .395
1.8 .585
1.7 ..686
1.6 .750
1.4 .837
1.2 .886
1.0 .921
0.8 .946
.6 .964
.4 .978
.2 .990
0 1.000
Slot _)
a/b = 1.5, g/2b = 0.1
Slot (E)
a/b = 2.15, g/2b = 0.1
x/b y/bx/b y/b
1.5 0
1.4985 0.040
1.4963 .0625
1.4925 .088
1.485 .127
1.4625 .204
1.425 .312
1.35 .456
1.275 .566
1.2 .639
1.05 .750
0.9 .827
.75 .882
.6 .917
.45 .947
.3 .971
•15 .987
0 1.000
2.15
2.14
2.13
2.1
2.05
2.0
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8
.6
.4
.2
0
0
0.070
.100
.180
.292
.380
.517
.619
.695
.755
.837
.886
.921
.946
.964
.978
.990
1.000
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_d
_J
C_
(3
c_
(3
_J
co
_J
P_
cL
c_
tu
e-
.... _Q .................._
i. i _ i i
' _ _ __._ _ ___
_ °__..._.._.._...
_ Q _8_°__°_°_8_ °°_
r-
_J
8_°__ °_=_=__
........ _._._._.,=,=_._.-_..o_._.
o
0
(D
_3 Q ...._............ _._._._._.
C_ ................ ° ° ° ° ° ,
c_
II
O0
C_
II
f
c_
II
C3
C'q
c_
"1-
ICq
C_
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TABL E E- i.- TABLE iNDEX
Nozzle type
Axisymmetric
Two-
dimensional
Medium M*
Air 3
Helium 9
Air 4.6
Side
,U'D*
aEffect OT---7 evaluated
bEffect of Tstag or wall cooling evaluated
Nozzle
R = 3 Rth
R = 6 Rth
R = 12 Rth
LARC Q
LARC rapid
expansion
Suction
no.
a5
6
7
a8
a9
10
None
a5.1
5.2
b5.3
None
5.1
2b, 4r, 8
la, 8
la, 8
la, 2a, 4q, 8
la, 2a, 4p, 8
i Table no.
lb, 2c, 4j, 4k, 4_, 4m, 4n, 4o, 8, 11, 14a, 16a
lb, 2d, 4i, 8
lb, 2d, 4h, 8
lb, 2e, 4e, 4f, 4g, 8, 11, 16a
lb, 2e, 4b, 4c, 4d,8, 11, 16a
2f, 4a, 8
lc, 2_,5g, 9
lc_ 2k, 5a, 5b, 9
lc, 2g, 5c, 9
lc, 2h, 2i, 2j, 5d, 5e, 5f,9, 14b, 16b, 17a
ld, 2m, 5h, 9
ld, 2n, 5i, 9
7,1a
7.1
R = 30 Rth 7.1 le, 2p, 6a, 10
7.2 le, 2r, 6b, 10
R = 75 Rth
9.1
9.2
9.3 He
9.4 He
9.5He
9.6 He
2D-1
2D-2
b2D.3
2D-1
2D4
2D-5
2D-6
2D-7
2D-8
2D-6
2D-9
2D-11
R = 200 Rth
R = 250 Rth
NASA He
Floor/ceiling
75%
streamline
50%
streamline
25%
streamline
lf, 2o, 10
lf, 2q, 6c, 10
lg, 2t, 6d, 10
lg, 2s, 6e, 10, 14d
lh, 2v, 6f
lh, 2u, 6g, 14c, 17b
li, 2w, 6h
ii, 2x, 6i, i7c, 17d
lj, 3c, 7c, 13
lj, 3c, 7d, 13
lj, 3a, 3b, 7a, 7b, 13
12d, 13
12c, 13
12b, 13
12a, 13
3g, 12f, 13
3f, 12i, 13
12e
3d, 12g, 13
3i, 12k, 13
3e, 12h, 13
3h, 12j, 13
2D-9
2D-10
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TABLE E-2.-FIGURE INDEX
Nozzle type
Axisymmetric
Medium
Air
M* Nozzle
3 R = 3 Rth
R = 6 Rth
R = 12 Rth
5 I.ARC Q
7
Helium 9
Two- Air 4.6
dimensional
Figure no.
3a, 4a, 12a, 17,23a
17
17
4a, 5a, lla, 12b, 17,23a
4a, 12c, 17,23a
4b, 5b, 11b, 12d, 12h, 12k, 17,23b, 28a, 29a, 37a
4b, 12e, 17,23b
4b, Sc, 12f, 17,23b
4b, 5d, 12i, 12k, 17,23b, 37a
4b, 5e, 12j, 12k, 17,23b, 37a
4b, Sf, 12g, 17,23b
Suction
no.
5
3 3a,
4 3a,
5 3a,
6 3a,
a5 3a,
6 3a,
7 3a,
a8 3a,
a9 3a,
10 3a,
None 3b,
a5.1 3b,
5.2 3b,
b5.3 3b,
None 3b,
5.1 3b,
7.1 3c, 4e,
7.2 3c, 4e,
7.1a 3c, 4e,
7.1 3c, 4e,
9.1 3d, 4f,
9.2 3d, 4f,
9.3 He 3e, 3f
9.4 He 3e, 3f,
9.5 He 3e, 3f
9.6 He 3e, 3f,
2D-1 3g, 4g,
2D-2 3g, 4g,
b2D-3 3g, 4g,
2D-1 18,
2D-4 18,
2D-5 18,
2D-6 18,
2D-7 4h,
2D-8 4h,
2D-6 18,
2D-9 4h,
2D-11 4h,
2D-9 4h,
2D-10 4h,
6c, 11e, 13c, 17,23d
4c, 6d, 13d, 17,23d
4c, 6e, 13e, 17,23d
4c, 6f, 6g, 6h, llf, 11g, 13f, 17,28a, 29b, 37a
LARC rapid 6a, 1 lc, 13a, 17, 23c
expansion 4d, 6b, 11d, 13b, 17, 23c
R = 30 Rth 7a, 14a, 17, 23e, 37b
7b, 14b, 17,23e
R = 75 Rth 14c, 17,23e
7c, 14d, 17,23e
R = 200 Rth 8a, 15a, 23f, 37b
8b, 11h, 15b, 23f, 28b
R = 250 Rth
28b, 30,31b, 37b, 37c
NASA He
9, 11i, 28b, 30, 31a, 37b, 37c
Floor/ceiling 10a, 16a, 17, 23g
10b, 16b, 17,23g, 37a
10c, 10d, 11j, 16c, 17,23g, 37a
Side 75%
streamline
25%
streamline
aEffect of U'D*
--_ evaluated
bEffect of Tstag or wall cooling evaluated
19a, 21a
19a, 21b
19a, 21c
19a, 21d
10i, 18,19a, 20e, 21e, 23h, 37a
10j, 18,19a, 19b, 20f, 21f, 22,23h, 37a
50% 19a, 21d
_reamline 10g, 18,19b, 20c, 23h, 37a
10h, 18,19b, 20d, 22,23h
10e, 18,19b, 20a, 22,23h
10f, 18,19b, 20b, 22,23h
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FIGURE 12.-TA YLOR-GOERTLER INSTABILITY-M* = 3 AXISYMMETRIC AIR NOZZLES
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L-if*-- 9 helium nozzles _ _ >d"
- (NASA nozzle.+ n/Rth --250 nozzle)
Same curve for both nozzles
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:_dx
a) Axisymmetric air and helium nozzles, U*/v* = 26.22 • 106/m, D* = 1 m, Twallad
FIGURE IZ-TA YLOR-GOERTLER INSTABILITYSUMMARY
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b) Axisymmetric and two-dimensional air nozzles, U*/v* = 26.22 • 106/m, Twallad
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FIGURE 17.-TA YLOR-GOERTLER INSTABILITY SUMMARY (Concluded)
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a) Suction 2D1-2D8, U*/V* = 26.22 • 106/m, H* -- 1 m, Tstag = 400 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 19.-SUCTION MASS FL OW DISTRIBUTIONS-M* = 4. 6 TWO-DIMENSlONA L
JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS
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b) Suction 2D8-2D11,U*/p* = 26.22" 106/m, H* = 1 m, Tstag = 400 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 19. -SUCTION MASS FL OW DISTRIBUTIONS-M* = 4. 6 TWO-DIMENSIONA L
JPL NOZZLE SIDE WA L LS (Concluded)
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a) 25% streamline, suction 2D-9
FIGURE 20.-BOUNDARY LA YER CROSSFLOW VELOCITY PROFILES-
M* = 4.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS
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b) 25% streamline, suction 2D-10
FIGURE 20.-BOUNDA R Y LA YER CROSSFL OW VEL OCI TY PROFIL ES-
M* = 4.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS (Continued)
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c) 50% streamline, suction 2D-9
F! GURE 20.-BOUNDA R Y LA YER CROSSFL OW VEL OCI TY PROFIL ES-
M* = 4.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS (Continued)
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d) 50% streamline, suction 2D-11
FIGURE 20.-BOUNDAR Y LA YER CROSSFLOW VELOCITY PROFILES-
M* = 4.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS (Continued)
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e) 75% streamline, suction 2D-7
FIGURE 20.-BOUNDARY LAYER CROSSFLOW VELOCITY PROFILES-
M *= 4.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS (Continued)
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a) 75% streamline, suction 2D-1, U*/v* = 26.22 ° 106/m, H* = lm, Tstag = 400 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 21.-BOUNDARY LAYER CROSSFLOW REYNOLDS NUMBER AND (y/$)Wnma x-
M* = 4.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS
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b) 75% streamline, suction 2D-4,U*/1)* = 26.22 • 106/m, H* = lm, Tstag = 400 u K, Twallad
FIGURE 21.-BOUNDARY LA YER CROSSFLOW REYNOLDS NUMBERS AND (y/5)!w n -
M* = 4.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL JPL NOZZLE SlDE WALLS (Continued) max_
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c) 75% streamline, suction 2D-5,1U*/p *= 26.22 • 106/m, H *= lm, Tstag = 400 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 21.-BOUNDA R Y LAYER CROSSFL OW REYNOLDS NUMBER A ND (y/f) Wnma x-
M* = 4.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS (Continued)
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d) 50% and 75% streamlines, suction 2D-6, u*/v* = 26.22 • 106/m, H* = lm; Tstag = 400 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 21.-BOUNDARY LA YER CROSSFLOW REYNOLDS NUMBER AND (y/6)tw n -
M* = 4.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS (Continued) max
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e) 75% streamline, suction 2D-7, U*/v* = 26.22 • 106/m, H* = lm, Tstag = 400 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 21.-BOUNDARY LA YER CROSSFLOW REYNOLDS NUMBER AND (y/_)Wn -
M*= 4.6 TWO, DIMENSIONAL JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS (Continued) max
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f) 75% streamline, suction 2D-8,'.U*/V* = 26.22 • 106/m, H* = lm,,Tstag" = 400 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 21.-BOUNDARY LA YER CROSSFLOW REYNOLDS NUMBER AND (y/_)Wn
. maxM = 4.6 TWO-DIMENSIONAL JPL NOZZLE SIDE WALLS (Concluded)
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FIGURE 22.-CROSSFLOW STUDY SUMMARY-RECOMMENDED CONFIGURA T/ON
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__ 6 5
..... 3 5
I , I , I , I , I , I , I , I
-2 0 2 4 6 8 10 1 j2
x/Hth
M* = 3 axisymmetric nozzle, U*/V* = 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 23.-VARIA TIONS OF Re e IN SUPERSONIC AIR NOZZLES
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2000-
Re0
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5OO
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Suction no.
8 _
7
..... 6
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-2 ,0 2 4 6 8 10 12
x/Rth
M* = 3 axisymmetric nozzle, R/Rth = 12, U*/v* = 26.22 • 106/m, D* --- lm, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 23.- VA RIA TIONS OF Re 8 IN SUPERSONIC AIR NOZZLES (Continued)
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1500
1000
Re0
500
•U*/v* = 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm
Tstag = 300 ° K, suction 5.1
U*/V* = 6.9 • 106/m,
Rth = 0.01007m, no suction
0 ! I | I I I I
-10, 0 10 = 20 30 40 50
x/Rth
c) M* = 5rapid expansion axisymmetric nozzle, Twallad
F/GURE 23.-VARIATIONS OF Re 0 IN SUPERSONICAIRNOZZLES (Continued)
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Reel
4000
3000
2000
1000
Suction no. _ Twall
5.3 400 300 ° K
5.2 300 Adiabatic
5.3 400 Adiabatic
5.1 300 Adiabatic
5.3 300 Adiabatic
None 378 Ad iabatic
U*/v* = 6.9 • 106/m, Rth = 0.01007m
/
i0 • i i I _ I _ I !
-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
x/Rth
d) M* = 5 LARC_xisymmetricQ-nozzle,!U*/v* = 26.22,106/m, D*= lm
FIGURE23.-VARIATIONS OF Re 0 INSUPERSONICAIRNOZZLES (Continued)
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7.1
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' 30
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0 = I I
0 50 x/Rt h 100
e) M* = 7 axisymmetric nozzle? U*/V* = 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm, Tstag = 700 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 23.- VA RIA TIONS OF Re 0 IN SUPERSONIC AIR NOZZLES (Continued}
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f)
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2000
' Suction 9.1
I
0 1O0 200
x/Rth
M* = 9 axisymmetric nozzle, R/Rth = 200, U*/P* = 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm, Tstag = 1000 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 23.- VA RIA TIONS OF Re 0 IN SUPERSONIC A I R NOZZLES (Continued)
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M* = 4.6 two-dimensional JPL nozzle, floor and ceiling walls, I U*/v* = 26.22 • 106/m, H; = lm, Twallad
FIGURE 23.-VARIA TIONS OF Re 0 IN SUPERSONIC AIR NOZZLES (Continued)
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Suction no. Streamline, %
2D-10 25
2D-9 25 and 50
2D-11 50
............. 2D-8 75
2D-7 75
1500
Re0
1000
50O
0 I i I
200
0 100 x/Rth.
h) M* = 4.6 two-dimensional JPL nozzle, side walls, U'Iv* = 26.22 ° 106/m, H* = lm, Tstag = 400 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 23.-VARIATIONS OF Re 0 IN SUPERSONIC AIR NOZZLES (Concluded)
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FIGURE 24.- VARIATION OF PerU 2 WITH LOCAL MACH NUMBER IN SUPERSONIC
HELIUM AND AIR NOZZLES
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a) M* = 5, U*/v*= 26.22 • 106/m, Tstag = 400 ° K
FIGURE 25.-VARIA T/ON OF LOCAL UNIT LENGTH REYNOLDS
NUMBER IN SUPERSONIC AIR NOZZLES
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U*/v* = 26.22 x 106/m, D* = lm
Long air nozzle
Helium nozzle, same length as long air nozzle
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FIGURE 26.-EOUI VALENT LENGTH REYNOLDS NUMBERS
FOR VARIOUS WIND TUNNEL NOZZLES
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a) M* = 3 and 5 axisymmetric air nozzles,
U*/v* = 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm
FIGURE 28.-CRITICAL ROUGHNESS HEIGHT (Re k = 200)
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Ycrit' mm
i 1 i
NASA helium nozzle,_1.0 suction 9.6 He,
_ 300 ° K, Twallad
I
'Helium nozzle, suction 9.4 He, _ /
R/Rth = 250, Tstag = 300 ° K, __ _//
.///
.01 _
Helium
f_ Air
.... ?_/-"
/ /
/
_--_ Air nozzle, suction '
R/Rth = 2_, Tsta_ = 1000 ° K,
Twalla d
.001
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M
b) M* = 9 axisymmetr_c nozzles,
U*/IJ* = 26.22 • 10°/m, D* = lm
FIGURE 28.-CRITICAL ROUGHNESS HEIGHT (Re k = 200) (Concluded)
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1 • 106 .01 ! I | I
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x/Rth
a) M* = 3 axisymmetric air nozzle (R/Rth = 12), Rekcri t = 200, suction 5,
U*/V* = 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm, Rth = 0.244 m, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 29.-CRITICAL ROUGHNESS HEIGHT AND UNIT LENGTH REYNOLDS NUMBc_R
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1 • 10E .01 = , ' '
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b) M *= 5.115 LARC Q-axisymmetric air nozzle, Rekcri t = 200, suction 5.3,
U*/V* = 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm Rth = 0.0954 m, Tstag -- 400 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 29.-CRITICAL ROUGHNESS HEIGHT AND UNIT L ENGTH REYNOLDS
NUMBER (Concluded)
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M* = 9 slow expansion
helium nozzle (R/Rth ---250),
suction 9.4 He
- M* = 9 NASA helium nozzle,
suction 9.6 He
Rek = 200,
. c[it D*U /v = 26.22 • 106/m, = lm,
Rth = 0.071 lm, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
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FIGURE 30.-CRITICAL SURFACE ROUGHNESS HEIGHT, IN M* = 9
AXIS YMME TRIC HEL IUM NOZZLES
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a) M* -- 9 NASA axisymmetric helium nozzle, Rekcri t = 200, suction 9.6 He,
U*/V* = 26.22 • 106/m, D* =. lml Rth = 0.0711 m, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twall ad
FIGURE 31.-UNIT LENGTH REYNOLDS NUMBER, U/v k
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b) M* = 9 slow expansion axisymmetric helium nozzle (R/Rth = 250); Rekcri t = 200, suction 9.4 He
U*/u * = 26.22 • 106/m, D* = lm Rth = 0.0711 m, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 31.-UNIT LENGTH REYNOLDS NUMBER, U/v k (Concluded)
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Sucked stream tubes
AQ= flow into hole
h = "average" height of intercepted layer =J 2 _-_Q / Au
Z_Q
u = "average" velocity of intercepted layer -- /h
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FIGURE 32.-CRITICAL SUCTION FOR LAMINAR FLOW (Ref. 45)
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ReOalT =
v o
-v 0
Reynolds number based on momentum thickness at start of transition on attachment I|ne
= v° al
= suction velocity
-- directional derivative at attachment line in a direction normal to leading edge
and along surface
ReOal T
u = potential flow velocity component normal to leading edge and along surface
w = spanwise potential flow velocity component
z = spanwise length along attachment line
400
Suction through chordwise slots
300,
2OO
100
I! Iv
, I I I I. I
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Voa
FIGURE 33.-EFFECT OF SUCTION ON TRANSITION A T THE A TTACHMENT LINE OF A
45 ° SWEPT BLUNT-NOSED WING IN NORAIR 7- BY IO-FT TUNNEL
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_1 considerably smaller than _2
;k1 _< subsonicboundary layer thickness Ss
,Local
cone
FIGURE 35.-ROWS OF CLOSEL Y SPACED SUCTION HOLES SWEPT BEHIND
THE LOCAL MACH ANGLE (SCHEMA TIC)
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FIGURE 36.-RA 7"10 Avj. max/V j. max = f (X/h) FOR LINE AND POINT SINKS
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M* = 3 axisymmetric nozzle
R/Rth = 12, Tsta, = 300 ° K
_ f_,_-ea, Suction 8
 . ,suct o 5M[
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O_ 1_ 2___ 3____4 ..... 5
I !
- Suction 2D-3
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.1 i ":_-_
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i*=3
M_ Two-dimensional
JPL nozzle
r-c:-p_ M* = 5.115 LARC Q-nozzle,
I suction 5.3, Tstag = 400 ° K
] I J
Z_ Floor anl ceiling of two-dimensional
o_ M* = 4.6 JPL nozzle
J _ ....... I --=--_ Note: __ scales displaced.for the d,fferent cases.
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1----- 2----- 3_ 4_ 5
i ] M t ..... ____---- Streamline,%
Sidewalls of two-dimensional,__ 25
M* -- 4.6, JPL nozzle, "_
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'_ _/ l-mm -
U*/V* = 26.22 • 106/m, D* = H* = 1 m, Twallad in all cases
.Ol I 1 i I J
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Low supersonic Mach axisymmetric and two-dimensional air nozzles
FIGURE 37.-THICKNESS 6s OF SUBSONIC PART OF THE
NOZZLE WALL BOUNDARY LAYER
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NASA helium nozzle,
suction 9.6 He
6s,mm
1.01
.5
.4
.1
0
Slow expansion helium
nozzle, suction 9.4 He
20 40 60 80 100
x/Rth
c) M* = 9 axisymmetric helium nozzles, U*/v* = 26.22 x 106/m, D ° = 1 m,
Rth = 0.0711 m, Tstag = 300 ° K, Twallad
FIGURE 37.-THICKNESS 8s OF SUBSONIC PAR T OF THE
NOZZLE WALL BOUNDARY LAYER (Concluded)
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Isentropic compression
Ideal isothermal compression
at Tstag
pression
in several compressor
spools with interspool
cooling
Tstag
in nozzle
(potential flow)
Tchamber
FIGURE 38.-TS DIAGRAM OF SUCTION COMPRESSOR CYCLE
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Isentropic I
expansion
in nozz e
(potential
flow)
I
Ideal isothermal compression of
suction medium in suction compressor
from suction chamber to p' or Pstag
Tsuctchamber
Pchamber = p
FIGURE 39.-TS DIAGRAM OF IDEAL ISOTHERMAL COMPRESSION OF SUCTION MEDIUM
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FIGURE B-1.-CROSSFLOW VELOCITY RATIO ON CIRCULAR RODS FOR DIFFERENT SLOT
WIDTH RATIOS, g/2b
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b) g/2b = 0.05 - 0.2, a/b = 1
FIGURE B-I.-CROSSFLOW VELOCITY RATIO ON CIRCULAR RODS FOR DIFFERENT
SLOT WIDTH RATIOS, g/2b (Concluded)
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(_) a/b = 1.5, g/2b = 0.4
(_) a/b = 1.5, g/2b = 0.2
(_) a/b = 2.0, g/2b = 0.4
(_) a/b = 2.0, g/2b = 0.2 =_ -, -- --
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Cross section of I
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suction rods _
t
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(s/b)stag
a) g/2b = 0.2 and 0.4, a/b = 1.5 and 2.0
FIGURE B-2.-CROSSFLOW VELOCITY RATIO ON ELLIPTICAL RODS OF DIFFERENT
AXIS RATIOS, a/b, AND SLOT WIDTH RATIOS, g/2b
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FIGURE B-2.-CROSSFL OW VEL OCI TY RATIO ON EL L IPTICA L RODS OF DIFFERENT
AXIS RATIOS, a/b, AND SLOT WIDTH RATIOS, g/2b (Continued)
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2
c) g/2b -- 0.4 and 1.0, a/b = 3.0
FIGURE B-2.-CROSSFLOW VELOCITY RATIO ON ELLIPTICAL RODS OF DIFFERENT
AXIS RATIOS, a/b, AND SLOT WIDTH RATIOS, g/2b (Continued)
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I I I I
0 1 2 3 4
(s/b)stag
d) g/2b = 0.05, 0.2, and 0.1, a/b - 3.0
FIGURE B-2.-CROSSFLOW VELOCITY RATIO ON ELLIPTICAL RODS OF DIFFERENT
AXIS RATIOS, a/b, AND SLOT WIDTH RATIOS, g/2b (Concluded)
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FIGURE B-4. -CROSSFLOW VELOCITY RATIO FOR LONGITUDINAL SUCTION ROD (_
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FIGURE B-6.-CROSSFLOW VELOCITY RATIO FOR
LONGITUDINAL SUCTION RODS (_, (_, (_
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